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Joint Development Control Committee Members:  

Cambridge City Council: Cllrs D. Baigent, Page-Croft, Porrer, Smart 
(Vice-Chair), S. Smith and Thornburrow, Alternates: Flaubert, 
Gawthrope Wood, Nethsingha and Scutt 

 

South Cambridgeshire District Council: Cllrs Bradnam (Chair), Bygott, 
Chamberlain, Daunton, Hawkins and Hunt, Alternates: Cone, Fane, Howell 
and J.Williams 

 

Information for the public 
The public may record (e.g. film, audio, tweet, blog) meetings which are open to the 
public.  
 
For full information about committee meetings, committee reports, councillors and 
the democratic process:  

 Website: http://democracy.cambridge.gov.uk  

 Email: democratic.services@cambridge.gov.uk 

 Phone: 01223 457000 
 
Public health and well-being for meeting arrangements 
Whilst the situation with COVID-19 is on-going, the Council will be following the 
latest Government guidance in organising and holding its meetings. 
 
This Meeting will be live streamed to the Council’s YouTube page. Those wishing to 
address the meeting will also be able to do so virtually via Microsoft Teams. Given 
the ambition to limit numbers of people attending the meeting in person to reduce 
the risk of infections, we would encourage members of the public who wish to 
address the Committee to do so virtually.   
 
Should you have to attend in person, we always ask you to maintain social 
distancing and maintain your face covering unless you are exempt or when speaking 
at the meeting. Hand sanitiser will be available on entry to the meeting. 
 
If members of the public wish to address the committee either virtually or in person, 
you must  contact Democratic Services democratic.services@cambridge.gov.uk by 
12 noon two working days before the meeting. 
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Report to:  

 

Joint Development Control 

Committee  

06 April 2022 

Lead Officer: 

 

Joint Director of Planning and Economic 

Development   

21/03609/FUL - Castle Ward. National Institute of 

Agricultural Botany, Huntingdon Road, Cambridge 

Proposal: Retention of the former NIAB Headquarters building, the demolition of all 

other buildings and structures, and the erection of buildings with basements for 291 

Build to Rent units (Use Class C3) including affordable housing and a 202 bed Apart-

Hotel (Sui Generis) and associated facilities along with access, car and cycle 

parking, landscaping and infrastructure works. 

 

Applicant: Vertex Living Ltd 

 

Key material considerations: Principle of development, Affordable Housing, Design 

and Context, Heritage, Residential Amenity, Car Parking 

 

Date of Member site visit: No 

 

Is it a Departure Application: No 
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Agenda Item 3



 

Decision due by: 22 April 2022 

 

Application brought to Committee because: Major development  

 

Presenting officer: Rebecca Ward 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

1. The application was originally heard at the Joint Development Control 

Committee on the 16 March 2022. At the meeting members voted to defer 

determination of the application on the basis that they wanted the applicant to 

consider whether they were able to provide a higher percentage of Affordable 

Private Rent homes onsite based upon the gross number of new rented 

homes to be delivered (rather than the net position set out as acceptable in 

the officer report). In response to this request the applicant has indicated that 

they would be prepared to provide an additional 21 affordable private rent 

units, taking the total to 58 (20% of the proposed units) provided the decision 

could be taken promptly. This is set out by the applicant in the addendum 

Housing Report (dated 24 March 2022). 

 

2. The total number of Build for Rent units would stay the same as per the 

application description and no additional changes are required to the design 

and layout of the scheme. Officers' consideration of the fall-back position and 

the weight that can be applied to the earlier “permissions” remains. The 

provision of additional affordable units is nevertheless a material planning 

consideration to which weight (in favour of the development) can be applied. 

The officer report has been updated to reflect the recent submissions but 

otherwise remains substantially similar to the earlier report considered by the 

Committee at their meeting in March.  

 

3. This application seeks full planning permission for the site which is located 

within the administrative boundary of Cambridge City Council. The proposal is 

for the comprehensive redevelopment of the site involving the retention of the 
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former NIAB Headquarters building, the demolition of all other buildings and 

for the erection of buildings with basements for 291 Build to Rent units (C3 

Use Class) which includes affordable housing. The scheme also proposes a 

202 bed Apart-Hotel and associated facilities along with access, car and cycle 

parking, landscape and infrastructure works. 

 

4. The proposed development is the outcome of two years of extensive pre-

application consultation with officers and a variety of technical consultees and 

members of the public prior to submission of the application. The scheme has 

also been presented at Cambridge Quality Panel twice. The scheme has been 

amended significantly during this time to address concerns that have been 

raised. Amendments have also been made during the application process. 

 

5. The benefits and dis-benefits of the development proposals have been 

evaluated and assessed against the objectives of the NPPF and the 

presumption in favour of sustainable development, as summarised below. In 

in terms of social benefits, the proposal seeks to introduce a significant 

number of BtR homes, 58 of which will be Affordable BtR. The Council’s 

Greater Cambridge Housing Strategy and National Planning Policy support 

the development of purpose built private rented homes because it helps to 

provide an additional choice into the market and accelerates the delivery of 

new homes in the city. The development would provide BtR housing to meet 

the local identified needs of Cambridge. The scheme also seeks to introduce 

a range of facilities that residents of this development and members of the 

public will be able to access including co-working spaces, swimming pool, a 

gym and Micro-brewery. 

 

6. In terms of economic benefits, the proposal seeks to introduce an Apart hotel 

which will provide 202 rooms to keep pace with the continued market demand 

for new accommodation in Cambridge. This use will create various new job 

roles during and post construction which will be of benefit to the local 

economy. The additional expenditure from visitors to the 202 bed Apart Hotel 

and occupiers will help support the local business and services. Along with a 

package of s106 contributions to support upgrades to existing infrastructure. 
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7. In terms of environmental benefits, the comprehensive re-development of the 

site has meant that a high-quality landscape scheme can be secured. There 

will be a significant increase in biodiversity on the site, exceeding the 10% 

requirement in Biodiversity Net Gain. The majority of protected Pleached Lime 

trees will be retained on and around the site with a significant number of new 

ones planted to enhance the setting on the old NIAB site and preserve the 

Buildings of Local Interest that surround it. The scheme also includes various 

sustainably measures which includes an electric only development, Pv 

panels, achieving targets of 110 litres per person per day in terms of water 

consumption and cutting carbon emissions by 74% exceeding Part L of the 

Building Regulations. The drainage strategy also includes rain-water gardens, 

green roofs and swales through the development. 

 

8. Overall, the proposed development will bring significant public benefits which 

accord with the three dimensions of sustainable development set out in the 

National Planning Policy Framework 2021. The Application Site is part 

included within an allocation for Mixed Use residential development with the 

remaining part identified in the Brownfield Register and as such the principle 

of re-use for residential development is acceptable and has been found to 

comply with all other policies in the CLP. The balance of these benefits in the 

circumstances of the application is considered to weigh in favour of granting 

planning permission, outweighing any harm that the proposed development 

may cause. In accordance with S38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Act 

2004 there is a statutory presumption in favour of granting planning 

permission.   

 

9. Having considered the provisions of the development plan, the views of 

statutory consultees, local consultees and third-party representations as well 

as all other material planning considerations, the proposed development is 

recommended for approval subject to planning conditions as set out in this 

report at Appendix 2 and to the prior completion of a Section 106 Agreement 

to secure the recommended planning obligations set out in Appendix 1. 
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SITE HISTORY 

 

10. The relevant planning history on the site comprises: 

 

Reference  Description Decision 

07/0005/FUL Erection of a part 2 storey part 3 storey office and 

laboratory building, glasshouse, decked car park, plant 

and equipment, access road, landscaping and 

ancillary works. 

Approved  

Dec 2006 

07/0005/CONDA Application for confirmation of compliance with 

conditions of planning permission 07/0005/FUL 

Issued 

Sept 2020 

1/1467/SCRE The proposed development comprises the retention of 

the former NIAB Headquarters building (with consent 

for 68 dwellings), the demolition of all other buildings 

and structures, and the erection of buildings with 

basements for 290 Build to Rent units (Use Class C3) 

and a 201 bed Apart-Hotel (Sui Generis) with 

associated facilities 

Screening 

opinion 

decided, 

and EIA 

screening 

not required 

April 2021 

20/01501/PRI030 Prior Approval notification of proposed change of use 

from B1(a) (offices) to Class C3 (dwellinghouses) to 

create 68 dwellings 

Prior 

Approval 

Given May 

2020 

20/03334/PRI03O Prior Approval notification of proposed change of use 

from B1(a) (offices) to Class C3 (dwellinghouses) to 

create 7no 1bed dwellinghouses 

Prior 

Approval 

given July 

2020 

20/03335/PRI03O Prior Approval notification of proposed change of use 

from B1(a) (offices) to Class C3 (dwellinghouses) to 

create 95 dwellinghouses 

Prior 

approval 

given 

(September 

2020) 

 

11. Key Darwin Green decisions (adjacent site): 

 

Reference  Description Decision 
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07/0003/OUT Mixed-use development comprising up to 1593 

dwellings, primary school, community facilities, 

retail units (use classes A1, A2, A3, A4 and A5) 

and associated infrastructure including vehicular, 

pedestrian and cycleway accesses, open space 

and drainage works 

December 

2013 

14/0086/REM Reserved matters of 07/003/OUT for access 

roads, pedestrian and cycle paths, public open 

space, services across the site and one allotment 

site 

Approved 

June 2014 

14/1410/REM Construction of public square with hard surfaced 

pedestrian and cycle areas, access road, disabled 

and service bay parking, soft landscaping, 

drainage and utilities pursuant to outline approval 

07/0003/OUT 

Approved 

December 

2014 

15/1670/REM Reserved matters for 114 residential units and 

local centre, including library, community rooms, 

health centre and retail units pursuant to outline 

consent 07/0003/OUT 

Approved 

May 2016 

16/0208/REM Reserved matters application for first housing 

phase (known as BDW1) including 173 dwellings 

with associated internal roads, car parking, 

landscaping, amenity and public open space 

May 2016 

19/1056/REM Reserved Matters application for second housing 

phase (known as BDW2) including 328 dwellings 

with associated internal roads, car parking, 

landscaping, amenity and public open space. The 

Reserved Matters include access, appearance, 

landscaping, layout and scale and related partial 

discharge of conditions 8, 10, 14, 18, 22, 25, 26, 

27, 29, 35, 40, 49, 52, 58, 62, 63, 66 and 69 

pursuant to outline approval 07/0003/OUT 

Refused 

December 

2020 
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21/03619/REM Reserved matters application for fifth and sixth 

housing phases and Allotment 3 (collectively 

known as BDW5 and 6) including 411 dwellings 

and allotments with associated internal roads, car 

parking, landscaping, amenity and public open 

space. The reserved matters include access, 

appearance, landscaping, layout and scale related 

partial discharge of conditions 6, 8, 10, 14, 15, 17, 

18, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 35, 40, 49, 52, 58, 62, 

63, 66 and 69 pursuant to outline approval 

07/0003/OUT 

Approved 

December 

2021 

21/04431/REM Reserved Matters application for second housing 

phase (known as BDW2) including 323 dwellings 

with associated internal roads, car parking, 

landscaping, amenity and public open space. The 

Reserved Matters include access, appearance, 

landscaping, layout and scale and related partial 

discharge of conditions 8, 10, 14, 17, 18, 26, 28, 

35, 40, 49, 52, 58, 63, 66 and 69 pursuant to 

outline approval 07/0003/OUT 

Awaiting 

decision 

 

PUBLICITY 

 

Advertisements: Yes 

Adjoining Owners: Yes 

Site Notice Displayed: Yes 

 

Member Briefing - 13th January 2021 

 

12. The application was amended in December with interested third parties being 

re-consulted on the amended plans. A further set of plans were submitted and 

uploaded to address errors and omissions in some of the documents in 

February 2022. These latest plans were not re-consulted on as the changes 
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were not materially different to the previous amendments. The amendments 

are set out in the Proposal section of this report. 

 

13. Neighbour letters were sent out in addition to the standard consultation letters, 

the requirements for statutory press notice and the display of site notices have 

been met. The application has therefore been subject to extensive 

consultation and publicity. 

 

14. Prior to the submission of the application the applicants held a series of public 

meetings and workshops to seek public and stakeholder views of the 

proposed development. The proposals have also been discussed with officers 

as part of comprehensive pre-application work as well as presentation to the 

Cambridge Quality Panel (twice), Disability Panel, the Joint Development 

Control committee as a Developer’s Briefing and the North and West 

Cambridge Community Forum.  

 

POLICY AND MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

15. EIA Directives and Regulations - European Union legislation with regard to 

environmental assessment and the UK’s planning regime remains unchanged 

despite it leaving the European Union on 31 January 2020. 

 

16. In accordance with those regulations, a screening opinion was submitted by 

the applicant and determined in April 2021. The Council concluded that a full 

Environmental Impact Assessment was not needed for the proposed 

development.  

 

17. The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 - The site is 

not in the vicinity of designated (European) sites of nature conservation 

importance and is not within such a designation. The Council is satisfied that 

the application is unlikely to have a significant effect on a European 

designated site either on its own or in combination with other projects and 

would not result in likely significant effects on European designated sites. 
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18. Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended) - Section 

38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that 

applications are determined in accordance with the development plan unless 

material considerations indicate otherwise. 

 

19. Equalities Act 2010 - The application has been assessed against the 

relevant sections of the Equalities Act 2010.  It is not considered that the 

application discriminates against people with protected characteristics.  

 

20. Relevant Central Government Documents and Policies  

 

Central 

Government 

Guidance 

National Planning Policy Framework July 2021 

National Planning Practice Guidance  

National Design Guide 

LTN/20 Cycle Infrastructure 

 

Relevant Development Plan Documents and Policies 

 

Cambridge City 

Local Plan 

2018 

Policy 1: The presumption in favour of sustainable development  

Policy 3: Spatial strategy for the location of residential 

development  

Policy 5: Sustainable transport and infrastructure  

Policy 6: Hierarchy of centres and retail capacity  

Policy 14: Areas of Major Change and Opportunity Areas – 

general principles  

Policy 20: Land between Huntingdon Road and Histon Road 

Area of Major Change 

Policy 28: Carbon reduction, community energy networks, 

sustainable design and construction, and water use 

Policy 29: Renewable and low carbon energy generation 

Policy 31: Integrated water management and the water cycle  

Policy 32: Flood risk  

Policy 33: Contaminated land 
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Policy 34: Light pollution control 

Policy 35: Protection of human health and quality of life from 

noise and vibration 

Policy 36: Air quality, odour and dust 

Policy 37: Cambridge Airport Public Safety Zone and Air 

Safeguarding Zones  

Policy 41: Protection of business space  

Policy 42: Connecting new developments to digital infrastructure 

Policy 45: Affordable housing and dwelling mix  

Policy 50: Residential space standards  

Policy 51: Accessible homes  

Policy 55: Responding to context  

Policy 56: Creating successful places  

Policy 57: Designing new buildings  

Policy 59: Designing landscape and the public realm  

Policy 60: Tall buildings and the skyline in Cambridge  

Policy 61: Conservation and enhancement of Cambridge’s 

historic environment  

Policy 62: Local heritage assets  

Policy 68: Open space and recreation provision through new 

development  

Policy 70: Protection of priority species and habitats  

Policy 71: Trees  

Policy 73: Community, sports and leisure facilities  

Policy 74: Education facilities  

Policy 75: Healthcare facilities  

Policy 77: Development and expansion of visitor accommodation 

Policy 80: Supporting sustainable access to development  

Policy 81: Mitigating the transport impact of development  

Policy 82: Parking management  

Policy 85: Infrastructure delivery, planning obligations and the 

Community Infrastructure Levy  
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Supplementary Planning Documents and Material Considerations  

 

Supplementary 

Planning 

Documents  

Greater Cambridge Biodiversity SDP Draft (July 2021) 

Greater Cambridge Shared Planning Sustainable Design and 

Construction (2020)  

Great Cambridge Housing Strategy (2019-2023) 

Affordable Housing SPD (2018) 

Cambridge City Council’s Air Quality Action Plan (2018) 

Cambridgeshire Flood and Water SPD (2016)  

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Waste Partnership 

(RECAP): Waste Management Design Guide SPD (2012) 

Biodiversity SPD (2009)  

Public Art (2009)  

Cambridge Quality Charter for Growth (2008) 

 

CONSULTATIONS  

 

21. Cambridge County Council Education 

No objections raised.  

There will be capacity in the existing and planned education settings to 

accommodate the demand from the development without the need for 

additional capacity and for which the any projects are fully funded. In terms of 

library provision £6,547.50 has been requested towards the fit-out costs of the 

Darwin Green Library building. 

 

22. Cambridge County Council Highways Authority 

Amended application 

No objections raised.  

The amended plans showing a single point of access to the site from 

Lawrence Weaver Road is acceptable. The Highway seeks that this drawing 

be referenced in any planning permission that the planning authority is 

minded to grant. 
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23. Conditions have also been requested in respect of: existing vehicle access to 

be closed off; the submission of a traffic management plan. control of private 

water and an informative to ensure the right licences are obtained for working 

in the public highway and what should be included in the traffic management 

plan 

 

Original application 

Objections raised.  

24. Internal one-way system is considered unnecessary and not supported. This 

should be consolidated to a single point of access. Design of the access 

should be a standalone plan so this can be subsequently approved. Swept 

path analysis shows the body of a vehicle oversailing with parts of building B. 

Written dimensions of the pedestrian footpaths should be included on the 

plans. Site plans do not currently show any works within the LWR to connect 

shared used paths to the site. Whilst the principle of using Howes Place for 

vehicles is acceptable the swept path analysis shows the body of vehicles 

being close to the trunks of the Pleached Limes along Howes Place. 

 

25. County Council Transport Assets Team 

Amended application 

No objections raised. Subject to mitigation for a contribution towards the 

delivery of the cycle way along Castle Street and the car club provision and a 

condition securing a travel plan. 

 

Original application 

Objections raised. The Transport Statement does not include sufficient 

information to determine the highway impact of the development specifically 

regarding accident data and net trip generation.  

 

26. Highways England  

No objections raised. 

 

27. NHS Cambridge and Peterborough CCG 

No objections raised.  
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Identified that the development will give rise to need for additional primary 

healthcare provision through the need for a developer contribution of 

£174,800 towards the improvements in capacity at Huntingdon Road surgery 

or the Girton branch. 

 

28. Cambridgeshire Constabulary Designing Out Crime Officer 

No objections raised.  

Communal areas as designed should encourage residents, tenants and 

visitors to use them thus improving natural surveillance across the 

development.  The use of cycleways and footpaths aligned together also 

encourages their use and surveillance. Supportive of the design of cycle 

stores but would recommend cementing into the ground the stands and 

hoops. A lighting plan should be provided. 

 

29. Environmental Health 

No objections raised.  

Requested the following standard conditions; full contaminated land 

conditions; materials management plan; DCEMP; and a Plant Machinery 

equipment and noise assessment. Bespoke conditions have also been 

requested for: 

 

Resident Event Space: 

A noise insulation and reduction scheme to the resident event space (which 

considers any sound-system, the nature and type of events to be held, 

adequate ventilation to allow windows/doors to be closed when there are 

louder events, patron noise management etc) 

- Noise insultation post completion assessment (to ensure the resident event 

space is completed in accordance with the approved details) 

- Hours of use shall not take place outside of 08:00-22:00 Monday to Saturday 

and outside of 09:00-20:00 on Sunday/bank holiday. 

- All windows and doors to resident event space should remain closed during 

entertainment or playing of music (expect ingress or egress) 

- Third party amplification shall be channelled through in-house limited 

amplification/fixed sound system 
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30. Urban Design Officer 

Amended application 

No objections raised. Amendments address the previous concerns.  

Two options have been presented for access along the boundary with Howes 

Place (Option A and Option B). In terms of urban design, Option A is the 

preferred choice as this improves permeability for pedestrians and cyclists 

from the southeast.  

 

Original application 

Objections raised.  

The following areas should be amended: access to the site from Lawerance 

Weaver Road resigned and public realm enhancing; error on the basement 

drawing; cycle and pedestrian link should be provided to Howes Place; re-

design of roof on Mews (Building C-E) from View 4; and shadow studies 

should be included so the impact on amenity can be assessed and further 

refinement of brick detailing on the gables. 

 

31. Conservation Officer  

Amended application  

32. No objections raised. Following the previous comments on these proposals, 

revised plans and notes have been received.  The height of the Apart-hotel 

has been reduced so that it is one metre lower where it is close to the NIAB 

main building and the rest by 550mm. This reduction combined with the 

changes to the roof form of the building where it faces the NIAB building 

means that it sits better adjacent to the BLIs. The mansard roof form mirrors 

that of the main building and the grouping of the dormers on the south 

elevation references the pairing on the NIAB building opposite. The glazed 

link has been redesigned to reflect the dormer design and to reduce the 

amount of glazing. This is a more appropriate response to the context and is 

supported. 

 

33. Taking the above into account the proposal will not adversely affect the 

setting of the Buildings of Local Interest. The proposals will comply with CLP 
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Policy 62. With reference to the NPPF and the effect on the significance of the 

heritage asset, paragraph 203 would apply. 

 

Original application 

34. Objections raised. Whilst the BLI are each noted separately they should be 

considered as a group. The NIAB HQ is clearly the largest and most 

architecturally significant. The houses are a sub-group of real charm and well 

considered design (particular the landscape setting) and the separate semi-

detached houses are somewhat less important. The removal of the poor-

quality mid-century extensions could be considered an enhancement. The 

demolition of the pair of semi-detached dwellings could therefore be 

contemplated if the replacement building formed a worthwhile contribution to 

this side of Howes Place and the old NIAB building. However, at this stage the 

following design concerns were raised: 

 

- The height of the Apart hotel extends beyond the roof of the old 1920s 

building. The application also has limited information on the impact of any 

plant/roof top lifts. 

- East elevation fronting Howes Place and the BLI houses appears long and 

repetitive along with the glazed link blocks. More attempt needed to give 

facades closets to the BLI more architectural interest.  

- Additional details required on the finish of the 1920s building.  

 

35. Conditions are requested for the brick details (bond mortar, mix and design); 

sample panel containing all other external materials. ridge, eaves and hip 

details; large scale drawings of sills, lintels etc.; glazing details and 

plant/equipment on the roof.  

 

36. Access Officer 

Original Application.  

No objection raised. However, comments that all bathrooms designed for 

disabled users should be wet rooms and bathrooms need to be redesigned so 

that ceiling hoists can run from bedroom to bathroom.  
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37. Sustainability Officer 

No objections raised.  

38. The overall approach to integrating sustainable design and construction into 

the design of the proposals is welcomed.  Significant focus at the pre-

application stage was given to discussions around how to mitigate the risk of 

overheating in the build to rent units which has led to changes to façade 

design and the massing and layout of the apartments.  

 

- Energy strategy considerably exceeds the 19% reduction in carbon emissions 

requirement in policy 28 of the Local Plan.  Calculations suggest a 74% 

reduction in emissions.  This is delivered via significant fabric improvements 

to reduce space heating demand, an all-electric approach to heating and hot 

water and photovoltaic panels.  Space heating demand proposed is very close 

to that required by the Passivhaus standard and in line with emerging Greater 

Cambridge Local Plan net zero carbon buildings approach.  

- Apart hotel takes an all-electric approach and achieves BREEAM ‘excellent’. 

- Significant consideration taken to designing out the risk of overheating, which 

was an element discussed throughout pre-application discussions.  These 

discussions and analysis using both current and future climate scenarios led 

to a reduction in single aspect units, a reconfiguration of the blocks and 

changes in the façade design, massing and layout of the proposals.  Window 

reveals and shading design is to be refined further as part of the detailed 

design process. 

- Looking at an embodied carbon target of 625 kg of carbon dioxide per metre 

squared in line with the RIBA Climate Challenge 2030 target (current business 

as usual is around 1200 Kg).  This is an area not currently covered in local 

plan policy.  

- Water use of no more than 100 litres per person per day (an improvement on 

the local plan requirement of 110 litres) 

- Space for food growing included in the landscape masterplan. 

- In terms of overheating the analysis has been undertaken using both current 

and future climate scenarios.  This analysis has shown some slight risk to 

some units under Criteria B (night time temperatures), and in response to this 

window reveals and shading for these units will be finessed at the detailed 
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design stage.  This approach is welcomed.  The work continues into the 

detailed design as their analysis did highlight some remaining risk of 

overheating, so the approach needs to be refined.  

 

39. A condition to require submission of an updated overheating assessment, 

BREEAM Design Stage Certification, BREEAM Post certification, 

implementation of energy strategy and water efficiency have been requested. 

 

40. Landscape Officer 

Additional information 

No objections raised. Landscape prefers Option A which allows for 

permeability for Howes Place edge for pedestrian and cyclists and is a 

positive response to Policy 80 of the CLP. Clarity regarding the extent of the 

basement on ground floor plan and landscape plan is still an important 

element to coordinate. Based on these comments' conditions should be 

included as set out below. 

Amended application 

41. Actions required prior to determination. Update Arboricultural Impact 

Assessment with clarity around trees. Coordinate AIA plans with landscape 

plans to ensure the right trees are retained, removed or replaced. Preference 

for Option A layout as it allows for permeability for Howes Place edge for 

pedestrians and cyclists. Considered to be a positive response to CLP Policy 

80. Additional clarity required though a planning condition on the location of 

the basement car park and how the landscape strategy will take this into 

account. Conditions for full hard and soft landscaping, green roof details 

recommended.  

 

42. Original application 

Objections raised. Clarity over entrance points from Howes Place. Access to 

the site from Lawrence Weaver Road resigned and public realm needs 

enhancing.  

 

43. Tree Officer 

Additional information 
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No objections  

 

Amended application 

Objection raised due to inconsistency between the plans. 

 

44. Ecology Officer 

Amended application 

No objections raised, following the submission of the Biodiversity Net Gain 

spreadsheet. 

 

Original application 

45. No objections raised. Content with the survey effort informing the Preliminary 

Ecological Assessment and the follow up bat survey. No further surveys are 

required prior to determination. The summary Biodiversity Net Gain report is 

welcome and based on the proposed landscape master plan indicates a 

significant 92% BNG for the area habitats and a 41% BNG for the retained 

and proposed hedgerows. A full BNG spreadsheet should be made available 

in order to check assumptions made for existing and proposed habitat 

conditions.  

 

46. Conditions for a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan, Green Roof 

and Nest boxes recommended.  

 

47. Environment Agency  

No objections raised. 

 

48. Anglian Water 

No objections raised.  

A condition has been requested for a full foul water drainage strategy and a 

set of informatives to ensure the developer progresses the foul water scheme 

in adherence to other industry legislation. They have also requested the Flood 

Risk Assessment plans to be approved documents on any decision notice. 

 

49. Drainage Officer 
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Amended application 

No objections raised. 

The submitted documents demonstrate that the site can drain adequately 

through source control components, swales, pipe work and attenuation 

basins/tanks. An alternative pumping strategy is considered acceptable if the 

applicant cannot discharge to the sewer in Lawrence Weaver Road. Condition 

requested for a detailed foul and surface water drainage scheme for the 

development and for construction. A verification report should be submitted to 

demonstrate they have been installed in accordance with the approved 

details.  

 

Original application 

50. Objections raised. Clarity required to demonstrate there is sufficient capacity 

is available on the private receiving drainage network system for the preferred 

option and for the alternative solution. Hydraulic model should show a plan 

with pipe/drainage features and a plan indicating a Finished Floor Level of at 

least 300mm above surface water floor levels. 

 

51. County Council Lead Local Flood and Water Authority 

Amended application 

No objections raised. 

The submitted documents demonstrate that surface water from the proposed 

development can be managed using green roofs and permeable paving on 

access and parking areas across the site. Surface water will be conveyed 

through a swale and pipe network. Conditions are required for a detailed 

surface water drainage system, construction drainage system and verification 

report. Informatives for Green Roof, Pollution Control have also been 

suggested. 

 

Original application 

52. Objections raised. Information on hydraulic modelling required. Control 

diameter should be no less than 75mm to reduce risk of blockages, finished 

floor levels should be raised above 300mm and additional information 
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required on the alternative pumping strategy along with details of the green 

roof locations.  

 

53. Housing Strategy Officer 

No objections raised.  

54. The Housing Strategy Team supports this application. It will provide much 

needed quality affordable private rent homes for applicants who are unable to 

access suitable accommodation on the Council’s waiting list or who cannot, or 

do not want to purchase a home at this current time. S106 to be agreed to 

secure the units in line with Annex 9 of the Greater Cambridge Housing 

Strategy along with a monitoring process.  

 

55. County Council Archaeology  

No objections raised.  

The site is in an area of high archaeological potential including with findings of 

Iron Age and Roman Settlements nearby. A condition is therefore 

recommended to secure a programme of archaeological investigation.  

 

56. Cadent Gas 

No objections raised.  

Requested an informative is added to any decision notice to ensure the 

proposed works do not infringe on legal rights of access or restrict convents 

that exist on existing gas infrastructure within the local area. 

 

57. 3C Waste services 

 No recommendation. In summary the following comments were made:  

- Review of capacities on the bins as the submitted details are not clear.  
- Waste streams are collected fortnightly (not weekly)  
- No clear on what bins will service which blocks and include residents walking 

distances.  
- Contribution of £140 per units towards the cost of a collection vehicle (total 

£40,740)  
- Cardboard skip during occupation stage 

 

 

58. REPRESENTATIONS 
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59. Cam Cycle 

Amended application  

No comments received. 

Original application  

60. Objections raised. The plans include two-tier cycle parking stands. These are 

not permitted for residential use under CLP Policy 82. Kerb lines should not 

interrupt the cycle lane along Lawrence Weaver Road. Plans should be made 

clear. 

 

61. CAMRA (Cambridge and District Campaign for Real Ale)  

Supports the provision of a microbrewery with drinking area within the 

buildings. Comments that in recent years we have seen many large 

residential developments around Cambridge (Orchard Park, Trumpington 

Meadows, Eddington, Ironworks, Timberworks etc) but none have included a 

new pub. It is encouraging that the development is bucking that trend by 

including a new pub. We see this as a positive aspect of this application.  

 

62. Third Party Comments  

The following owners/occupiers/groups have made representations objecting 

to the application.  

 

The following documents were uploaded to the planning portal for reference 

 prior to Planning Committee on the 16 March 2022: 

- Agent on behalf of the applicant (Carter Jonas) - ‘Briefing document’ (NIAB_4 
v2.2) email dated 14 March 2022 
 

- Residents of Howes Place - ‘Redevelopment of former NIAB Site’ email dated 

12 March 2022 

-  

- Additional comments were submitted prior to Planning Committee on the 16 

March 2022:  

- - No.7 Howes Place - In summary they conclude that in seeking to secure 

agreement with the applicant on mutually acceptable alternative access 

arrangements (Option B), the residents of Howes Place have agreed to adopt 
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a neutral stance on our other objections / comments in relation to this 

planning application in return for the applicant ‘putting its weight’ behind 

Option B. 

- - No.11 Howes Place 29/03 - Concerns about local hydrology and water 

damage to existing properties. 

- Cllr Cheney Payne 27/02 - Supports Option B 

- Cllr Sarah Baigent 07/03 - Supports Option B 

- Cllr Cathrine Rae 14/03 - Supports Option B 

Amended application 

 

63. Objections relating to the amendments were received from the following 

properties:  

Howes Place - No.2b, No.5, No.6, No.7, No.8, No.9, No.11, No.12 

Beagle Road - No.17 

Plymouth Close - No.8, No.13  

 

The representations objecting to the application can be summarised as 

follows in relation to planning matters: 

 

Landscape: 

- Hoping a mutually acceptable alternative site/access plan can be agreed 

with the developer based on the principles set out in the Option B (Howes 

Place residents) 

- Inconsistencies between the Landscape Masterplan and the Arboriculture 

Impact Assessment about tree removal. 

Heritage: 

- Option B should be the preferred option 

- Option B would only partially address the significant harm to the heritage 

assets of Howes Place (Howes Place residents) 

- Harm to setting of Buildings of Local Interest on and around the site 

- Harm regarding the loss of two Buildings of Local Interest 

Urban Design: 
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- Harm to amenity of residents in terms of overlooking, overbearing, loss of 

light and noise impacts to those on Plymouth Close, Falmouth Avenue, 

Beagle Road and Howes Place 

- Buildings C D and E will be significantly visible on Plymouth Close from 

Beagle Rad due to the gaps between the properties.  

- The shared roof terrace that is being proposed to break down the 

horizontal mass of building E would cause overlooking. 

- Still not innkeeping with the scale of the two-storey houses on Plymouth 

Close 

- Proposed privacy screens provide minimal privacy 

Other: 

- Disruption will be caused to residents during the construction phase. 

 

Original application 

 

64. Two address points have registered comments to support the application: 

- Elizabeth Way - No.57 

- Sorbus Walk - No.3 

 

The representations supporting the application can be summarised as follows 

in relation to planning matters:  

- Refreshing a microbrewery has been proposed  

- Good design and community feel 

 

65. 37 address points have registered comments to object to the application:  

- Beagle Road - No.11, No.12, No.15, No.16, No.17, No.24 

- Burlton Road - No.9, No.11, No 18 

- Falmouth Avenue - No.3, No.24, No.26, No.34, No.38 

- Holbrook Road - No.23  

- Howes Place - No.2b, No.5, No.6, No.7, No.8, No.9, No.11, No.12 

- Lawrence Weaver Road - No.113, No.121, No.137 

- Overcote Road, Over - No.6  

- Oxford Road - No.15  

- Plymouth Close - No.1, No.7, No.8, No.15, No.17 
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- Randal Way - No.47, 

- Shrewsbury Road - No.22, No.25 

- Yeoman Drive - No.5 

 

66. The representations objecting to the application can be summarised as 

follows in relation to planning matters:  

Build for Rent:  

- Inadequate provision of affordable private rent units on the site 

Apart hotel:  

- Lack of need for another hotel given the proximity of others in the area 

including Eddington. 

     Heritage:  

- Harm to the setting of the Buildings of Local Interest on and around the 

site 

- Harm to the context of the heritage assets and the amenity of existing 

residents through the overbearing massing and height of the proposed 

development. 

- Location of a micro-brewery and bar alongside the heritage assets 

- Harm regarding the loss of two Buildings of Local Interest No.14-15.  

- Felling of 10 Pleached Lime trees which are protected under a TPO 

10/1991 

- Making Howes Place the backyard of the development for service 

vehicles, drop-offs and pick-ups. Howes Place is an unadopted private 

road with unlit and narrow access. This imposes unnecessary harm to the 

setting as the site is already served by purpose-built roads, footpaths and 

cycle lanes on Lawrence Weaver Rad and controlled junctions. 

Landscape: 

- Harm to the health and well-being of future residents through lack of onsite 

open space 

- Felling of 10 Pleached Lime trees which are protected under a TPO 

10/1991 

Design and Layout: 

- Harm to health and well-being of future residents through lack of onsite 

open space 
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- Scale and height up to five storeys not in keeping with the character of the 

area and Darwin Green 

- Harm to the amenity of residents in terms of overlooking, overbearing, 

noise impact and security risks to those on Plymouth Close, Falmouth 

Avenue, Beagle Road and Howes Place 

Access and Highways:  

- Inadequate provision of on-site parking spaces for residents, visitors and 

employees, retail units, café, microbrewery and bar and building 

maintenance contractors 

Drainage:  

- Water damage and flooding to existing property 

Other:  

- Noise during construction phases 

- Noise to residents along Howes Place from micro-brewery 

 

SITE DESCRIPTION AND CONTEXT 

 

67. The application site is located to the north-west of Cambridge on the north-

eastern side of Huntingdon Road. The site covers an area of 2.85ha. The site 

is bounded to the north-west by Lawrence Weaver Road, to the north-east by 

the rear of properties facing Falmouth Avenue and to the south-east by 

Howes Place. The land to the west and north-west are currently being 

developed for residential led development at Darwin Green. 

 

68. The site currently contains the former NIAB Headquarters and comprises 

buildings, car parking and areas of hardstanding undeveloped scrub land. The 

main buildings are located to the south-western part of the site. The former 

uses at the site have relocated to a new NIAB Headquarters building on 

Lawrence Weaver Road and staff moved into that building in 2020. The 

former NIAB headquarters building benefits from Prior Approval for its 

conversion to 68 new dwelling units. Works are currently underway with 

occupation due later in 2022. 

 

SITE CONSTRAINTS 
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69. The south-western part of the site is defined as previously developed land and 

it is included on the Council’s Brownfield Land Register. The north-eastern 

half part is an allocation for an Area of Major Change linked with Darwin 

Green in the CLP.  

 

70. The site is not within or adjacent to a Conservation Area. However, the main 

former NIAB headquarters building fronting Huntingdon Road and Nos.14-15 

Howes Place are included on the Council’s List of Building of Local Interest. 

These buildings are part of a wider group including No.1-13 Howes Place.  

 

71. There is a grouped Tree Preservation Order (TPO) on and around the site 

protecting the Pleached Lime trees. There are also individual TPOs covering 

Apple and Maple trees.  

 

THE PROPOSALS 

 

72. Full planning permission is sought for the proposed development comprising 

the retention of the former NIAB Headquarters building, the demolition of all 

other buildings and structures and the erection of buildings with basements for 

291 Build to Rent units (C3 Use) including affordable housing and a 202 bed 

Apart-hotel and associated facilities along with access, car and cycle parking, 

landscape and infrastructure works.  

 

73. The proposed Build to Rent uses comprises the following: 

- Apartments - (Use class C3)  

- Community rooms/event space 140sqm (ancillary to C3 Use) 

- Management offices (ancillary to C3 Use) 

- Staff facilities (ancillary to C3 Use) 

- Cycle shop 72 sqm (Use class E(a))  

- Shop/Café 122sqm (Use class E(a) 

- Co-working/desk space 150sqm (use class E(g) 

 

The proposed Apart hotel uses comprises the following: 
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- Gym 214 sqm (Use class E(d)) 

- Swimming pool (Use class F2(d) 

- Co-working/desk space hotel lobby informal 

- Micro-Brewery 225 sqm (Use class E(b))   

 

74. Howes Place falls within the ownership of the applicants and is a private road. 

The road has been included within the red-line boundary. Some changes are 

proposed to Howes Place as follows:  

- Change to surfacing for the first section of Howes Place (including 110m of 

new footpaths, cycle and vehicle access points) 

- Existing signage to be retained and enhanced  

 

75. The application is accompanied by the following key documents: 

- Acoustic Report 

- Arboricultural Impact Assessment 

- Air Quality Assessment 

- Application Drawings, Visuals and Forms 

- Archaeological Statement  

- BREEAM Assessment Report 

- Contamination Report  

- Cambridge Build to Rent 

- Design and Access Statement  

- Ecology Report  

- Heritage Statement 

- Housing Report 

- Flood Risk Assessment 

- Landscape Plans, Management Plan and Report 

- Waste Management Plan 

- Planning Statement 

- Surface and Foul Water Drainage Strategy  

- Sustainability Statement (including daylight and sunlight assessments, 

BREEAM assessment) 

- Statement of Community Involvement 

- Townscape and Visual Impact Appraisal 
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- Transport Statement  

- Utilities Statement 

 

76. Multiple amendments have been made to the application since it was 

originally lodged. The main package of amendments was submitted and 

reconsulted upon in December/January 2021-22. Subsequent amendments 

were submitted in February 2022 due to some inconsistencies on the plans. 

These amendments did not materially change the scheme from the previous 

set of amendments and therefore a re- consultation was not necessary. The 

key changes include: 

 

Landscaping: 

- Submission of Option B Site Plan that removes all vehicle, pedestrian and 

cycle connections between the proposed development andHowes Place, with 

the exception of refuse collection from the Apart hotel and emergency 

services to respond to concerns raised at the Development Control Forum. 

- Amendment to ensure the Arboricultural Impact Assessment aligns with the 

Landscape Master Plans and Tree Strategy plans. Minor changes to tree 

removal/relocations along Howes Place. 

- Open amenity space addendum  

 

Urban Design: 

- Height of Apart hotel reduced (Verified View also updated) to reduce impact 

on Buildings of Local Interest 

- Block F has been shifted further away from Howes Place (an additional 2.5m) 

to reduce impact on Howes Place 

- Changes to the appearance of the Apart hotel (including glazed links, roof 

pitch, dormer windows and gable end) to improve setting of the Building of 

Local Interest 

- Access into the basement car park along with surveillance over the multi-

functional zone/parking area near the Lawrence Weaver Road. To improve 

access arrangements and landscaping. 

- Removal of access point onto Lawrence Weaver Road 
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- Amendments to upper floor of Mews Building to remove bulk and visual 

impact from surrounding roads. 

Other 

- Amendment to schedule of accommodation (the affordable mix has not 

changed) 

- Transport Assessment addendum 

- Update to Drainage Strategy 

- Biodiversity Net Gain calculations 

- Waste Strategy 

- Public Art Strategy 

 

77. During the application process the developer unilaterally put forward Option B 

site/access plans which seeks to remove the cycle and pedestrian access 

points from Howes Place to overcome third party objections. The original 

application including access points onto Howes Place (Option A) has been 

retained as part of the proposal to allow Members to reach a view. A summary 

analysis of the merits of these two options is provided in the Officer 

conclusion. 

 

PLANNING ASSESMENT  

 

78. The key issues to determination of the planning application are set out as 

following: 

 

Topic Paragraph numbers 

Principle of development 76-94 

Affordable Housing and fallback  95-106 

Housing mix and space standards 107-109 

Context and Design 110-146 

Heritage Impact 147-156 

Archaeology 157-159 

Sustainability 160-167 

Impact to Residential Amenity 168-179 
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Landscape and Trees 180-185 

Ecology 186-189 

Drainage 190-193 

Car Parking 194-204 

Cycle Parking 205-208 

Impact on highways 209-213 

Waste 214-217 

Public Art 218 

Pollution 219-226 

Indoor Sports and Open Space 227-240 

S106 241-247 

Development Control forum  248-250 

Conclusion/ Planning balance 251-258 

Recommendation 259 

 

Principle of Development  

 

Allocation 

 

79. Policy 20 of the Cambridge Local Plan 2018 (CLP) identifies the land between 

Huntingdon Road and Histon Road as an Area of Major Change and allocates 

land for a new neighbourhood to include 1,696 dwellings (allocation ref. R43). 

Most of the allocation, including the policy requirements of education, retail, 

health centre, community and open space facilitates will be delivered by 

Phase 1 of Darwin Green development, which already has outline planning 

permission for 1,593 dwellings (planning ref. 07/0003/OUT) and subsequent 

reserved matters permissions (planning ref. 15/1670/REM, 16/0208/REM and 

C/5000/15/CC). 

 

80. The northern half of the application site falls within the allocated area (see 

Allocation plan associated with CLP Policy 20) where the principle of 

residential development is acceptable in line with CLP Policy 20. It should be 

noted that whilst the rear part of the site is allocated it did not form part of the 
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subsequent Darwin Green outline planning permission and therefore is not 

restricted by the approved parameter plans for that development. 

 

Previously developed land 

 

81. The front part of the site is included within the Cambridge City Council's 

Brownfield Land Register (see associated with plan ref.18/1451/B1C3). The 

purpose of the Brownfield Land Register is for the local planning authority to 

identify previously developed land that is appropriate for residential 

development (as set out in the Town and Country Planning Brownfield Land 

Regulations 2017). The register notes that the site has already been given 

prior approval for a net of 71 dwellings. Paragraph 120(c) of the NPPF states 

that planning decisions should ‘give substantial weight to the value of using 

suitable brownfield land within settlements for homes and other identified 

needs’. Given part of the site is also recognised as previously developed land, 

its re-development in principle is acceptable and should be given the 

appropriate weight in the decision-making process.   

 

Loss of Employment Use 

 

82. CLP Policy 41 addresses the loss of employment uses including those outside 

protected industrial sites, is relevant to the proposed development. The policy 

seeks to guard against the loss of any employment uses unless (a) the loss of 

a small proportion of floor space would facilitate the re-development of 

employment uses; or (b) the site is vacant and has been marketed for a 

period of twelve months. The supporting text of the CLP Policy 41 at 

paragraph 5.21 removes the nasality to market a site if the site has allocated 

for another use.  

 

83. Part of the site has been allocated for redevelopment under CLP Policy 20 

with the other part designated as Brownfield Land. The applicant has 

confirmed the former uses at the site have relocated to a new NIAB 

Headquarters building on the other side of the Lawrence Weaver Road and 

the staff were relocated in early 2020. The former employment uses, and 
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associated jobs have therefore not been completely lost but have been re-

located. The existing buildings including the 1920 old NIAB building and its 

associated extensions also have benefit of permitted development rights by 

virtue of two prior approval permissions granted in 2020 which enables their 

conversion from office space to residential.  

 

84. Based on the reasons set out above and are satisfied that the proposal would 

comply with CLP Policy 41 as the site has been allocated and new uses have 

been established. 

 

Build for Rent 

 

85. The proposed housing will be for Build to Rent (BtR), whereby the whole 

development is likely to be retained in a single ownership by a commercial 

investor and professionally managed and maintained. The BtR is increasing in 

popularity as a form of housing development; with developers being attracted 

to Cambridge who will offer this product. Given this is a relatively new tenure, 

there are no associated policies within the CLP because it pre-dates BtR 

becoming available. However, additional Annexes to the Great Cambridge 

Housing Strategy (2019-2023) (which are a material consideration) have 

recently been added to address BtR; this document is a material 

consideration in making planning decisions. 

 

86. Annex 9: Build for Rent, was considered and subsequently adopted by 

Cambridge City and South Cambridgeshire District Councils in July 2021. The 

outcomes of the Annex (including the affordable housing requirements) were 

underpinned by a commissioned report from Savills ‘The Build to Rent market 

in Greater Cambridge and West Suffolk June 2020’ and ‘Arc4: Market 

demand appraisal reports and Build to Rent Market Strategic Overview and 

Summary site-specific appraisals 2021’. The Annex outlines the agreed 

approach the Councils will take to the development of new, purpose-built 

homes for rent.  
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87. Paragraph 5 of Annex 9 states that ‘The Greater Cambridge Housing Strategy 

supports the development of purpose built private rented housing to help 

provide additional housing choice and to help accelerate the delivery of new 

homes”. Paragraph 15 of the Annex requires that a robust market report will 

be needed to clearly demonstrate how any proposed scheme would meet 

local housing need and demand. 

 

88. This application is accompanied by a Build to Rent Market Research Report 

and Benefit and Opportunities of Build to Rent at the former NIAB Site by 

Iceni Projects Limited (dated July 2021). Additional information was also 

submitted during the application process. The reports conclude that 

Cambridge has a relatively young population which is highly skilled and in 

senior occupations, the largest rented household groups in Cambridge are 

students and other multi-occupation households followed closely by single 

person and couples without children, the City's rental market is mature with 

median rents pointing towards a strong rental demand. Consultation with local 

agents highlighted that there would be a strong market for BtR 

accommodation in the City.  

 

89. Planning and Housing Strategy Officers have reviewed the reports and 

consider the application site is well suited for a BtR development due to its 

accessibility and proximity to the City centre being around 1.6km, access to 

frequent bus services around the city and direct access onto a key cycle way, 

and other services and amenities such as retail provision on Eddington and 

future planned services on Darwin Green. The type of the proposed rented 

housing will increase housing choice tenures available to buyers and address 

housing need. The managed nature of the development along with the 

associated uses could also help deliver a greater sense of community and 

provide more certainty to tenants. The principle of development for this tenure 

type, is therefore acceptable and is in accordance with Annex 9 of the Greater 

Cambridge Housing Strategy, subject to all other material planning 

considerations. The Affordable Housing Building for Rent product will be 

discussed in more detail in a subsequent section of this report. 
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Apart Hotel  

 

90. CLP Policy 77 addresses proposals for high quality visitor accommodation is 

relevant to the proposed development. The policy supports accommodation 

beyond the City centre. New accommodation should be located on the 

frontages of main roads or in areas of mixed-use or within walking distance of 

bus route corridors with good public transport accessibility. 

 

91. The policy sets out in the supporting text at para 8.46 that there is a projected 

requirement for around 1,500 new bedrooms “over the next 20 years”. This 

was predicted on a study undertaken in 2021 ‘Cambridge Hotel Futures’. This 

figure is not a cap nor is it a definitive figure. The study explored several 

growth possibilities with the figure of 1,500 bedrooms derived from a medium 

growth scenario and for 2,000 bedrooms from a high growth scenario. The 

study acknowledges the potential need for a range of type of visitor 

accommodation.  

 

92. Whilst officers are aware that planning permissions for Apart Hotels and other 

hotels have more recently been granted some of which are currently under 

construction around Cambridge (including the new hotel in Eddington), the 

policy does not set a ceiling for new visitor accommodation. In terms of plan-

making, this policy would have been written and adopted in accordance with 

the requirements of paragraph 11(b) of the NPPF, which still remains current, 

which states that strategic policies should, as a minimum, provide objectively 

assessed needs for housing and other uses, unless there are reasons 

otherwise. The wording of the policy, which seeks to encourage visitor 

accommodation, would accord with this principle. Furthermore, the applicants 

have confirmed they are in advanced discussions with an end user/occupier 

for the building demonstrating there continues to be market demand. 

 

93. The principle of the inclusion within this development of the apart hotel taking 

into account as material considerations it would be in a highly sustainable 

location with good public transport links, it is therefore acceptable and in 

accordance with CLP Policy 77, subject to all other material planning 
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considerations. A planning condition would need to be included to ensure the 

rooms will only be occupied for short-term accommodation (COND 3). 

 

Associated Uses  

 

94. The application seeks to introduce the following facilities to serve the whole 

development: 

 

- Gym 214 sqm (use class E(d) 

- Swimming pool (use class F2(d) 

- Event space 140sqm (use class F2(b) 

- Desk space 150 sqm (use class E(g) 

- Micro-Brewery 225 sqm (use class E(b)   

- Cycle shop 72 sqm (use class E(a)  

- Shop/Café 122sqm (use class E(a) 

 

95. CLP Policy 20 seeks to deliver a Local Centre in Darwin Green to the north of 

the application site. Detailed planning permission has been granted for this 

Local Centre under reference number 14/1410/REM and 15/1670/REM. 

During the pre-application stage in-depth discussions were held with the 

applicant and the Council’s planning policy officers to ensure the retail 

proposal for this application/site is compatible with the Uses already permitted 

on Darwin Green. The proposed location of the café, bike shop and brewery 

on Lawrence Weaver Road would contribute towards creating an active 

frontage and would complement the Darwin Green and Eddington Local 

Centres due to the relatively modest size of the units. In addition to this, 

during the application process representations were received from CAMRA 

and other third parties recognising the merits of providing a small micro-

brewery on the site.  

 

96. CLP Policy 73 addresses Community, sport and leisure facilities. Facilities 

provided as part of a mixed-use development will be permitted where they are 

of a type appropriate to the scale of the development and meet the needs of 

future residents, employees, and visitors. Given the modest size of the 
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facilities proposed, as set out above, it is considered they are of an 

appropriate scale and would help to meet the needs of the residents on the 

site.  

 

97. The size and location of the associated uses comprised in the application are 

considered to be acceptable and would meet the policy requirements. Based 

on the above evaluation, officers are satisfied the principle of the development 

proposed by the application is acceptable and in accordance with the CLP 

and the NPPF. A condition to remove permitted development rights for the 

commercial units has been added to ensure a mix of uses are provided onsite 

in accordance with the description of the development and the weight which 

has been applied to them in the planning balance (COND 4). 

 

Affordable housing delivery and fallback position  

 

98. CLP Policy 45 states that ‘Planning permission will only be granted for 

residential development on sites where the minimum percentage of affordable 

housing has been secured on site in line with the thresholds and percentages 

set out in Table 6.1’.  

 

99. For a development of the scale which the application proposes a 40% onsite 

provision would usually be sought as a minimum for an affordable housing 

requirement. However, the text of the policy qualifies this starting point by 

stating, ‘unless exceptional circumstances are demonstrated’, thus, the clear 

wording of the policy foresees there may be variations from the relevant 

percentage and threshold shown in Table 6.1. 

 

100. Paragraph 65 of the NPPF states that major housing developments 

should “expect at least “to deliver a minimum of 10% affordable housing, 

however an exception to this requirement should be made where the site or 

development provides solely for Build for Rent homes.  

 

101. NPPF Annex 2: Glossary of the NPPF affordable housing for rent is 

referenced stating that the rental level for such units should be set at least 
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20% below local market rents and will be known as Affordable Private Rent 

units. The guidance within the NPPG confirms that Affordable Private Rent is 

a form of affordable housing specifically designed for Build for Rent.  

 

102. In line with the NPPF, paragraph 17 of Annex 9 of the Greater 

Cambridge Housing Strategy requires a minimum of 20% of homes on BtR 

developments of ten or more homes to be provided as Affordable Private Rent 

and that the Council will seek to achieve a higher percentage than this 

whenever possible  

 

103. The Applicant has submitted a standalone Housing Report (Carter 

Jonas July 2021) and a further addendum Housing Report (Cater Jonas 

March 2022) in support of the application’s affordable housing proposals. As 

mentioned previously the proposed scheme is also supported by Build to Rent 

Market Research Report (Iceni July 2021) and Benefit and Opportunities of 

Build to Rent Report at the former NIAB Site (Iceni July 2021). As amended, it 

is proposed that 20% of the BtR units contained in this application will be 

affordable units – regardless of the fall-back position accepted by officers in 

the earlier report.   

 

104. Considered as a net figure – having regard to the fall-back argument 

accepted by officers as a result of earlier “prior approvals” on the site, the 

percentage of affordable homes increases to 31% (58 units) from the previous 

20% (37 units).  The table below illustrates this. 

 

 Number of units 

Total number of proposed BtR apartments  291 

20% affordable housing units 58 

OR Fallback position  

Prior Approval (20/03335/PRI03O) 95 

Prior Approval (20/0334/PR103O) 7 

Existing dwellings 2 

Total fallback  104 
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Total apartments minus total fallback 187 (291-104) 

% Affordable units 31% (20%) 58 (37)  

 

105. During the application process concerns were raised by third parties as 

to whether could the local planning authority should give material weight to 

the two Prior Approval consents.  

 

106. The applicant has confirmed that if planning permission is granted for 

this application, they would not seek to progress with implementation of the 

two Prior Approvals (102 units). However, if planning permission is not 

granted, they have advised that they may/could continue to implement the 

Prior Approvals without any affordable housing provision. Officers considered 

that in this case, given that there is a real prospect that the fallback 

development would arise and following advice from Counsel, the 20% 

affordable housing policy requirements would be satisfied by taking the “net 

additional” homes on the site as the basis for considering the number of 

required homes. Following the committee deferral of this matter, the applicant 

has advised that subject to a decision being made promptly, the development 

is capable, at this time, of providing an additional 21 units as affordable rent 

and notwithstanding officers' conclusions earlier, the applicant is prepared to 

deliver these additional units as a benefit at this time.    

 

107. Officers considered that ‘Annex 9: Build to Rent’ policy and the fallback 

position previously resulted in a proposal that satisfied the requirements for 

affordable housing. Following the Committee deferral, the applicant has 

increased the number of affordable units to 58 (from 37 previously). Based 

upon officer’s earlier conclusions, and the subsequent increase in the number 

of affordable units within the application, the proposed scheme is considered 

to accord with CLP Policy 45.   

 

Securing Affordable Private Rent  
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108. Annex 9 sets out a list of criteria an Affordable Private Rent scheme 

should secure. The table below summaries the criteria and if/how an 

application has met each of the requirements. A s106 Agreement (on 

schemes for which planning permission is granted) will be required to ensure 

that these details are bound into a legal agreement in perpetuity.  

 

 Annex 9 requirements Comply Proposal 

Affordable 

Rent Discount  

Must be provided at a 

minimum discount of 20% 

(regarding the Cambridge 

Housing Strategy and 

setting of Affordable Rents 

policy) 

YES The units will be 

discounted by 20% of 

the open market value.  

 

Three independent 

valuations will be 

carried out to set rent 

levels and agreed with 

the LPA. 

 

The market value would 

be subject to an 

indexation clause. 

 

The rent charged on 

the Affordable Build to 

Rent units will be 

inclusive of service 

charges and water 

utility charges.  

Tenancies  Tenancies of at least 3 

years should be offered 

with a Tenant only break 

clause allowing a month's 

notice after 6 months. 

YES Agreed that all 

tenancies offered will 

be of at least 3 years 

and that the break 

clause will be for the 
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tenant only to give one 

months' notice after at 

least 6 months of 

tenancy has elapsed. 

Allocations  Allocation criteria should be 

agreed with the relevant 

housing team. 

 

YES Incomes below 40k 

(single) or 60k (couple) 

per annum. 

 

Local connection within 

2 miles, local work 

connection within 3 

miles. 

Covenant 

Period 

Period of 15 years will apply 

to market homes (with 

longer up to 25 years 

wherever possible). 

 

Valuation required to 

enable clawback to be 

calculated should a 

covenant be broken. 

YES Period for 15 years with 

clawback mechanism 

and compensation if the 

covenant is broken.  

Management 

 

A single management 

company or operator will be 

expected to manage the 

whole BtR scheme. 

YES All BtR units will be 

managed by Vertex 

Living Ltd. There will be 

daily management on 

site.  

Monitoring  Monitoring report to be 

agreed 

YES Monitoring criteria has 

been agreed by all 

parties. Review to be 

carried out on a bi-

annual basis for the first 

three years to ensure 

affordable units are 
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being allocated 

correctly. Following that 

yearly. (see Appendix 6 

as an example). 

 

Housing mix and Space Standards 

 

109. CLP Policy 45 also addresses dwelling mix. It states that developments 

should include a balanced mix of dwelling sizes, types and tenures to meet 

projected future household needs within Cambridge. Annex 9 requires an 

appropriately balanced mix of property sizes considering the profile of 

demand. CLP Policy 50 also requires new residential units are permitted 

where they meet or exceed the Nationally Described Space Standards. 

 

110. The applicant has provided a Build to Rent Market Research Report 

with the application demonstrating the highest need is for smaller one and 

twobedroom units. The conclusions of the report have therefore guided the 

proposed housing mix as set out below. 

 

 Bed spaces Space 

standards  

(Y) 

Private 

Rent 

Affordable 

Private 

Rent 

Total BtR 

1 bed 

studio  

1 Y 115 29 144 

1 bed flat  2 Y 57 20 77 

2 bed flat 3 Y 0 9 9 

2 bed flat 4 Y 61 0 61 

Total   233 58 291 

 

111. The proposed housing complies with CLP Polices 45 and 50 and 

Annex 9 demonstrating the mix meets the demand of the local area and will 

be of a size meets (and with some dwellings exceed) the Nationally Described 

Space Standard.  
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Context of site, design and external spaces 

 

112. The proposed development has gone through lengthy pre-application 

discussions and multidisciplinary workshops with technical officers from urban 

design, landscape, heritage, drainage, affordable housing and ecology. Since 

the scheme was first presented, there have been several significant changes 

to help the proposals fit in better with the character and appearance of the 

area, including its relationship with Darwin Green.  

 

113. In addition to the above, proposals were considered twice by the 

Cambridgeshire Quality Panel. The minutes of the Panel’s meetings can be 

found in Appendix 3-4. The Panel reviewed the scheme last in December 

2020 where it commented that it was ‘generally, the Panel was impressed 

with the ambition of the scheme and the quality of the applicant team, whilst 

noting the density of the scheme means the quality must be retained when 

built and requires heavy management. There has been real progress since 

the last review in October’.  

 

114. The Panel’s minutes cover a range of design topics which are covered 

in more depth below but importantly, it did not consider the scale and massing 

of the proposals, the loss of two heritage assets or the access points into the 

development site to be of concern. Subsequent changes were made to the 

scheme following a series of recommendations from the Panel this includes 

but not limited to; amendment to the location of the courtyard areas serving 

the BtR units to reduce overshadowing, enhancement of the vehicle access 

courtyard design and 3D modelling of the BtR units including north facing flats 

to assess levels of sunlight. 

 

115. The application is accompanied by a comprehensive Design and 

Access Statement (DAS) (JTP dated July 2021) and an update Post 

Submission Response document (JTP dated October 2021 and February 

2022) providing an explanation of the design approach for the scheme and 

reason for subsequent amendments. The application is also supported by a 
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Heritage Statement (Iceni dated 2021) and Townscape and Visual Impact 

Assessment (Neaves Urbanism dated July 2021) which considers the impact 

of the scale and massing on the surroundings areas.  

 

Access 

 

116. CLP Policy 55 requires applications to be well connected and 

integrated with the immediate locality. CLP Policy 80 gives walking and 

cycling high priority which should be fully considered at a scheme’s design 

stage. LTN/20 for cycle infrastructure design also seeks to ensure high quality 

and safe infrastructure. These CLP policies align with paragraphs 110-113 of 

the NPPF which requires applications to give priority to pedestrian and cycle 

movements both within schemes and with neighbouring areas. 

 

117. The main vehicle access will be from Lawrence Weaver Road into a 

basement car park. There will also be a taxi drop-off point off the same 

access point. The main cycle and pedestrian access points are proposed from 

Lawrence Weaver Road. Service and refuse vehicles to the Apart hotel will be 

from Howes Place access.    

 

118. Originally the application also proposed new cycle and pedestrian 

access points onto Howes Place. However, at the Development Control 

Forum stage petitioners raised concerns over the uplift in movements along 

Howes Place (as set out in Option A) requesting the access points should be 

removed in the interests of highway safety, amenity and heritage.  

 

119. The developer subsequently amended the application and unilaterally 

put forward Option B site/access plans (key drawing 2206-PLA-XX-GF-DR-L-

0008 rev P02), to remove these cycle and pedestrian access points to 

overcome these objections. Only refuse vehicles serving the Apart hotel (up to 

two movements a week) and emergency vehicles will use the accesses from 

Howes Place.  All other servicing and staff vehicle access would be via 

Lawrence Weaver Road. A servicing plan condition is recommended to reflect 

this position (COND 52).  It will be up to the Planning Committee members to 
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decide, if the application is approved, which Option (A or B) should be 

adopted. However, the following paragraphs provide members with Officers 

recommendation. 

 

120. The functional requirements of servicing and refuse collection have 

been integrated into the overall site layout via the spine route with a separate 

service route for the Apart Hotel from Howes Place. Howes Place already 

accommodates servicing associated with the existing residential units 

including the Councils refuse vehicle. The Transport Statement concludes that 

the total number of goods vehicles over 3.5T gross weight predicted to be 

generated by the proposed development will be around 12 per day (4 of which 

would be from Howes Place). 

 

121. Local representations have raised concerns that the proposed Option A 

layout would create a short cut/desired line for pedestrians and cyclists away 

from the Lawrence Weaver Road down Howes Place, postulating the street to 

be inappropriate for such additional traffic as it is a narrow, unlit private road 

with uncontrolled access onto Huntingdon Road.  

 

122. In terms of wider movements patterns, the footpaths and cycle lanes 

on Lawrence Weaver Road would form the major thoroughfare to the Darwin 

Green development. Additionally, a new toucan crossing will be secured on 

Huntingdon Road (to the south of the junction) linking to the ‘Pavilion Route’ 

which will offer a very direct route for Darwin Green residents heading 

towards the city and a safe point to cross the road. This has been secured 

through the Darwin Green application (07/0003/OUT). Some may still use 

Howes Place however this is likely to be for localised trips by those that know 

this alternative is there. The routes through the development will also be of 

benefit to the existing and future residents on Howes Place wishing to access 

some of the local facilities including the use the shop, open space or the need 

to use the Local Centre in Darwin Green. 
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123. For these reasons, technical officers, including the County Council 

Highways and Conservation Officer did not raise a concern regarding the use 

of Howes Place for pedestrian/cycle movement, nor when considered 

alongside the service vehicle use. The access points have not been found to 

cause harm to the Buildings of Local Interest or residential amenity as 

discussed in subsequent sections. Officers therefore consider, the Option A 

layout would provide public benefits in creating a permeable route through the 

site encouraging walking and cycling activity. Option A is therefore considered 

to be a better design solution, over that of Option B, that would accord with 

CLP Policies 55 and 80 and LTN/20  

 

124. In both options, the applicant has committed to upgrading the surface 

of the road up to the Apart Hotel serving access. Low level lighting can also 

be considered and installed where appropriate.  The detail of these measures 

can be secured by the proposed landscape condition (COND 43).   

 

125. In terms of access arrangements, the proposal for Option A is 

considered to accord with CLP Policies 55, 56 and 80 and the aims of the 

NPPF giving priority to pedestrians and cyclists in the design of the scheme. 

Option B, whilst still providing good level of access provision when taken as a 

whole, is more limited when specifically considering connections to Howes 

Place. The alternative benefits of Option B described by residents of Howes 

Place and members in recent representations can reasonably form part of the 

planning balance made by members in considering the officer 

recommendation.  

 

Layout 

 

126. The layout of the development has been influenced by the six different 

interfaces around the edges of the site including the old NIAB buildings, 

Howes Place, Lawrence Weaver Road and Darwin Green. Howes Green is 

proposed as a new area of public realm central to the development. A 

concierge and café, bike shop, co-working space, access to a gym and health 

and fitness suite and a microbrewery are located adjacent to this space to 
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encourage activity to spill out into the public realm. This space will provide an 

attractive route and an active public space between the existing green open 

space in Howes Place, Lawrence Weaver Road and Yeoman Drive. 

 

127. The proposal for the public realm to the north of the site is more 

residential in character with two public pedestrian and cycle routes that run 

across the site connecting a proposed north-east to south-west spine and 

Lawrence Weaver Road.  

 

 

128. The first is via the proposed ‘Water Meadows’ public space, which 

provides a green link to Darwin Green to the northwest and the second is a 

more intimate route along the northern boundary of the site. Gardens are 

contained by the built form of the two ‘C’ shaped blocks with access to 

Lawrence Weaver Road via through lobbies. Entrances to homes are 

proposed via lobbies and private front doors from Lawrence Weaver Road, 

the new spine street, and public spaces. This approach is considered to 

achieve activity and along key frontages and provide passive surveillance of 

the public realm. 

 

129. During the application process, the area to the rear of the vehicle 

access ramp needed further refinement to have a stronger built frontage to 

the Mews Street and loading area and to also created a change in surface at 

the entrance to the Mews Street to create a sense of enclosure to better 

define the spaces. Similar suggestions were also made by the Quality Panel. 

The amendments are considered to positively respond to the original 

concerns.  

 

130. The Designing Out Crime officer of the Cambridgeshire Constabulary 

has reviewed the scheme and has raised no objection to this layout from a 

safety and security perspective. 

 

Scale and Massing 
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131. The site does not sit within the approved outline area for Darwin Green 

which means there is no requirement for the scheme to accord with Darwin 

Green’s approved parameter plans. There is a requirement, however, for the 

scheme to demonstrate that it fits in with the context of the surroundings as 

set out in CLP Policies 51 and 55.   

 

132. The general building heights in the north-west quadrant of the City are 

generally between two and five storeys high. The Urban Design Officer 

indicated at the first pre-application meeting that anything taller than that 

would be ‘harmful to the urban hierarchy of the area’. The Cambridge Quality 

Panel were presented with drawings, similar to that proposed, showing the 

heights up to five storeys. The Panel did not identify scale and massing as an 

area of concern in any of its comments, nor did it include it as an area 

needing review in its recommendations.  

 

133. The scale of the proposal, which rises to five storeys on part of the site 

triggers the threshold for the application of CLP Policy 60 ‘Tall Buildings and 

the Skyline in Cambridge’ and Appendix F. A Townscape and Visual Impact 

Assessment has been conducted to assess the visual impact of the proposals 

from key approaches to the site and primary receptors. These five views were 

selected following detailed discussions between the applicant and 

conservation, landscape and urban design officers. The scale and massing of 

the scheme has also been assessed by the Cambridge Quality Panel, the 

Council’s Urban Design Officers and Heritage Officers, none of whom raised 

any objections on scale and massing grounds.  

 

134. The two five storey apartments are located away from the more 

sensitive areas of Howes Place, Beagle Way/Plymouth Close and the old 

NIAB HQ to the northern corner of the site. They would be mainly visible from 

the Lawrence Weaver Road. To have a better relationship with the street they 

are stepped with three storeys fronting onto Lawrence Weaver Road, stepping 

up to four storeys and then to the fifth storey, in the central/real aspect of each 

building. They are set back from the road edge by approximately 4-5m with 

planting to the frontage softening the impact of the scheme. 
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135. It is also worth noting that Lawrence Weaver Road has a noticeable 

decline from Huntingdon Road down to where the built development for 

Darwin Green currently stops. The change in levels will therefore help to 

reduce the overall prominence of these units from wider viewpoints. Despite 

third party concerns about how the scheme fits in with the character of the 

area officers consider the proposed height variations to the BfR apartments 

would respond to its context and has used appropriate characteristics to help 

inform the massing and scale of the development in accordance with CLP 

Policy 55.  

 

136. The Apart Hotel is located to the front of the site adjacent to the old 

NIAB building and Howes Place. During the application process it was 

apparent that the scale of the hotel was not acceptable from a heritage 

perspective given that it was taller than the old NIAB HQ. As amended the 

scheme has reduced the height of the closest section of the Apart hotel by 

one meter to aligns it with the height of the old NIAB HQ building. Officers 

note the northern section of the Apart hotel will remain higher than the old 

NIAB HQ building, however officers do not consider this to have any visual 

impact from passer-by. All roof plant enclosures have been located on this 

northern section to avoid been seen. The verified views from Howes Place 

and Huntingdon Road now demonstrate the buildings would have an 

acceptable impact on the heritage assets given the noticeable detachment of 

the buildings and views from the Howes Place and Lawrence Weaver Road.  

 

137. The units along the eastern edge (known as the Mews) are three 

storeys in height with the third storey being in the roof. There is a 

scale/massing difference from 2-3 storey traditional units along Plymouth 

Way/Beagle Road on Darwin Green. The application was amended to break 

up the bulk of the Mews Building E by removing some of the roof and 

proposing alternative materials. The amendments are considered to improve 

the views from Beagle Road and as amended the scheme is considered to fit 

in with the context of the surroundings including its relationship to the existing 

Darwin Green houses.  
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138. For the reasons set out above the scale and massing of the proposed 

development would be sympathetic to the local character, the development at 

Darwin Green and heritage assets in accordance with CLP Policies 55 and 

62. 

 

Appearance 

 

139. The Design and Access Statement provides detailed information on the 

proposed development’s appearance and materials are also labelled on the 

General Arrangement drawings. In terms of form, the roof space in and 

around the site at present is varied with flat roof extensions to the old NIAB 

building, flat roof apartment buildings and more traditional gable roofed units 

on Darwin Green and Howes Place. As proposed a mix of gable roofs and flat 

roofs have been introduced throughout the scheme to create a more varied 

roofscape, this would continue the feel of Darwin Green. The gable roofs are 

in areas with a sensitive context such as next to the old NIAB building and on 

the more rural domestic edge adjacent to Howes Place. 

 

140. Façade materials include three brick colours of buff, multi-stock and 

grey. Glazed brick is used to highlight areas of mixed use and reconstituted 

stone and white solider course brick have also been used as special features. 

Brick banding has also been introduced along Howes Place site to reflect the 

detail within the old NIAB HQ building. The richness of the glazed brickwork 

and other materials was welcomed by the Quality Panel. Details of the 

materials will be conditioned to ensure it followed through to delivery (COND 

32). 

 

141. The appearance of the units responds positively to the context of the 

site and has drawn inspiration from the surroundings to create a high-quality 

design and appearance in accordance with CLP Policy 55. 

 

Inclusive Access 
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142. The Disability Consultative Panel reviewed the scheme at the pre-

application stage and made recommendations to the scheme. All apartments 

will have access to a lift in accordance with M4(2). The M4(3) units will be a 

ground floor level with accessible car parking spaces. The public and private 

amenity spaces are clearly defined and have been designed to be inclusive. 

To respond directly to their specific recommendations, amendments have 

been made to include the provision of wet-rooms and hoists within the 

bedrooms.  Overall, the scheme provides High quality accessible and 

inclusive access in accordance with CLP Policy 56. 

 

Residential Amenity for future occupants 

 

143. The application is accompanied a Sustainability Statement (Expedition 

Issue 02 dated Jul 2021) which amongst other matters considers sunlight into 

the public realm and daylight into the properties. The Council’s Urban Design 

Officer has reviewed the detail and has not raised objections on residential 

amenity grounds. 

 

144. During the development of the masterplan consideration has been 

given to maximising the number of dual aspects BtR homes to mitigate 

overheating and minimising the number of north face homes. Due to the long 

narrow nature of the site buildings have been orientated to maximise the 

amount of natural light coming in ensuing that key roof terraces and areas of 

the public realm benefit from long hours of sunshine.  

 

145. The level of light to Internal spaces, has been informed by a 3D heat 

model and designed to target daylight levels in line with National Annex NA of 

BS EN 17037: Daylight in Buildings 2018.  As the scheme has progressed 

through pre-application stages, single aspect north-faced homes have been 

reduced to 11% and dual aspect homes 65%. Whilst there are no set 

requirements in the CLP on what percentage should be achieved on 

development sites, officers consider, given the site constraints, the developer 

has achieved an overall good standard whereby most homes/rooms will 

achieve good levels of daylight. 
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146. The old NIAB HQ building is being converted to residential units under 

the Prior Approval application and will accommodate 68 units. The existing 

1960s extensions is also subject to a Prior Approval consent for 102 units. If 

this latter consent is implemented the units currently being built in the east 

facing elevation of the old NIAB HQ building would directly face out into this 

enclosed courtyard. Light levels into the units would therefore already be 

restricted due to the overall massing of the existing extensions. As proposed, 

the two side-wings would be removed opening up the courtyard area allowing 

more light into this space providing an enhanced condition for those living in 

the old 1920s NIAB HQ building and the windows that face out onto this 

space. This opening up will be an improvement. A technical study for these 

units is therefore not considered necessary.  

 

147. All the amenity spaces except the Apart hotel courtyards achieve levels 

of sunlight which will maximise the quality and use of the outdoor spaces in 

accordance with the BRE guide ‘Site Layout Planning for Sunlight and 

Daylight: Guide to Good Practice’ which requires external amenity space 

should receive at least two hours of direct sunlight on March 21st over at least 

half of the space.  The Apart hotel courtyard falls slightly short of the BRE 

target, however, two weeks after 21 March it meets the relevant standard and 

therefore would have good sunlight access for most of the time. 

 

Context of site, design, and external spaces - conclusion 

 

148. In conclusion, the proposed site layout and design responds positively 

to the site and its surrounding context. The scheme has developed through a 

collaborative process with the technical officers' teams and has been 

reviewed by the Quality Panel twice. The proposal would overall provide high 

quality public realm and buildings. The proposal is considered to accords with 

CLP Policies 55 and 56 and achieve a well-designed place in accordance with 

the aims of chapter 12 of the NPPF. subject to securing the planning 

conditions as described above. (CONDS 32) 
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Heritage impacts 

 

149. CLP Policy 55 states that development should respond positively to 

features of historical and local importance using appropriate local 

characteristics to help inform the massing and scale of new development, along 

with responding to their setting in terms of scale and height. CLP Policy 61 

relates to the conservation and enhancement of Cambridge’s Historic 

Environment for which proposals should preserve or enhance the significance 

of the heritage assets of the City, their setting and the wider townscape.  

 

150. CLP Policy 62 is specifically related to Local Heritage Assets (LHA) and 

states that ‘the Council will actively seek the retention of the LHAs including 

buildings, structures, features and gardens of local interest as detailed in the 

Council’s local list and as assessed against the criteria set out in appendix G of 

the CLP’.  CLP Policy 62 require that ‘where an application for any works would 

lead to harm or substantial harm to a non-designated heritage asset a balanced 

judgement will be made having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the 

significance of the heritage asset’. Paras 203 of the NPPF should also be 

factored into the balanced judgement by the decision maker. 

 

151. The former NIAB Headquarters (HQ) building, and Nos.1 to 15 Howes 

Place are ‘locally listed’ non-designated heritage assets (as set out in Appendix 

G of the CLP). The group’s significance arises from the established use of the 

site by NIAB (a plant science research organisation), the design and 

subsequent construction by the architect P.R. Morley Holder and their 

landscaped setting of pleached lime trees which are protected by a tree 

preservation order.  

 

152. The NIAB HQ was built in the 1920s and located to the front of the site 

facing Huntingdon Road. It is laid out in an ‘E’ shape with intervening 

landscaped areas. The building is constructed of white brick under a mansard 

plain tiled roof of two and a half storey with a three-storey entrance. The later 

extensions (during the 1960s) to the NIAB HQ are of much poorer design and 
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construction. The Conservation Officer advises they are ‘children of their time’ 

having little heritage value.   

 

153. As proposed, the removal of the poor quality mid-century extensions 

from the rear of the 1920s NIAB HQ could represent an enhancement to the 

group, creating new views of what has been a hidden elevation of the building 

along with a new landscaped area. This enhancement weighs in favour of the 

proposal.  

 

154. Nos.1 to 15 Howes Place are two storey semi-detached residential 

properties built at the same time as the main NIAB HQ building. Local 

representations indicate they were constructed for officers' families after World 

War 1. Their finish matches the main building.  Unlike the other cottages which 

align Howes Place, Nos14 and 15 are located to rear of the HQ building. Whilst 

they are clearly part of the group being of a related design and similar 

construction they are isolated in their location and do not contribute to the group 

with neither having a visual relationship to the NIAB HQ or to the row of houses 

facing onto Howes Place. The demolition of Nos.14 and 15 Howes Place would 

result in some moderate harm through the loss of the two units from the group.  

 

155. Turning to the redevelopment proposals, the Apart hotel will sit in a 

similar location to the demolished extensions. The Apart hotel has been 

sensitively located to provide breathing space to the main 1920s NIAB HQ 

building and opening public views of the northern elevation. The closest BtR 

units within Block F have also been sited off the boundary to respect views 

down Howes Place.  

 

156. During the pre-application and formal application processes the scheme 

was amended to respond to local heritage concerns. The Apart hotel and Block 

F now sit between 25.4m and 43.2m from the nearest cottage on Howes Place. 

The proposed buildings that align Howes Place buildings have been staggered 

to break up the bulk and green space has been introduced. The pleached lime 

trees will continue to provide soft natural screening between the old and the 

new buildings. The pre-application process delivered a reduction in the height 
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of the Apart hotel to better align it with the height of the 1920s NIAB HQ at its 

closest point with other amendments refining the details on the elevations 

(dormer windows, removal of glazing links and brick work detail).   

 

157. Given the thoughtful separation between the Apart Hotel, Block F and 

the cottages along Howes Place together with opening up the southern 

elevation of the 1920s NIAB HQ building, the siting, scale and massing of the 

Apart Hotel and the other apartment buildings are considered to respond 

positively to these features of historical importance, retaining their grouped 

significance, enhancing the overall setting in accordance with CLP Policy 61.   

 

158. Whilst there would be the loss of two non-designated heritage assets 

(No.14-15 Howes Place), on balance their loss would not be significant given 

their visual detachment from the group and the subsequent re-development of 

the site which would see the removal of the 1960s extensions and an 

enhancement to the setting of the main 1920s building. The proposal would 

therefore accord with CLP Policy 62. The Conservation Officer supports the 

proposals on this basis subject to conditions for material details to ensure the 

quality of the building is followed through to construction (COND 32-34).   

 

Archaeology 

 

159. CLP Policy 61 seeks to ensure the conservation and enhancement of 

Cambridge’s historic environment. Furthermore, paragraphs 194 and 203-205 

of the NPPF require that archaeological assets are properly assessed, 

considered and recorded. Para 194 expects local planning authorities to require 

developers provide “an appropriate desk-based assessment….” 

 

160. The submitted Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment concludes that 

there is a low potential for archaeological remains to be present within the site. 

However, on the other hand the county Council’s Senior Archaeologist’s 

consultation response suggests that there is high archaeological potential 

associated with Roman burials leading west from the Roman town of 

Cambridge as well as medieval activity in the deserted settlement of Howes. 
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161. Taking into account the Senior Archaeologist’s comments, it is 

considered that a suitable programme of archaeological investigation (including 

historic building recording) should be secured by planning condition (COND 

31). Subject to the use of such a condition it is concluded that the proposal 

complies with CLP Policy 61. 

 

Sustainability  

 

162. CLP Policy 28 requires development to take available opportunities to 

integrate the principles of sustainable design and construction into design 

proposals and requires a sustainability statement as part of the Design and 

Access statement outlining the approach to meeting national carbon targets 

and that the development proposal does not exacerbate Cambridge’s water 

stress. This local plan policy is supported by the Greater Cambridge 

Sustainable Design and Construction SPD 2020. 

 

163. The application is supported by a Design and Access Statement (July 

2021) and a Sustainability Statement (July 2021). The overall approach to 

integrating sustainable design and construction into the design of the 

proposals has been welcomed by the Principal Sustainability Officer.  

Significant focus at the pre-application stage was given to discussions around 

how to mitigate the risk of overheating in the BtR units which has led to 

changes in façade design and the massing and layout of the apartments. As 

further design tweaks are to be undertaken as part of detailed design 

condition wording is recommended below which will require the re-submission 

of overheating analysis following the detailed design stage to ensure that all 

units pass the overheating criteria (COND 39).  

 

164. With regards to wider approaches, the Sustainability Statement sets 

out a holistic approach to sustainable construction considering issues 

including energy and carbon, transport, biodiversity, water, health and 

wellbeing and circular economy principles.  These measures include: 
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- Space for food growing included as part of the landscape masterplan. 

- Implementation of circular economy principles and adapting lean design 

methods.   

- The materials strategy for the scheme is to be influenced by lifecycle analysis 

to reduce the embodied carbon of the proposals.  The scheme is targeting an 

improvement on the RIBA 2030 embodied carbon target of 625 KgCO2e/m2 

(current business as usual in the residential sector is around 1200 

KgCO2e/m2). 

- Use of biodiverse roofs combined with photovoltaic (Pv) panels, with around 

40% of roof space set aside for pv panels.  The indicative location of the Pv 

panels is shown on relevant roof drawings although officers recommend that a 

condition be used requiring the submission of more detailed drawings 

following detailed design showing the layout of the biodiverse roofs and Pv 

panels.   

- Targeting of water use of no more than 100 litres per person per day for both 

the residential units and for the Apart hotel, in excess of 110 litres per person 

as required by the policy (COND 40 Water Efficiency) 

- Achievement of BREEAM ‘excellent’ for the Apart hotel, with a current score 

of 71.6% and a potential score of 90.6%.   

 

165. With regards to the energy strategy for the proposals the approach is to 

take an all-electric approach to heating and hot water provision for both the 

residential units and the Apart hotel.   

 

166. For the residential aspect of the scheme, a key component of the 

approach is to set a space heating demand for the scheme of 20 

kWh/m2/year.  Heating is to be provided by direct electric heating with hot 

water provided by individual hot water heat pumps with a cylinder.  Given the 

setting of a space heating requirement for the scheme and associated fabric 

improvements the use of direct electric is considered appropriate on this 

occasion.  Carbon calculations using the new SAP 10.1 carbon intensity 

figures suggest that this approach alongside the provision of Pv panels will 

reduce emissions by 74%, which is well in excess of policy requirements of 

44% (COND 38). 
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167. For the Apart hotel, the energy strategy follows a similar approach in 

that it is an all-electric approach to heating.  Air source heat pumps are to be 

used which are located at roof level in the plant areas to provide heating and 

any cooling required.  Pv panels are also proposed for the Apart hotel.  These 

measures help the scheme achieve 8 Ene01 credits under the BREEAM 

assessment which exceeds the minimum requirement for achievement of 

BREEAM ‘excellent’. Conditions to secure the implementation of the energy 

and sustainability strategy for the proposals is recommended. (COND 36 

BREEAM Design Stage Certification and COND 37 BREEAM Post 

Certification) 

 

168. A further measure to enhance the energy performance of the scheme 

currently under consideration is the application of battery storage to allow for 

the future potential of a local microgrid with a two-way connection.  Whilst this 

option is still under consideration it is a measure which the Principal 

Sustainability Officer encourages because it will help to maximise the use of 

energy generated by the proposed Pv panels on-site further enhancing the 

environmental performance of the scheme (COND 38). 

 

169. The proposal is therefore considered to comply and in places exceed 

the requirements of CLP Policy 28 and the Greater Cambridge Sustainable 

Design and Construction SPD 2020. The proposal is therefore acceptable in 

sustainable construction terms. 

 

Impact on Residential Amenity 

 

Plymouth Close and Falmouth Avenue  

 

170. During the application consultation third party concerns were raised 

regarding the location and scale of the proposed ‘Mews apartments’ 

(Buildings C-E) in relation to the existing properties along Plymouth Close and 

Falmouth Close. 
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171. The proposed buildings will be three storeys in height having a back-to-

back distance of 18m-20m and located 12m to the shared boundary. 

Bedrooms are located along the eastern facade of the buildings facing 

Plymouth Close and Falmouth Close. The size of the glazing panels has been 

reduced to mitigate perceived overlooking and will be conditioned (COND 35). 

All balconies will be on the western elevation facing into the site. There will be 

some external walkways on the eastern elevation, however, the developer 

has proposed privacy screens to reduce overlooking, details of which will be 

conditioned (COND 35).  

 

172. Darwin Green is a higher density edge of City scheme and therefore it 

is generally accepted there will be some overlooking with varying levels of 

light to garden areas when compared to lower density housing sites in more 

rural locations. The proposed back-to back separation distances proposed 

here are commonly seen in residential areas on Darwin Green including 

properties between Shrewsbury Road, Lawrence Weaver Road and Randal 

Way. In terms of overlooking and loss of light to windows the proposed 

separation distances are not considered to cause any significant impacts to 

residential amenity. 

 

173. In terms of loss of light to amenity space, the proposal has been tested 

using 3D modelling to determine the sunlight access on the ground within the 

site and to the adjacent areas. The BREs guide ‘Site Layout Planning for 

Sunlight and Daylight’: A Good Practice states that external amenity spaces 

should receive at least two hours of direct sunlight on March 21st over at least 

half of the space. Given the gardens to properties along Plymouth Close and 

Falmouth Avenue properties are north-west facing (with the sun’s path going 

from east-west during the day), the model demonstrates that the garden areas 

will achieve this criterion when taken with the location of the apartments and 

cycle stores. In terms of loss of light, the proposed separation distances are 

not considered to cause any significant impacts to residential amenity spaces. 

 

174. Residents along this Plymouth Close and Falmouth Avenue also raised 

concern regarding security and noise from the proposed three bike stores and 
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access path to be located along the boundary. The bike stores will provide 

secure cycle parking for the users of the Mews buildings only. The stores will 

be single storey/flat roof buildings. There will be a lock at the front of each 

store to ensure residents are only able to access their bikes. Due to the 

nature of BfR scheme there will be onsite management 24 hours a day and 

therefore this area and the wider site will be monitored to reduce the risk of 

crime. The Designing Out Crime officer reviewed the proposals and has not 

raised any concerns. Noise impacts from future occupants locking up bikes 

would be limited and will be contained within the stores. Significant impacts 

are therefore unlikely.   

 

Falmouth Road and Lawrence Weaver Road 

 

175. The northern boundary of the site abuts back gardens of three storey 

houses and a four-storey apartment building along the Lawrence Weaver 

Road. The houses are 8m from the site boundary and a residents’ car park 

sits directly adjacent to the site, behind a brick-wall. Along this boundary a 

new thoroughfare is proposed connecting the top of the mews to Lawrence 

Weaver Road.  

 

176. The gable end of the Apartment Building (A) is positioned 8m from the 

site boundary. The existing apartment building has south faced gable end with 

projecting balconies. The apartment building is angled with these balconies 

facing into the Lawrence Weaver Road. As such, there will be no significant 

overlooking or overbearing impacts would occur.  

 

177. The Mews Building (C) is also position 8m from the site boundary. This 

distance coupled with 12m depth to existing garden areas leaves an 

acceptable distance to not cause any significant overbearing or overlooking 

impacts.  

 

Howes Place 
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178. The existing houses on Howes Place are two storeys tall and arranged 

in a line of short terraces. The terraces sit behind a line of mature pleached 

lime trees and indent around a lawned green space. 

 

179. The proposed buildings closest to this edge have been laid out in a 

comparable manner and will be four storeys tall, part of which has been 

amended and dropped down by between 0.5-1m to further reduce impact. 

They will sit behind two lines of existing pleached lime trees providing a soft 

landscape edge. This allows for a good offset distance of 25m which 

increases to 43m at points along the Howes Place. Given this will be a front-

to-front relationship it is considered to not cause any significant overbearing or 

overlooking issues. The model also demonstrates there will be no significant 

loss of light to amenity space.  

 

180. The proposed buildings will have residential accommodation at ground 

and upper levels with no active or noisy uses facing Howes Place. The main 

vehicle access will be from the Lawrence Weaver Road and therefore 

movements will remain limited. The leisure uses that are more central to the 

site will be conditioned limiting their opening hours and use to limit the impact 

on amenity. 

 

Impact to residential amenity summary 

 

181. During the pre-application and application process regard has been 

given to the impact of the development on existing neighbouring properties. 

This has resulted in amendments to the development to improve the 

relationship. For the reasons above the proposal is not considered to cause 

any significant or adverse impacts from overlooking, overshadowing or loss of 

light noise and consequently would accord with CLP Policy 55 which seeks to 

ensure development integrates with the immediate locality and similarly 

accord with paragraph 130 of the NPPF which seeks to create places which 

are safe. 

 

Landscape and Trees  
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182. CLP Policy 71 specifically deals with trees stating that development will 

not be permitted which involves felling (significant surgery (either now or in 

the foreseeable future) and potential root damage to trees of amenity or other 

value unless there are demonstrable public benefits accruing from the 

proposal which clearly outweigh the current and future amenity value of the 

trees. CLP Policies 56 and 59 require landscaping including external spaces, 

public realm and boundary treatments to be an integral part of new 

developments, of high quality and amongst other matters ensure that existing 

features such as trees and boundary treatments are retained and protected. 

 

183. The application has been supported by an Arboriculture Impact 

Assessment along with a detailed Landscape Master Plan. The existing site 

has a grouped Tree Preservation Order covering the pleached lime trees 

which align Howes Place and Huntingdon Road. There is also an individual 

Tree Preservation Order for a Maple and Apple tree. The landscape scheme 

has been an integral part to the proposal recognising the importance of the 

Pleached Lime trees to the history of the site and its surroundings.  

 

184. In terms of the boundary treatments, in reference to the submitted 

Arboricultural Impact Assessment (P1812-AIA-01 V5), in total on Option A, (9) 

Pleached Lime trees are to be removed. These (9) include the (3) trees (G3.2, 

G1.4 and G1.8) which need to be removed due to their health condition 

regardless of the proposed development. The other (6) trees needing to be 

removed to facilitate Option A trees labelled as; G1.12, G1.13 and G1.14, 

G2.12 x2 and G2.28. In total on Option B, (8) Pleached Lime trees are to be 

removed. Under this Option, tree labelled G2.28 is located to the north and 

does not need to be removed unlike Option A. 

 

185. The six (or five under option B) healthy trees will be re-planted in gaps 

on Howes Place to limit the loss. A new row of pleached limes trees will also 

be planted along the boundary of Lawrence Weaver Road enhancing the 

character of the area. Several other trees will need to be removed within the 
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development site to facilitate the proposed development. The trees intended 

for removal are considered to have a low arboriculture and amenity value.   

 

186. Following comments from third parties, the agent has confirmed that it 

may be the case that the (3) trees identified for removal due to their condition 

might not be necessary. However, the health of the trees cannot be 

established without further assessment and report by an arboricultural 

specialist. The recommended condition will facilitate that report and thereafter 

determine the actions necessary (COND 51). 

187.   

188. A new row of Pleached Limes will also be planted along the boundary 

of Lawerance Weaver Road enhancing the character of the area. Several 

other trees will need to be removed within the development site to facilitate 

the proposed development; however, the trees intended for removal are 

considered to have a low arboriculture and amenity value.  

 

189. In terms of the landscaping within the site, the site has been set up 

around eight key character areas which provide a range of spaces for 

residents and visitors. The main public space sits central to the site known as 

Howes Green. There will also be private communal gardens, courtyards and 

roof terraces to serve the BfR and Apart hotel units. These areas will include a 

variety of new trees and planting, a SUDs feature and play for children. The 

flat-roofed buildings will also have green/biodiversity roofs. The Quality Panel 

(December 2020) acknowledged that the landscaping had been better 

integrated into the scheme. Following further amendments to the scheme 

have been supported by the Tree Officer and final confirmation is awaiting 

from the Landscape Officer. 

 

190. Conditions for detailed hard and soft landscape scheme (COND 43) 

and details for the green roof (COND 44) are recommended in order to refine 

the landscaping proposals before implementation. A tree protection condition 

(COND 51) - and replacement planting condition (COND 43) - is similarly 

recommended to ensure the relevant protection for the TPOs is secured. 

Officers consider these conditions to be acceptable.  
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191. The proposal is considered to generally accord with CLP Policies 56, 

59 and 71 to deliver a high-quality landscape scheme that respects existing 

amenity valued trees on and around the site. 

 

Ecology 

 

192. CLP Policies 69 and 70 seek to protect and enhance sites of 

biodiversity and geodiversity importance and priority species and habitats. 

Section 3.5 of the Council’s Sustainable Design and Construction SPD 

provides guidance on survey requirements and biodiversity net gain. A draft 

Biodiversity SPD, consulted on between July to September 2021 proposes 

more detailed guidance including clarification on the need to demonstrate 

measurable net gain for biodiversity. 

 

193. Paragraph 174 of the NPPF states that planning decisions should 

minimise impacts on and provide net gains for biodiversity, while paragraph 

180 (NPPF) sets out the associated principles which should be applied. The 

application includes the following: a Preliminary Ecological Appraisal, a Bat 

Activity Survey, Biodiversity Net Gain Calculations (and Summary note) and a 

Sustainability Statement. 

 

194. In summary, this information suggests that significant impacts on a 

nearby Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) would be unlikely, and that the 

application site’s relatively low ecological value would be significantly 

improved by the proposed development. New green roofs, wetland drainage 

features, amenity grassland and tree planting would ensure a biodiversity net 

gain of 92% in relation to habitats. In terms of hedgerows, retained and newly 

created hedgerows would ensure a biodiversity net gain of 41%. 

 

195. The Nature Conservation Projects Officer has considered the 

submitted information and confirmed that that there are no objections if 

planning conditions for (i) a Landscape and Ecological Management Plan 

(COND 41) ;(ii) full details of the proposed green roofs (COND 44); and (iii) 
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nest and roosting boxes (COND 42) are all secured. Subject to these 

conditions being imposed, it is concluded that the proposal complies with the 

above CLP policies and NPPF. 

 

Drainage 

 

196. CLP Policy 31 sets out a range of requirements concerning sustainable 

drainage while Policy 32 explains how the potential flood risk both from and to 

a development will be considered. These policies are supplemented by 

detailed guidance in the Cambridgeshire Flood and Water SPD (2018) and 

Section 3.7 of the Sustainable Design and Construction SPD (2020). 

Furthermore, paragraph 169 of the NPPF states that major developments 

should incorporate sustainable drainage systems and sets out some key 

principles. As submitted, the application included the following documentation 

specific to flood risk and drainage: (i) a Flood Risk Assessment, (ii) a Surface 

Water Drainage Strategy; and (iii) a Sustainability Statement.  

 

197. The Flood Risk Assessment concludes that there is no significant risk 

of flooding to the site from fluvial, tidal, groundwater, water infrastructure or 

sewer sources and that the low risk of surface water flooding from the site 

could be suitably managed. Following initial objections from the Lead Local 

Flood Authority and the Council’s Drainage Officer an updated Surface Water 

Drainage Strategy was submitted to improve certainty regarding the suitability 

of the proposed sustainable drainage system and to also confirm a pumped 

solution which would be required should the sewers within Lawrence Weaver 

Road not be adopted. The consultees’ objections have since been removed 

whilst Anglian Water and the Environment Agency have both responded with 

no objections to the proposal. 

 

198. Whilst officer note third party concerns about flood risk to their 

properties the information within the application demonstrates that surface 

water from the site can be dealt with appropriately and should not have any 

resulting impact on neighbouring properties. This information has been 

considered by the Lead Local Flood and Water Authority. The condition which 
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seeks to ensure the strategy has been completed in accordance with the 

planning condition prior to occupation will be imposed.  

 

199. To ensure that the proposed development can be adequately drained 

and to ensure there is no increased groundwater flood risk on or offsite 

resulting from the proposed development (including the underground 

basement car park) a condition will be included (COND 53) requiring further 

details. 

 

200. Conditions recommended by the above consultees seek to secure the 

detailed design of the drainage scheme, verification that the works have been 

implemented in accordance with the agreed plans upon completion, details of 

surface water management during construction (COND 46-47); requiring a 

follow up survey confirming it has been constructed in accordance with the 

approved plans (COND 49); and the implementation of foul water drainage 

works (COND 48). Subject to imposing of these conditions, it is concluded 

that the proposal complies with the above CLP policies and NPPF. 

 

Car Parking 

 

201. CLP Policy 82 sets out maximum levels of car parking that the Council 

will permit for various types of development. Appendix L states that the levels 

should not be exceeded but maybe reduced where lower levels of parking can 

reasonably be expected. The application is supported by a Transport 

Statement (Clewlow Consulting July 2021) and Transport Statement 

Addendum (Clewlow Consulting November 2021) setting out the approach to 

car parking levels including local circumstances and average car numbers for 

developments of this nature. This has been considered by the County 

Council’s Transport Assets team and officers.  

 

202. The proposed development provides 19 car parking spaces within the 

basement of the development, including 18 accessible spaces and two 

spaces allocated for car club vehicles. It is proposed that 110 spaces are 

allocated to the BtR accommodation, 35 spaces to the former NIAB HQ, 28 to 
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the Apart hotel, 4 staff spaces and 17 visitor spaces. During the application 

process third party concerns were raised in relation to there being insufficient 

parking to accommodate the needs of the development. 

 

Build to Rent  

 

203. The Transport Statement includes details on national car ownership 

trends. The Department for Transport entitled “Young people's travel – what's 

changed and why’ indicates that there was a drop in the number of car driver 

trips per person made by people aged between 17-29. The research indicates 

that travel behaviour has been driven by changes in young people's socio-

economic situations. With BtR market targeting those between 21-35 age 

group with more emphasis on the younger end of the market car ownership 

could be likely to be much lower than once was the case.  

 

204. The Transport Statement demonstrates that such trends are becoming 

clear in Cambridge referencing the Crossways Garden site in Trumpington 

(Ref: 15/2350/FUL) which is now managed for BtR units where 49 car parking 

spaces were provided for 51 apartments, but this has now been reduced to 29 

spaces. 

 

205. The Transport Statement indicates based on the 2011 National Census 

data covering the local area (Gilbert Road, Histon Road and Stretthen 

Avenue), based on one person living in a flat car ownership is, on average 

0.35 cars per dwelling. Where there are two people living in a flat the average 

is found to be 0.64 cars per dwelling. The same approach was taken on a BtR 

scheme in Orchard Park. Applying this to the proposed mix of units would 

equate to 144 parking spaces.  

 

206. The provision of car club spaces (secured by a s106 planning 

obligation) can also be expected to reduce demand for privately owned 

vehicles as occupiers will have direct access to vehicles they can lease. The 

car parking demands of the development are therefore expected to be no 

greater than for 124 vehicles. However, to align with the national trends and to 
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further discourage future residents from car ownership in such a sustainable 

location, it is considered that the proposed provision of 110 spaces including 

10 accessible spaces and two car club spaces is on balance acceptable and 

in line with the main aims of the national and local planning policies. All 

parking spaces will need to be booked in advance through the onsite 

management company and therefore the number of cars coming to the site 

can be pre-empted and managed accordingly.  

 

The Apart hotel 

 

207. The Use class for the Apart hotel is ‘sui-generis’ and therefore does not 

explicitly fall under a particular section in the CLP Policy 77, however, as a 

guide for hotels and guest houses (C1 Use) the policy requires no more than 

one space for every eight residents and one space for every eight members of 

staff be provided.   

 

208. Most of the units are intended for single occupancy with only sixteen 

units designed for occupation by two people. The maximum number of guests 

staying at the Apart hotel is therefore expected to be 220 for which the 

proposed car parking allocation of 28 (including three accessible spaces) 

spaces would be in line with policy.   

 

209. The Transport Statement concludes that based on a similar scheme for 

the Apart hotel at Eddington, a ratio of 0.14 spaces would be needed for the 

number of staff expected to be present on site at any one time. On this basis 

there is expected to be approximately 30 staff onsite at any one time which 

would equate to 4 spaces being needed. Other staff would be expected and 

encouraged to use public transport. In terms of parking allocated guests and 

staff will also need to book a space prior to arrival for control and monitoring 

purposes.  

 

210. Whilst officers understand the parking concerns raised by third parties 

the evidence presented demonstrates the proposed parking levels are 

sufficient to accommodate the development. Furthermore, the car parking 
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provision has not had any objections from the County Council’s Transport 

Assets team and is in accordance with CLP Policy 82 which amongst other 

matters also seeks to promote lower levels of private parking in order to help 

achieve a modal shift. 

 

211. Separate to the above third-party concerns have been raised in regard 

to existing and future occupiers using the cycleways along Lawrence Weaver 

Road as overspill parking spaces. At present only a short section of Lawrence 

Weaver Road is an adopted public highway so beyond its boundaries the 

Highway Authority do not the means of controlling the street parking; 

remediation is a matter for the landowner. The full extent of the road and 

cycleways is nevertheless moving towards adoption which once the adoption 

formalities are completed suitable waiting restrictions can put in place 

enabling the Highway Authority to enforce as appropriate   to keep the 

cycleways clear.  

 

Cycle Parking 

 

212. A total of 593 cycle parking spaces will be provided on the site to 

support the development. There will also be additional cycle parking spaces to 

serve the conversion of the old NIAB HQ.   

 

213. The table below sets out the cycle parking to be provided for the BtR 

units which is above the required standard set out in CLP Policy 82. In 

addition to the covered cycle parking there will be visitor cycle parking located 

in close proximity to most of the building entrances. 

 

No of 

Spaces 

One-bed 

unit 

Two-bed unit Visitors Total 

Proposed 283 160 40 483 

Policy Standard 221 140 36 397 
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214. The table below sets out the cycle parking to be provided for the Apart 

hotel based on the standard applied to hotels within the City under CLP Policy 

82. The proposal will meet, or in some cases exceed the requirements of 

standard set out in the Policy. Cycle hire will also be available through the 

proposed bike shop.  

 

No of Spaces Guest 

rooms 

Staff Visitors Total 

Proposed 40 44 10 94 

Policy Standard 40 22 nil 62 

 

215. Cycle parking for visitors and staff of the bike shop and café will be 

provided in accordance with CLP Policy 82. There will be 14 visitor spaces 

and 12 staff spaces. These spaces will be located at ground level.  

 

Highway safety and impact to road network 

 

216. The application is accompanied by a Response Note and Transport 

Statement Addendum dated September 2021 and November 2021. These 

documents have been reviewed by the County Council’s Transport 

Assessment team. 

 

217. The development is expected to generate a net reduction of 55 vehicle 

trips in the weekday AM and a net reduction of 33 vehicle trips in the weekday 

PM. There is predicted to be a net increase of 73 cycling trips in the weekday 

PM. Due to the reduction in vehicle trips overall, there would not be an impact 

onto the capacity of surrounding junctions. 

 

218. A Travel Plan will be secured by a planning condition (COND 7).  A 

financial contribution towards the upgrade of Castle Hill cycleway and the 

provision of car club vehicles and spaces are recommended to be secured 

through a s106 planning obligation based on the net number of cycle 

movements (see Appendix 1). 
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219. The scheme has been considered by the Local Highways Authority 

engineer and following amendments to the scheme recommends conditions 

for falls and levels (COND 5) and for the provision of a traffic management 

plan (COND 6).  

 

220. The proposal will not have any significant impacts on the transport 

network in terms of capacity or congestion, in accordance with CLP Policy 81 

and paragraph 110(d) of the NPPF.  

 

Provision for Waste and Recycling  

 

221. The proposed development has been designed in accordance with the 

Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Waste Partnership (RECAP) Waste 

Management Design Guide SPD. The applicant has submitted a Refuse 

Strategy Plan showing the arrangement of bin stores and collection areas, the 

refuse vehicular routes, the refuse collector and residents’ routes, and a 

Refuse Vehicle Tracking Plan. 

 

222. Each apartment will be fitted with three compartment waste bins, with 

each compartment corresponding to a relevant waste stream to be collected 

by the City Council. When internal bins are full residents will transfer their 

waste to the Underground Refuse Store collection points located within 30m 

of the front door from each block. The applicant notes the requirement for the 

bins to be emptied fortnightly. The applicant has submitted a drawing 

demonstrating how a bi-weekly refuse collection for the underground bins can 

be accommodated on the site if this level of provision is required. 

 

223.  

224. The Apart hotel will be responsible for its own waste. There is a secure 

refuse store located in the southern corner of the building. Refuse vehicles will 

access the store from Howes Place up to twice a week. A similar arrangement 

will exist for the commercial units. 
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225. It is considered reasonable and necessary to attach a condition for a 

site waste management plan (COND 50) to ensure a suitable refuse strategy 

is agreed with the Council’s Waste department prior to occupation of the 

development. A financial contribution towards a new special waste vehicle is 

considered to be reasonable and necessary given the additional demand for 

waste disposal generated from this development. The financial contribution 

will be secured through a s106  planning obligation (see Appendix 1). 

 

Public Art  

 

226. CLP Policy 56 amongst other matters requires embedded public art as 

an integral part of development proposals. A site wide public art strategy has 

been submitted with the application. The strategy identifies landscape 

commission, collaboration with architects and an ongoing programme of 

community led activity as playing a key role in the strategy. The budget for 

this commission is set out in the strategy at £200,000 and the timing over 

delivery between June 2022 and September 2027. No objections have been 

received. A condition is recommended to ensure the public art strategy 

progresses though to complete implementation (COND 45). On this basis the 

proposal would accord with CLP Policy 56(j).  

 

Pollution 

 

227. A suite of policies in the CLP provides a comprehensive set of 

requirements in relation to pollution. CLP Policy 33 seeks to prevent adverse 

impacts arising from contamination and requires investigation and remediation 

where it is suspected or known to exist. Policy explains how external lighting 

will be controlled. CLP Policy 35 seeks to protect human health and quality of 

life from noise and vibration, whilst CLP Policy 36 addresses air quality, odour 

and dust. 

 

228. Section 3.6 of the Sustainable Design and Construction SPD (2020) 

includes detailed guidance on how the above policies will be applied. 

Furthermore, paragraphs 170 and 183 - 188 of the NPPF addresses risks 
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associated with pollution and seeks to secure improvements to local 

environmental conditions wherever possible. 

(i) The application includes the following information specific to 

pollution:Sustainability Statement; (ii) a Phase 1 Preliminary Risk 

Assessment; (iii) a Noise Assessment; and (iv) a Air Quality 

Assessment. 

 

229. The Phase 1 Preliminary Risk Assessment explains that the potential 

sources of contamination – former office buildings, car parking, construction 

compound and horticultural nursery glasshouses – result in a risk of 

potentially significant harm ranging from ‘very low’ to ‘moderate’ depending on 

the specific land use. The risk of the site being classified as ‘contaminated 

land’ is identified as being ‘low’. In its conclusion, the report recommends that 

further work, including a Phase 2 site investigation is completed to confirm (a) 

the initial assessment identified by the X: (b) to refine the preliminary 

conceptual site model; and (c) to determine details of investigative/remedial 

works as necessary. 

 

230. The Noise Assessment suggests that noise affecting the development 

would mainly originate from road traffic using Lawrence Weaver Road and 

Huntingdon Road, while noise arising from the development would be from 

the various commercial uses proposed as well as construction activities. The 

report concludes that noise impacts to existing and future residents could be 

suitably managed through planning conditions.  

 

231. The Air Quality Assessment identifies that the nearest Air Quality 

Management Areas (AQMAs) to the site are the Cambridge AQMA (1.3 km) 

and the A14 Corridor AQMA (1.5 km). The report details the baseline 

situation, construction impacts and operational impacts of the development 

concluding that significant impacts on air quality could be avoided using 

appropriate planning conditions. Furthermore, the Sustainability Statement 

confirms that the development would be served by air source heat pumps with 

no combustion emissions to air while the proposed 108 active electric vehicle 

charging points would support a transition to low/zero-emission vehicles. 
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232. As for light pollution the application does not include the design of 

external lighting so appropriate details would need to be secured through a 

planning condition. 

 

233. The Environmental Health Officer and Environment Agency have 

raised no objections, although several conditions are recommended to cover 

the following matters: 

 

- Investigation and remediation of contamination (COND 8-12) 

- a Material Management Plan (COND 14) 

- a Demolition and Construction Management Plan (COND 13) 

- a Plant, Machinery and Equipment Noise Assessment (COND 15) 

- a Noise insulation/reduction scheme (COND 16) 

- Restrictions on various land uses to protect the amenity/quality of properties 

from noise (COND 17-27) _ 

- an Electric Vehicle Charging Point Provision and Infrastructure Strategy 

(COND 29)  

- an Artificial Lighting Impact Assessment and Mitigation Scheme (COND 30) 

- an Air Quality Compliance condition (COND 28) 

 

234. Subject to the use of conditions covering these matters, it is concluded 

the proposal complies with the above CLP Policies 33, 35, 36. 

 

Indoor sports and open space provision 

 

235. CLP Policy 68 requires that all residential development proposals 

should contribute to the provision of open space and recreation sites/facilities 

on-site. Requirements are calculated in accordance with the standards set out 

in Appendix 1 of the CLP. The policy goes onto provide that alternative off-site 

provision may be acceptable if the proposed development is of an ‘insufficient 

size’ to make the appropriate provision feasible or in ‘exceptional 

circumstances’, if the open space provision can be met through enhanced 

provision off-site.  
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236. The Council’s adopted the Open Space and Recreation Strategy is a 

material consideration. The strategy seeks to ensure that open space 

supports the development of sustainable communities and enhances the 

health and well-being of residents and the biodiversity of the City. It sets out to 

ensure that open space in Cambridge meets the needs of all who live, work, 

study in or visit the City and provides a satisfactory environment for nature 

enhancing the local townscape complementing the built environment. 

 

237. The applicant submitted an Open Amenity Space Addendum (dated 

November 2022) which includes a plan showing the associated split of the 

proposed open space across the site. This plan was updated during the 

consultation process to respond and acknowledge third party objections to the 

level and type of provision that could be included in the calculation.  

 

238. The Open Space requirement set out in CLP Policy 68 is only 

applicable to the residential units, which in this case would be the  BtR units 

(as C3 residential development). The Apart hotel is a sui-generis Use and for 

hotels there is currently no policy requirement for outdoor space to be 

provided given visitors will only be staying for a short period. A management 

plan for the open spaces will be secured through the s106 agreement. 

 

239. The table below shows a summary of the proposed on-site/off-site 

provision:  

 

 Policy required 

amount 

Amount 

delivered 

Complies 

(Y/N) 

Onsite or off-

site 

Outdoor 

Sports  

0.48ha - Y Off-site 

contribution  

Indoor Sports 1 sports hall for 

13,000 people 

and 1 sports hall 

Swimming 

pool and gym 

Y On-site  
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for every 13,000 

people 

Children and 

Teenagers 

(2-bedroom 

units only) 

0.04ha 0.10ha  Y On-site 

Informal Open 

Space 

0.88ha 0.64ha Part Part on-site 

(77%) 

Part off-site 

(33%) 

Allotments 0.16ha - Y Off-site 

contribution 

Community 

Space 

Type appropriate 

to the scale of 

the development 

Community 

event space  

Y On-site 

provision 

Private 

amenity space  

None dimensions 

but should be 

practical to use 

All properties 

will have 

access. 

 

Balconies to 

all BfR units. 

 

2770m2 

(communal 

space) 

800m2 (roof 

terrace) 

Y On-site 

 

 

Outdoor Sports and Allotment provision 

 

240. No outdoor sports and allotment provision are provided on the site due 

to its location, nature and size and by virtue of the level of provision the policy 
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requires. An off-site contribution of £95,081.00 towards Cambridge North 

Academy for a target list of improvements and a contribution of £20,800.00 

towards Histon Road and Bateson Road allotments will be secured through a 

s106 planning obligation. See Appendix 1 which includes a summary of the 

Heads of Terms. 

 

Indoor sports and community space 

 

241. In terms of indoor sports and community space, the application is 

providing these facilities on the site through a community room/event space 

within the BtR units, the swimming pool and gym. An off-site contribution is 

therefore not considered necessary however, a s106 planning obligation will 

secure the provision of a completed Community Use Agreement between the 

site owner/developer and the City Council to ensure these facilities are open 

to the wider public. 

 

Informal open space 

 

242. Table I.1 of CLP Policy 68 defines Informal Open space as being 

‘Informal provision’ including examples of recreational grounds, parks, natural 

greenspace or high quality public hard surfaces. 

 

243. Informal Open Space was designed into the scheme at an early stage 

of the pre-application discussions. The central heart of the development, 

Howes Green, will provide an open amenity space for the public, residents 

and visitors. There is also access to the water meadows which sit between 

some of the BtR units and landscaped gardens along with a pocket park 

around the edge of the old NIAB building.  

 

244. The applicant originally included some of the semi-private spaces in 

the open space calculations - for example the Apart hotel courtyard, roof 

terraces, communal gardens and courtyard within the existing old NIAB 

building. Given these areas intimately related to the buildings, officers 

consider these areas do not align with the examples set out in table I.1 of the 
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CLP Policy 68 which are generally more publicly assessable and therefore 

could not be counted for in the calculation. 

 

245. Removing these spaces from the calculation, 77% of the publicly 

accessible open space can met on-site and therefore the remaining 33% 

would need to be provided as an off-site contribution. Despite the on-site 

shortfall the development will still achieve a high-quality environment for future 

residents with the additional types of open space which are not included in the 

calculation e.g., the communal roof terraces and the Childrens’ and Teenager 

play space for which there is not a policy requirement but still enhances the 

offer. Off-site contributions have been provided on other sites where similar 

situations exist.  

 

 

246. The Council’s s106 Officer has suggested an off-site financial 

contribution of approximately £31,900.00 to be allocated for improvements to 

Histon Road Recreation Ground and its facilities (which is 1.6k from the site) 

could make up the shortfall on-site and would provide some enhancements to 

the benefit of the wider community. In this case officers consider ‘exceptional 

circumstances’ exist and therefore the proposals would accord with CLP 

Policy 68 and recommend the financial contribution be secured through the 

s106 planning obligation. 

 

Children and Teenagers’ play and Apart Hotel 

 

247. Given the nature of the development it's unlikely there will be a 

maximum number of children and teenagers. However, children and 

Teenagers play has been provided on-site in the form of a small pocket green 

to the south-west of the site. There will also be play features in the communal 

areas, roof top terraces and doorstop play areas along the Mews. The amount 

provided would exceed the policy requirement.  
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248. Whist there is no CLP Policy requirement to provide outdoor space for 

the Apart hotel the developer has included a sensory garden space along with 

a water feature for those visitors central to the building.  

 

S106 obligations  

 

249. CLP Policy 73 (Community, Sports and Leisure facilities): CLP Policy 

74 (Education facilities) and CLP Policy 85 (Infrastructure) all seek to ensure 

there is or will be sufficient infrastructure capacity to support and meet all the 

requirements arising from new developments. All the relevant consultees 

were consulted during the application process to inform and understand 

current and future needs. The outcomes are set out in Appendix 1 along with 

the associated projects the contributions will help fund where financial 

contributions are sought. The principle of the financial contributions has been 

agreed with the applicant.  

 

250. In terms of community, sports and leisure, the application is providing 

these facilities on the site through a community room/event space within the 

BtR units, a swimming pool and gym. A contribution financial or otherwise is 

therefore not considered necessary subject to completion of a Community 

Use Agreement which ensures these facilities are open and available for 

public use as well as residents of the development prior to use first occupation 

of Apart Hotel and event space through a s106 planning obligation or such 

other reasonable trigger as agreed with the developer.  

 

251. In terms of Education the County Council confirmed there was 

sufficient capacity to take on the demands of the development at all levels. 

They have however requested a financial contribution of £6,547.50 towards 

library provision.  

 

252. In terms of healthcare, the NHS identified capacity issues at 

Huntingdon Road/Girton surgery and have therefore requested a financial 

contribution of £174,800 to be applied for the purposes of improving capacity 

at the existing practices. They also confirmed that whilst the new surgery at 
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Darwin Green (closer to the application site) has all the relevant planning 

permissions in place there is no certainty at this stage on what more might be 

needed as such contributions cannot be requested.  

 

253. Justification for a financial contribution payable to the Local Highway 

Authority towards cycleway improvements (a figure yet to be agreed to meet 

the CIL tests) has been set out in the ‘highway and impact to road network’ 

section of this report. In summary the improvements to the cycle network 

along Castle Street and the Car Club provision are reasonable and necessary 

to meet the increased demands put on infrastructure proposed by the 

development. An update will be provided on the final amount.  

 

254. A financial contribution for Waste towards a new waste vehicle is 

reasonable and necessary given the site will accommodate underground bins.  

 

255. The s106 planning obligations set out in Appendix 1 are considered to 

comply with the relevant CLP policies and meet the tests set out in The 

Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended) as being 

necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms, directly 

related to the development and fairly and reasonable in kind.  

 

Development Control Forum 

 

256. The application was presented to the DCF in November 2021 following 

a petition from various households. The minutes from the meeting are in 

Appendix 5. In summary, the petitioners requested the following key changes 

to the application:  

 

- the removal of any points of access from Howes Place (during and after 

construction) to respect landscape setting and heritage assets. 

 

- to reduce the scale and massing of the development to two storeys on 

sensitive edges, three storeys central to the site and four storeys adjacent to 

existing buildings on the Lawrence Weaver Road to protect amenity of 
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existing residents, contribute to the protection and enhancement of Howes 

Place and the ability to include more open space and parking provision.  

 

- minimum of 20% ‘Affordable Private Rent’ dwellings should be provided.  

 

257. The applicants considered the comments made in third party 

representations and at the DCF and subsequently amended the application. 

The key changes were as follows:  

 

- The Developer has submitted an Option B scenario whereby all pedestrian 

and cycle access points have been removed onto Howes Place. Only access 

into the Apart hotel and an emergency access point will remain under this 

scenario.  

 

-  Under Option B, tree removal along Howes Place has been limited to (8) 

trees (three of which need to be removed due to their condition) to limit the 

impact on the setting of the road. Whilst trees need to be removed, they will 

be replaced in existing gaps. 

 

- Reduction in the ridge of the Apart hotel between 0.5m-1m to limit the impact 

on the BILs. However, a complete re-design was not considered necessary 

given the conclusions of the Townscape Appraisal and the support from the 

Quality Panel. 

 

- The proposal provides a policy compliant scheme of Affordable Housing when 

taking into account the extant Prior Approval consents granted on the site 

both of which are a material planning consideration. 

 

258. Officers understand the petitioners remain opposed to the Option A 

site/access arrangements. However, since the submission of Option B 

arrangements further dialog has taken place between the applicants and the 

petitioners.  Officers understand the petitioners now support Option B 

site/access arrangements on the grounds it provides sustainable transport 

requirements, it significantly improves highway safety and minimises harm to 
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the appearance, character and setting of the heritage assets of Howes Place 

and the amenity of existing and future residents. Officers are of the 

understanding that the up-to-date plans submitted by the applicant reflect 

these discussions. 

 

Conclusion and Planning Balance 

 

259. Given the recommendation, it may be helpful for Members to think of 

this proposal as two separate applications; one which includes access points 

onto Howes Place and another which has them removed. As set out in the 

report, Option A is the preferred option by the local planning authority’s 

technical consultees because having the access points onto Howes Place 

responds to good placemaking principles set out in planning policy.  

 

260. However, during the application process the developer has unilaterally 

put forward Option B which seeks to remove the access points from Howes 

Place to overcome third party objections.  Officers are of the view that Option 

B does not have any material bearing on the acceptability of the application as 

a whole and therefore if this is the layout preferred by Members the 

application can be approved on this basis. 

 

261. The NPPF lists the three dimensions to sustainable development: 

economic, social and environmental.  These dimensions are interdependent 

and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways to achieve sustainable 

development.   The benefits and dis-benefits of the development proposals 

have been evaluated and assessed against the objectives of the NPPF and 

the presumption in favour of sustainable development, as summarised below.  

 

262. Turning to the planning balance, in terms of social benefits, the 

proposal seeks to introduce a significant number of BtR homes, 58 of which 

will be Affordable BtR (an increase above officers' assessment of the 

minimum policy requirements for affordable units - based upon the prospect of 

a fall-back position – and which can be afforded additional weight). The 

Council’s Greater Cambridge Housing Strategy and National Planning Policy 
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support the development of purpose built private rented homes because it 

helps to provide an additional choice into the market and accelerates the 

delivery of new homes in the city. The development would provide BtR 

housing to meet the local identified needs of Cambridge.  The scheme also 

seeks to introduce a range of facilities that residents of this development and 

members of the public will be able to access including co-working spaces, 

swimming pool, a gym and Micro-brewery. 

 

263. In terms of economic benefits, the proposal seeks to introduce an Apart 

hotel which will provide 202 rooms to keep pace with the continued market 

demand for new accommodation in Cambridge. This use will create various 

new job roles during and post construction which will be of benefit to the local 

economy. The additional expenditure from visitors to the 202 bed Apart Hotel 

and occupiers will help support the local business and services. Along with a 

package of s106 contributions to support upgrades to existing infrastructure. 

 

264. In terms of environmental benefits, the comprehensive re-development 

of the site has meant that a high-quality landscape scheme can be secured. 

There will be a significant increase in biodiversity on the site, exceeding the 

10% requirement in Biodiversity Net Gain. The majority of protected Pleached 

Lime trees will be retained on and around the site with a significant number of 

new ones planted to enhance the setting on the old NIAB site and preserve 

the Buildings of Local Interest that surround it. The scheme also includes 

various sustainably measures which includes an electric only development, 

Pv panels, achieving targets of 110 litres per person per day in terms of water 

consumption and cutting carbon emissions by 74% exceeding Part L of the 

Building Regulations. The drainage strategy also includes rain-water gardens, 

green roofs and swales through the development. 

 

265. Overall, the proposed development will bring significant public benefits 

which accord with the three dimensions of sustainable development set out in 

the National Planning Policy Framework 2021. The Application Site is part 

included within an allocation for Mixed Use residential development with the 

remaining part identified in the Brownfield Register and as such the principle 
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of re-use for residential development is acceptable and complies with all other 

policies in the CLP. In accordance with S38(6) of the Planning and 

Compulsory Act 2004 there is a statutory presumption in favour of granting 

planning permission.  The balance of these benefits in the circumstances of 

the application is considered to weigh in favour of granting planning 

permission, outweighing any harm that the proposed development may 

cause.  

 

266. Having considered the provisions of the development plans, the views 

of statutory consultees, local consultees and third-party representations as 

well as all other material planning considerations, the proposed development 

is recommended for approval subject to planning conditions as set out in this 

report at Appendix 2 and to the prior completion of a Section 106 Agreement 

to secure the recommended planning obligations set out in Appendix 1. 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

 

267. Officers can recommend Committee to approve the application either 

(a) with or (b) without the new pedestrian and cycle access points onto Howes 

Place. Accordingly, your Officer’s recommend approval to grant planning 

permission by reference to only one of the following two Options: 

 

268. OPTION A (with inclusion of pedestrian and cycle access points 

from Howes Place as part of the development) 

  

APPROVE subject to:  

  

1. The prior completion of a s106 Agreement under the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990 as set out in Appendix 1 and;  

2. the planning conditions and informatives contained in Appendix 2 of this 

report; and 

3.  including the delegated authority to officers (i) independently to negotiate, 

settle and complete the terms of the s106 Agreement substantially reflecting 
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the obligations set out in Appendix [1] of this report; (ii) independently to settle 

any minor non-significant amendments to the conditions and/or (iii) in the case 

of any significant amendment or the introduction of additional conditions to do 

so in consultation with the Chair and Vice Chair of Committee. 

 

269. OPTION B (without pedestrian and cycle access points from 

Howes Place being included as part of the development) 

 

APPROVE subject to: 

  

1. The prior completion of a s106 Agreement under the Town and Country 

Planning Act 1990 as set out in Appendix 1 and;  

2. the planning conditions and informatives contained in Appendix 2 of this 

report; and 

3. including the delegated authority to officers (i) independently to negotiate, 

settle and complete the terms of the s106 Agreement substantially reflecting the 

obligations set out in Appendix [1] of this report;  (ii) independently to settle any 

minor non-significant amendments to those conditions and/or (iii) in the case of 

any significant amendment or the introduction of additional conditions to do so in 

consultation with the Chair and Vice Chair of Committee. 
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DRAFT HEADS OF TERMS 

 

 

EDUCATION - None requested 

 

COMMUNITY AND HEALTH CARE INFRASTRCUTURE  
 

 Infrastructure Item/s  Agreed financial 
contribution.  

Triggers   CIL Reg 122 comments  

Community Facility  
  
 
  

On-site provision as part of 
development costs.  

Community facility management 
strategy to be submitted.  

Community meeting space necessary to meet 
the needs of the new population generated by 
the development.  
  
On-site provision.  
  
Scale determined with reference to CLP 
policies 73 

Library provision. Off-site 
provision towards the new Darwin 
Green library.  

Contribution of £6,547.50  
 
and monitoring contribution of 
£150 

100% prior to commencement Library facilities necessary to meet the needs of 
the new population generated by the 
development.  
  
Off-site provision.  
  
Scale determined with reference to County 
Council guidance and local plan policies 85 
    

Health Care. Off-site contribution 
towards Huntingdon Road/Girton 
surgery. 

Contribution of £174,800.00 100% prior to the 
commencement. 

Health care facilies necessary to meet the 
needs of the new population generated by the 
development. 

 
Off-site provision  
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Scale determined with reference to Policy 85 
and NHS guidelines. 

 

 

HOUSING   

  
Infrastructure Item/s  Agreed financial contribution.  Triggers (no. of dwellings)  CIL Reg 122 comments  
Secure 58 Affordable Build to 
Rent housing.  
 
Delivery and allocation  
Approved plans XX 

 
 

  
  

On-site provision as part of 
development costs.  
 
Monitoring costs of £XX 

  
  

tbc Housing provision necessary to meet the 
needs of the new population generated by the 
development.  
  
On-site provision.  
  
Policy 45 of the CLP requires affordable 
homes to be provided on development sites of 
15 or more dwellings.  Policy H/10 of 
the SCLP requires affordable homes on sites 
of 11 dwellings or more. 
 
Annex 9 of the Greater Cambridge Housing 
Strategy  

Secure Build to Rent tenure 
in perpetuity.  
 
Management of BtR 
accommodation. 
 
Approved plans XX 

On-site provision as part of 
development costs 

tbc Annex 9 of the Great Cambridge Housing 
Strategy  

 

PUBLIC ART  
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Infrastructure Item/s  Agreed financial 
contribution.  

Triggers   CIL Reg 122 comments  

Site wide public art strategy 
and delivery of public art.  
  
  

Contribution of £116,400.00 
(£400 per unit)  

tbc 
  
Provision in accordance with 
public art delivery plan to be 
submitted. 

Local Plan policies seek to secure public art as 
an integral part of development.  
  
On-site provision.  
Scale determined with reference 
to CLP policy 56.  
  

 

SPORTS AND RECREATION  

 

Infrastructure Item/s  Agreed financial 
contribution / onsite 
provision 

Triggers (no. of dwellings)  CIL Reg 122 comments  

Formal outdoor sports 
provision.  
Off-site provision to Cambridge 
North Academy for target list of 
improvements.  

 

  

Contribution of £95,081.00  Prior to 1st Occupation Outdoor sports facilities are necessary to meet 
the needs of the new population generated by 
the development.  
  
On-site provision to include sports, children’s 
play space, allotments.  
  
Quantum in accordance with City Council Open 
Space and Recreation Strategy SPD.  

Informal open space.  
Onsite provision and 
improvements and access to 
Histon Recreation Ground. 

Part onsite  
Part off-site   
 
(£96,679 represents 100%) 
  

Prior to 1st Occupation 

Children and teenagers play 
space.  

On-site provision as part of 
development costs.  

tbc 
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Allotments. Off-site contribution 
towards Bateson Road allotment 
site and Histon Road.  

Contribution of £20,800.00 
(£10,400 to Histon Road and 
£10,400 to Bateson Road) 

Prior to 1st Occupation  

Indoor Sports Provision. 
Swimming Pool Provision and 
Gym   

On-site provision tbc Indoor sports facilities are necessary to meet 
the needs of the new population generated by 
the development.  
  
Off-site provision.  
  
Scale determined in accordance with relevant 
Local Plan policy.  

Community use and access 
agreements  
Completed community use 
agreement in relation to the 
community use of the swimming 
pool and gym.  

 
To start the community use 
agreement process upon 
commencement which must be 
completed prior to first occupation 
of any dwellings. 

  

Delivery and timing of public 
open space  
Lay out and complete public open 
spaces in accordance with agreed 

public open space programme.  

  

  

  

tbc  

  
Public open space provision is necessary to 
meet the needs of the new population 
generated by the development.  
  
On-site provision.  
  
Quantum in accordance with City Council Open 
Space and Recreation Strategy SPD.  

Open Space management and 
maintenance plan  
  

  

Submission and then 
implementation of 
maintenance and 
management plan 

  

tbc 

 

OTHER INFRASTURCURE  
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Infrastructure Item/s  Agreed financial 
contribution.  

Triggers   CIL Reg 122 comments  

Cycleway improvements. Off-site 
Improvements to Castle Street 
towards Cambridge City Centre. 
  

Contribution of 

£239,545.24 
  

 
 Scale determined with reference to Policy 85 

Car club. On-site provision and 
secured in S106 
agreement. 

 Scale determined with reference to Policy 85 

On-streetcar parking 
management Plan.  

On-site and secured in 
S106 agreement 

 Scale determined with reference to Policy 85 

Waste receptacles. £150 per flat   Scale determined with reference to Policy 85 
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Appendix 2 - Draft conditions 

Time Limit 

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of 

three years from the date of this permission. 

 

Reason: In accordance with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and 

Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and 

Compulsory Purchase Act 2004). 

Approved Plans 

2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the 

approved plans as listed on this decision notice. 

 

Reason: In the interests of good planning, for the avoidance of doubt and to 

facilitate any future application to the Local Planning Authority under Section 

73 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

Apart Hotel  

3. The apart-hotel units hereby permitted, shall only be occupied for short-term 

accommodation, and shall not be used or occupied by any person(s) 

permanently as their home nor occupied or let upon any terms which provide 

or confer security of tenure. Short-term accommodation in this instance is 

defined as not being occupied for a period of more than 90 days in one visit 

by the same person(s), with no return by said persons for a period of 12 

months and no personal possessions other than those of the owner 

associated with the holiday let shall remain there. 

 

The owner shall keep a written record of the occupants of the accommodation 

hereby approved (including permanent address of occupants and dates 

during which they occupy the accommodation). The written record shall be 

made available within one week of the date of a written request by the Local 

Planning Authority. 

 

Reason: The application is for short-term accommodation only, and a more 

permanent form of accommodation would be contrary to Policies 77 and 78 of 

the Cambridge Local Plan 2018. 

Other Uses 
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4. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (Use 

Classes) 1987 (England) Order (or any order revoking and re-enacting that 

order with or without modification), the commercial premises identified on plan 

01515-JTP-02-00-dr-a-1220 Rev P2 (Buildings F,G and Apart Hotel Level 00) 

shall be used for the following:  

 

- Micro-brewery - 225.81 sq.m gross internal floor space 

- Café - 122.04 sq.m gross internal floorspace 

- Cycle shop - 72.98 sq.m gross internal floor space 

- Co-working space - 153.74 sq.m gross internal floor space 

 

and for no other purpose (including any other purposes in Class E of the 

Schedule to the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 or in 

any provision equivalent to that Class in any statutory instrument revoking or 

re-enacting that Order with or without modification). 

 

Reason: The application has been assessed on its individual merits and the 

use of the premises for any other purpose may result in harm which would 

require re-examination of its impact. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policies 35, 

55, 57, and 73) . 

Highways  

Falls and levels 

5. The accesses hereby approved shall be constructed so that its falls and levels 

are such that no private water from the site drains across or onto the adopted 

public highway and uses a bound material for the first [INSERT] metres to 

prevent debris spreading onto the adopted public highway. Once constructed 

the driveway shall be retained as such. 

 

Reason: In the interests of highway safety. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 81). 

Traffic Management Plan 

6. No demolition or construction works shall commence on site until a traffic 

management plan has been submitted to and agreed in writing by the Local 

Planning Authority. The principle areas of concern that should be addressed 

are: 

i) Movement and control of muck away vehicles (all loading and unloading 

should be undertaken off the adopted public highway and Howes Place) 

ii) Contractor parking, with all such parking to be within the curtilage of the site 

where possible (excluding Howes Place) 
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iii) Movements and control of all deliveries (all loading and unloading should 

be undertaken off the adopted public highway.). No construction traffic should 

use Howes Place, apart from those associated with the works on Howes 

Place and limited to existing access points. 

iv) Control of dust, mud and debris, and the means to prevent mud or debris 

being deposited onto the adopted public highway. 

 

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details. 

 

Reason: To ensure that before development commences, highway safety will 

be maintained during the course of development. (Cambridge Local Plan 

2018 Policy 81). 

Travel Plan 

7. No occupation of the building shall commence until a Travel Plan has been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 

Travel Plan shall specify the methods to be used to discourage the use of the 

private motor vehicle and the arrangements to encourage use of alternative 

sustainable travel arrangements such as public transport, car sharing, cycling 

and walking how the provisions of the Plan will be monitored for compliance 

and confirmed with the local planning authority The Travel Plan shall be 

implemented and monitored as approved upon the occupation of the 

development. 

 

Reason: In the interests of encouraging sustainable travel to and from the site 

(Cambridge Local Plan 2018, policies 80 and 81). 

Contamination 

Phase 1  

8. No development (or phase of), or any investigations required to assess the 

contamination of the site, shall commence until a Phase 1 Desk Top Study 

and a Phase 2 Site Investigation Strategy have been submitted to and 

approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

 

Reason: To ensure that risks from land contamination to the future users of 

the land and neighbouring land are identified and to ensure that the 

development can be carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers, 

neighbours and other offsite receptors as well as to controlled waters, 

property and ecological systems (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policy 33). 

Phase 2 
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9. No development (or phase of) shall commence until the following have been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority: 

 

(a) A Phase 2 Intrusive Site Investigation Report based upon the findings of 

the approved Phase 1 Desk Top Study. 

(b) A Phase 3 Remediation Strategy based upon the findings of the approved 

Phase 2 Intrusive Site Investigation Report. 

 

Reason: To ensure that any contamination of the site is identified and 

appropriate remediation measures agreed in the interest of environmental and 

public safety (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policy 33). 

Implementation  

10. The development (or each phase of the development where phased) shall not 

be occupied until the approved Phase 3 Remediation Strategy has been 

implemented in full. 

 

Reason: To ensure that any contamination of the site is effectively remediated 

in the interests of environmental and public safety (Cambridge Local Plan 

2018 policy 33). 

Submission of phase 

11. The development (or each phase of the development where phased) shall not 

be occupied until a Phase 4 Verification/Validation Report demonstrating full 

compliance with the approved Phase 3 Remediation Strategy has been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

 

Reason: To demonstrate that the site is suitable for approved use in the 

interests of environmental and public safety (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 33). 

Contamination unexpected 

12. If unexpected contamination is encountered during the development works 

which has not previously been identified, all works shall cease immediately 

until the Local Planning Authority has been notified in writing. Thereafter, 

works shall only restart with the written approval of the Local Planning 

Authority following the submission and approval of a Phase 2 Intrusive Site 

Investigation Report and a Phase 3 Remediation Strategy specific to the 

newly discovered contamination. 

 

The development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the 
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approved Intrusive Site Investigation Report and Remediation Strategy. 

 

Reason: To ensure that any unexpected contamination is rendered harmless 

in the interests of environmental and public safety (Cambridge Local Plan 

2018 policy 33). 

Environmental Health 

Construction and Environmental Management Plan 

13. No development, including demolition, shall commence until a site wide 

Demolition and Construction Environmental Management Plan (DCEMP) has 

been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

 

The DCEMP shall include the consideration of the following aspects of 

demolition and construction: 

 

a) Demolition, construction and phasing programme. 

b) Contractors' access arrangements for vehicles, plant and personnel 

including the location of construction traffic routes to, from and within the site, 

details of their signing, monitoring and enforcement measures. 

c) Construction/Demolition hours which shall be carried out between 0800 

hours to 1800 hours Monday to Friday, and 0800 hours to 1300 hours on 

Saturday and at no time on Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays, unless in 

accordance with agreed emergency procedures for deviation. 

d) Delivery times and collections / dispatches for construction/demolition 

purposes shall be carried out between 0800 to 1800 hours Monday to Friday, 

0800 to 1300 hours on Saturdays and at no time on Sundays, bank or public 

holidays, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority 

e) Soil Management Strategy having particular regard to potential 

contaminated land and the reuse and recycling of soil on site, the importation 

and storage of soil and materials including audit trails. 

f) Noise impact assessment methodology, mitigation measures, noise 

monitoring and recording statements in accordance with the provisions of BS 

5228-1:2009+A1:2014 Code of Practice for noise and vibration control on 

construction and open sites. 

g) Vibration impact assessment methodology, mitigation measures, 

monitoring and recording statements in accordance with the provisions of BS 

5228-2:2009+A1:2014 Code of Practice for noise and vibration control on 

construction and open sites. Details of any piling construction methods / 

options, as appropriate. 

h) Dust mitigation, management / monitoring and wheel washing measures in 

accordance with the provisions of Control of dust and emissions during 

construction and demolition - Greater Cambridge supplementary planning 
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guidance 2020. 

i) Use of concrete crushers. 

j) Prohibition of the burning of waste on site during demolition/construction. 

k) Site artificial lighting including hours of operation, position and impact on 

neighbouring properties. 

l) Drainage control measures including the use of settling tanks, oil 

interceptors and bunds. 

m) Screening and hoarding details. 

n) Access and protection arrangements around the site for pedestrians, 

cyclists and other road users. 

o) Procedures for interference with public highways, including permanent and 

temporary realignment, diversions and road closures. 

p) External safety and information signing and notices. 

q) Implementation of a Stakeholder Engagement/Residents Communication 

Plan, Complaints procedures, including complaints response procedures. 

r) Membership of the Considerate Contractors Scheme. 

 

Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved DCEMP. 

 

Reason: To protect the amenity of the adjoining properties. (Cambridge Local 

Plan 2018 policy 35). 

Waste Management Plan 

14. No material for the development (or phase of) shall be imported or reused 

until a Materials Management Plan (MMP) has been submitted to and 

approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The MMP shall include: 

 

a) details of the volumes and types of material proposed to be imported or 

reused on site 

b) details of the proposed source(s) of the imported or reused material 

c) details of the chemical testing for ALL material to be undertaken before 

placement onto the site. 

d) results of the chemical testing which must show the material is suitable for 

use on the development 

e) confirmation of the chain of evidence to be kept during the materials 

movement, including material importation, reuse placement and removal from 

and to the development. 

 

All works will be undertaken in accordance with the approved MMP. 

 

Reason: To ensure that no unsuitable material is brought onto the site in the 

interest of environmental and public safety in accordance with (Cambridge 

Local Plan 2018 Policy 33). 
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Noise Assessment 

15. No operational plant, machinery or equipment shall be installed until a noise 

assessment and any noise insulation/mitigation as required has been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. Any 

required noise insulation/mitigation shall be carried out as approved and 

retained as such. 

 

Reason: To protect the amenity of nearby properties (Cambridge Local Plan 

2018 policy 36). 

Noise insultation/Reduction scheme 

16. Prior to commencement of any superstructure works, a noise insulation 

scheme or details of other noise control measures as appropriate for the 

‘residents events space’ and communal rooftop terraces in order to minimise 

the level of noise emanating from use of the said space(s) shall be submitted 

in writing for approval by the Local Planning Authority (LPA).  The noise 

insulation scheme shall have regard to (but not exhaustively) the following:  

- Nature / type of uses and events to be held and representative noise levels;   

- Sound system setup with in-house fixed sound system incorporating noise 

limiting control / limiter devices to control volume to a level set to the 

satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority;  

- Noise egress, airborne, structural, impact and flanking sound via building 

structural elements.  

- Building fabric, glazing, openings, doors, balustrades and ventilation 

systems acoustic performance;  

- Provision of an adequate alternative ventilation to ensure external doors and 

windows remain closed when the event space is in use.  

- Premises entrances / exits and any associated external spaces and patron 

noise / patron noise management.  

The noise insulation / mitigation scheme as approved shall be fully 

 constructed and implemented before the use hereby permitted is 

commenced and shall be retained thereafter.  

Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

Residents Events Space - Noise Insulation Scheme Post Completion Assessment  
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17. Prior to commencement of use of the residents events space a post 

construction / installation completion, commissioning and testing report 

demonstrating full compliance with the noise insulation / attenuation scheme 

approved under condition (16) ‘Noise Insulation / Reduction Scheme’, 

including the specification, design, installation and setting of any noise limiter 

control device to a volume / level to the satisfaction of the LPA, shall be 

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority 

(LPA). The noise insulation / attenuation scheme including the noise limiter as 

installed / completed shall be maintained and retained thereafter.  

Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

 
Residents Event Space - Hours of Use  

18. The events space (including the adjoining external terrace) hereby approved 

shall not be used / made available for use outside the hours of 08:00 – 22:00 

Monday to Saturday and 09:00 to 20:00 on Sundays.    

Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

 
Residents Events Space – External Doors and Windows   

19. All external windows and doors to the event space shall be kept closed during 

entertainment or the playing of music except for general ingress and egress 

via the main entrance doors or in the case of an emergency.   

 Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

Residents Event Space - Third Party Amplification   
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20. All musical and sound generation equipment used within the event space 

shall be connected to and played and channelled through an in-house limited 

amplification / fixed sound system. The use of any external third-party 

independent amplification / sound systems is strictly prohibited.   

 Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

Residents Event Space - Acoustic Musical Equipment  

21. The use of unamplified / acoustic musical equipment and independent 

amplification / sound systems that are not connected to and fully played and 

channelled through / controlled by the in-house limited amplification / fixed 

sound system is prohibited or not permitted within the event space.    

 Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

 
Rooftop Terraces: Music and Voice  

22. Amplified and unamplified music / amplified voice is prohibited in the rooftop 

terraces at all times.   

Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

Café and Microbrewery - hours of Opening / Use  

23. The café and microbrewery uses hereby approved shall not be open to 

customers outside the hours of 07.00 to 23.00 daily. Where provided, any 

external seating / drinking areas serving those uses shall be vacated by 22.00 

hrs daily.   
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Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

 
Microbrewery: Music and Voice  

24. Amplified and unamplified music / amplified voice is prohibited in the 

microbrewery at all times.   

 Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

Commercial Space Collections and Deliveries – Time Restrictions  

25. All service collections / dispatches from and deliveries to the approved 

development including refuse / recycling collections during the operational 

phase shall only be permitted between the hours of 0700 to 2100 hrs.  

Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

Use of Commercial Waste Receptacles  

26. No bottles or other commercial refuse / waste or recycling material shall be 

emptied into external receptacles (including those located in any refuse store), 

taken out or moved around the external area of the site, between the hours of 

21.00 and 07.00.   

Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in accordance with 

the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2019) 

paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policy 35 - Protection 

of human health and quality of life from noise and vibration.  

Gym – External Windows  
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27. When the gym as approved is in use, all external windows to the gym shall be 

kept closed at all times.  

Reason: To protect the amenity / quality of properties from noise in 

accordance with the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF, 2019) paragraphs 170 e) and 180 a) and Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

policy 35 - Protection of human health and quality of life from noise and 

vibration.  

Air Quality Assessment Compliance Condition  

28. The Mitigation package as stated in Section 7.2 of the ‘Air Quality 

Assessment’ (Ref:65202884-SWE-ZZ-XX-RP-0001-CO2) produced by Sweco 

and dated 29th July 2021 shall be fully implemented, maintained and not 

altered.  

Reason:  To reduce the impact of development on local air quality (Cambridge 

Local Plan 2018 Policy 36 and the Greater Cambridge Sustainable Design 

and Construction SPD 2020).  

Electric Vehicle Charge Point Strategy  

29. No development, other than demolition and site clearance, shall commence 

until a site wide Electric Vehicle Charging Point Provision and Infrastructure 

Strategy for residential and non-residential parking, including an 

implementation plan shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 

Local Planning Authority. The Strategy shall include the following:  

- Minimum 50% provision of dedicated slow electric vehicle charge points with 

a minimum power rating output of 7kW for all car parking spaces  

- At least one rapid electric vehicle charge point, or at least one fast electric 

vehicle charge point for should a rapid charge point not be technically 

feasible.  

- Confirmation that the rapid and/or fast electric vehicle charge point parking 

space shall be exclusively reserved for electric vehicle charging   

- Additional passive electric vehicle charge provision of the necessary 

infrastructure including capacity in the connection to the local electricity 

distribution network and electricity distribution board, as well as the provision 

of cabling to parking spaces for all remaining car parking spaces to facilitate 

and enable the future installation and activation of additional active electric 

vehicle charge points as required  

- An implementation plan for each of the above measures.  

The development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved Strategy and 

retained as such.     
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Reason:  In the interests of encouraging more sustainable modes and forms of 

transport and to reduce the impact of development on local air quality (Cambridge 

Local Plan 2018 policies 36 and 82 and the Greater Cambridge Sustainable Design 

and Construction SPD 2020).  

 
Artificial Lighting  

30. No external lighting shall be provided or installed until an artificial lighting 

impact assessment and mitigation scheme as required has been submitted to 

and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The assessment shall 

include the following:  

  (i) the method of lighting (including luminaire type / profiles, mounting 

location  / height, aiming angles / orientation, angle of glare, operational 

controls, horizontal / vertical isolux contour light levels and calculated glare 

levels to both on and off site receptors)    

(ii) the extent/levels of illumination over the site and on adjacent land and 

 predicted lighting levels at the nearest light sensitive receptors   

 All artificial lighting must meet the Obtrusive Light Limitations for Exterior 

Lighting Installations contained within the ‘Institute of Lighting Professionals - 

Guidance Notices for the Reduction of Obtrusive Light – GN01/20 (or as 

superseded)’.  

The scheme shall be carried out as approved and shall be retained as such.  

 Reason: To minimise the effects of light pollution on the surrounding area 

(Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policy 34)  

Heritage  

Archaeology WSI 

31. No development shall take place until the applicant has secured the 

implementation  of a programme of archaeological work for the entirety of the 

application site, in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI).  

The WSI will include the following components, the implementation of which 

will trigger the phased discharging of the condition: 

1) Approval of the Written Scheme of Investigation that should include:(a) the 

statement of significance and research objectives;(b) the programme and 
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methodology of site investigation and post-excavation assessment and 

archiving;(c) the nomination of a competent person or organisation to 

undertake the agreed works. 

2) Fieldwork in accordance with  the agreed Written Scheme of  Investigation  

to  include an appropriate outreach element. 

3) Completion of a Post-Excavation Assessment report (PXA) and delivery of 

an approved Updated Project Design (UPD): to be submitted within six 

months of the  completion  of fieldwork, unless otherwise agreed in    advance 

with the Local Planning Authority. 

4) Completion of an archive report within 18 months of approval of the UPD 

unless otherwise agreed in advance with the  Local Planning Authority; the 

preparation of the archaeological archive for deposition at the Cambridgeshire 

Archive facility,  or another appropriate store approved by the Local Planning 

Authority.5) Provision to be secured for the publication of the results to 

achieve the preservation by record of the heritage assets affected by 

development. 

Reason: To ensure the implementation of an appropriate archaeological 

investigation, recording, reporting and publication, and the protection and 

preservation of archaeological features of significance, in accordance with 

Local Plan policies and the NPPF 2018 

Design 

32. No development shall take place above ground level, other than demolition, 

until details of the materials to be used in the construction of the development 

have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning 

Authority. Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved 

details. 

Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the development does not 

detract from the character and appearance of the area and Buildings of Local 

Interest. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policies 55, 57 and policies 61 and 62). 

 

33. No development shall take place above ground level on the Apart Hotel, other 

than demolition, until details of the following have been submitted:  

- Large scale drawings of external sills and lintels over new openings, parapet 

copings and door surrounds 

- Means of rendering opaque or translucent glazing 

- Full details of the screening system for the plant equipment on the roof. 
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Development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details. 

 Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the development does not 

 detract from the character and appearance of the area and Buildings of Local 

 Interest. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policies 55, 57 and policies 61 and 62). 

34. No brick or stonework above ground level shall commence until a sample 

panel has been prepared on site detailing the bond, mortar mix, design and 

pointing technique. The details shall be submitted to and approved in writing 

to the Local Planning Authority. The approved sample panel is to be retained 

on site for the duration of the works for comparative purposes, and works will 

take place only in accordance with approved details. 

 

Reason - To avoid harm to the special interest of the Building of Local 

Interest. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018, policies 61 and 62). 

 

35.  No development shall take place above ground level on the Mews Buildings 

(C, D and E) until scaled plans have been submitted in accordance with the 

principles set out in the ‘Post Submission Responses’ document (January 

2022), regarding the provision of fixed panels and privacy screens on the 

eastern elevation of these buildings. The details shall also include planting 

areas on the roof of these buildings. The details shall be submitted to and 

approved in writing to the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be 

carried out in accordance with the approved details and maintained as such 

thereafter.(Reason - To mitigate overlooking impacts to existing dwellings on 

Plymouth Close and Falmouth Close in accordance with Policy 55 of the 

Cambridge Local Plan 2018) 

Sustainability  

BREEAM Design Stage Certification 

36. Within 6 months of commencement of development, a BRE issued Design 

Stage Certificate shall be submitted to, and approved in writing by, the Local 

Planning Authority demonstrating that BREEAM ‘excellent’ as a minimum will 

be met, with a minimum of 3 credits for Wat 01 (water consumption).  Where 

the Design Stage certificate shows a shortfall in credits for BREEAM 

‘excellent’, a statement shall also be submitted identifying how the shortfall 

will be addressed.  In the event that such a rating is replaced by a comparable 

national measure of sustainability for building design, the equivalent level of 

measure shall be applicable to the proposed development. 

Reason: In the interests of reducing carbon dioxide emissions and promoting 
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principles of sustainable construction and efficient use of buildings (Cambridge Local 

Plan 2018 Policy 28 and the Greater Cambridge Sustainable Design and 

Construction SPD 2020). 

 

BREEAM Post Construction Certification 

37. Prior to the use or occupation of the development hereby approved, or within 

six months of occupation, a BRE issued post Construction Certificate shall be 

submitted to, and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, 

indicating that the approved BREEAM rating has been met. In the event that 

such a rating is replaced by a comparable national measure of sustainability 

for building design, the equivalent level of measure shall be applicable to the 

proposed development. 

Reason: In the interests of reducing carbon dioxide emissions and promoting 

principles of sustainable construction and efficient use of buildings (Cambridge Local 

Plan 2018 Policy 28 and the Greater Cambridge Sustainable Design and 

Construction SPD 2020). 

Implementation of energy and sustainability strategy: 

38. The development, hereby permitted,  shall not be used or occupied until the 

approved energy and wider sustainability strategy as set out in the 

Sustainability Statement, Former NIAB site, July 2021 (Expedition, Issue 02) 

has been fully implemented.  Any associated renewable and/or low carbon 

technologies shall thereafter be retained and remain fully operational in 

accordance with a maintenance programme, which shall be submitted to and 

approved in writing by the local planning authority, alongside location plans 

showing the location of the proposed air source heat pumps and layout of the 

photovoltaic panels, before the development is first occupied. 

Where grid capacity issues subsequently arise, written evidence from the 

District Network Operator confirming the detail of grid capacity and a revised 

approach to meeting at least a 19% reduction in carbon emissions  shall be 

submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The 

approved revised approach shall be implemented and thereafter maintained in 

accordance with the approved details. 

Reason: In the interests of reducing carbon dioxide emissions (Cambridge Local 

Plan 2018, Policy 28 and the Greater Cambridge Sustainable Design and 

Construction SPD 2020). 
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Updated Overheating Analysis 

39. Prior to occupation, updated overheating analysis using the CIBSE TM59 

analysis for those units previously failed Criteria B for night time temperatures 

will be undertaken, to ensure that they are not at risk of overheating.  In order 

to design out the risk of overheating, the cooling hierarchy should be 

employed, prioritising architectural responses to minimise risk before 

considering mechanical ventilation.  The analysis shall be submitted to and 

approved by the local planning authority with any measures to prevent 

overheating implemented in full prior to occupation.   

Reason:  To ensure that the development is able to accommodate the impacts of 

climate change (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 Policy 28 and the Greater Cambridge 

Sustainable Design and Construction SPD 2020). 

Water efficiency  

40.  Water efficiency standards for the scheme shall be carried out in accordance 

with the water efficiency specification set out in the Sustainability Statement, 

Former NIAB Site, July 2021 (Expedition, Issue 02), which sets out the 

measures to be implemented to achieve no more than 100 

litres/person/day.  The development shall only be used or occupied in 

accordance with the agreed details, and any amendments to the specification 

shall first be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning 

authority.     

Reason: To ensure that the development makes efficient use of water and promotes 

the principles of sustainable construction (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 Policy 28 and 

the Greater Cambridge Sustainable Design and Construction SPD 2020).  

Ecology  

Landscape and Ecological Management Plan 

41. No development shall commence until a Landscape and Ecological 

Management Plan (LEMP) has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, 

the local planning authority The LEMP shall include the following: 

 

a) Description and evaluation of features to be managed. 

b) Ecological trends and constraints on site that might influence management. 

c) Aims and objectives of management. 

d) Appropriate management options for achieving aims and objectives. 

e) Prescriptions for management actions. 

f) Prescription of a work schedule (including an annual work plan capable of 
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being rolled forward over a five-year period). 

g) Details of the body or organisation responsible for implementation of the 

plan. 

h)Ongoing monitoring and remedial measures. 

 

The LEMP shall also include details of the legal and funding mechanism(s) by 

which the long-term implementation of the plan will be secured by the 

developer with the management body(ies) responsible for its delivery. The 

plan shall also set out (where the results form monitoring show that 

conservation aims and objectives of the LEMP are not being met) 

contingencies and/or remedial action will be identified, agreed and 

implemented so that the development still delivers the fully functioning 

biodiversity objectives of the originally approved scheme. The approved plan 

will be implemented in accordance with the approved details. 

 

Reason: To ensure that before any development commences an appropriate 

landscape and ecological management plan has been agreed. (Cambridge 

Local Plan 2018 policy 57). 

Nest Boxes 

42. No development above ground level shall commence until a scheme for the 

provision of nest boxes has been submitted to and approved in writing by the 

Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall include details of box numbers, 

specification and their location. No dwelling shall be occupied until nest boxes 

have been provided for that property in accordance with the approved 

scheme. 

 

Reason: To conserve and enhance ecological interests. (Cambridge Local 

Plan 2018 policy 57). 

Landscaping  

Hard and soft landscaping 

43. No development above ground level, other than demolition, shall commence 

until details of a hard and soft landscaping scheme have been submitted to 

and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and to be in 

accordance with Option X (INSERT DEPENDING ON OUTCOME). These 

details shall include: 

a) proposed finished levels or contours; car parking layouts, relationship 

between below ground features and ground level, other vehicle and 

pedestrian access and circulation areas; hard surfacing materials; minor 
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artefacts and structures (e.g. Street furniture, artwork, play equipment, refuse 

or other storage units, signs, lighting, CCTV installations and water features); 

proposed (these need to be coordinated with the landscape plans prior to be 

being installed) and existing functional services above and below ground (e.g. 

drainage, power, communications cables, pipelines indicating lines, 

manholes, supports); retained historic landscape features and proposals for 

restoration, where relevant; 

b) Planting plans; written specifications (including cultivation and other 

operations associated with plant and grass establishment); schedules of 

plants, noting species, plant sizes and proposed numbers/densities where 

appropriate and an implementation programme; 

If within a period of five years from the date of the planting, or replacement 

planting, any tree or plant is removed, uprooted or destroyed or dies, another 

tree or plant of the same species and size as that originally planted shall be 

planted at the same place as soon as is reasonably practicable, unless the 

Local Planning Authority gives its written consent to any variation. 

c) Boundary treatments indicating the type, positions, design, and materials of 

boundary treatments to be erected. 

d) A landscape maintenance and management plan, including long term design 

objectives, management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all 

landscape areas. 

 

Reason: To ensure the development is satisfactorily assimilated into the area and 

enhances biodiversity. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policies 55, 57, 59 and 69) 

 

Green Roof 

44. No construction of the biodiverse (green) roof(s) shall commence until the 

following details have been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 

Planning Authority. 

 

a) The means of access for maintenance 

b) Plans and sections showing the make-up of the sub-base to be used which 

may vary in depth from between 80-150mm 

c) Planting/seeding with an agreed mix of species (the seed mix shall be 

focused on wildflower planting indigenous to the local area and shall contain 

no more than a maximum of 25% sedum) 

d) Where solar panels are proposed, biosolar roofs should be incorporated 

under and in-between the panels. An array layout will be required 

incorporating a minimum of 0.75m between rows of panels for access and to 

ensure establishment of vegetation 

e) A management/maintenance plan for the roof(s) 
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The roof(s) shall be constructed and laid out in accordance with the approved 

details and planting/seeding shall be carried out within the first planting 

season following the practical completion of the roof. The roof(s) shall be 

maintained as such in accordance with the approved 

management/maintenance plan. 

 

The roof(s) shall not be used as an amenity or sitting out space of any kind 

whatsoever and shall only be used in the case of essential 

maintenance/repair or escape in case of emergency. 

 

Reason: To help mitigate and respond to climate change and to enhance 

ecological interests. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policies 28 and 57). 

Public Art  

45. No development above ground level, other than demolition, (or in accordance 

with a timetable agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority), shall 

commence until a Public Art Delivery Plan (PADP) based on the submitted 

strategy by Commission Projects dated 18 November 2021 has been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The 

PADP shall include the following: 

 

a) Details of the public art and artist commission; 

b) Details of how the public art will be delivered, including a timetable for 

delivery; 

c) Details of the location of the proposed public art on the application site; 

d) The proposed consultation to be undertaken; 

e) Details of how the public art will be maintained; 

f) How the public art would be decommissioned if not permanent; 

g) How repairs would be carried out; 

h) How the public art would be replaced in the event that it is destroyed; 

 

The approved PADP shall be fully implemented in accordance with the 

approved details and timetabling. Once in place, the public art shall not be 

moved or removed otherwise than in accordance with the approved 

maintenance arrangements. 

 

Reason: To provide public art as a means of enhancing the development and 

(Cambridge Local Plan policies 55 and 56 and the Cambridge City Council 

Public Art SPD (2010). 

Drainage  

Surface Water  
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46. No laying of services, creation of hard surfaces or erection of a building shall 

commence until a detailed design of the surface water drainage of the site has 

been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

Those elements of the surface water drainage system not adopted by a 

statutory undertaker shall thereafter be maintained and managed in 

accordance with the approved management and maintenance plan. The 

scheme shall be based upon the principles within the agreed Former NIAB 

Site, Huntingdon Road, Cambridge – Surface Water Drainage Strategy-01 

dated October 2021 and prepared by Expedition and shall also include:  

a) Full results of the proposed drainage system modelling for the 3.3% Annual 

Exceedance Probability (AEP) (1 in 30) and 1% AEP (1 in 100) storm events 

(as well as 1% AEP plus climate change), inclusive of all collection, 

conveyance, storage, flow control and disposal elements and including an 

allowance for urban creep, together with an assessment of system 

performance;  

b) Detailed drawings of the entire proposed surface water drainage system, 

attenuation and flow control measures, including levels, gradients, dimensions 

and pipe reference numbers, designed to accord with the CIRIA C753 SuDS 

Manual (or any equivalent guidance that may supersede or replace it);  

c) Full detail on SuDS proposals (including location, type, size, depths, side 

slopes and cross sections);  

d) Site Investigation and test results to confirm infiltration rates;  

e) Details of overland flood flow routes in the event of system exceedance, 

with demonstration that such flows can be appropriately managed on site 

without increasing flood risk to occupants;  

f) Demonstration that the surface water drainage of the site is in accordance 

with DEFRA non- statutory technical standards for sustainable drainage 

systems;  

g) Full details of the maintenance/adoption of the surface water drainage 

system; 

h) Formal agreement from a third party if discharging into their system is 

proposed, including confirmation that sufficient capacity is available.  

The scheme shall subsequently be implemented in accordance with the 

approved details prior to the occupation of any part of the development or in 
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accordance with the implementation programme agreed in writing with the 

Local Planning Authority. 

 

Reason: To ensure appropriate surface water drainage and to prevent the 

increased risk of flooding. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policies 31 and 32). 

 

 

Drainage construction phase 

47. No development, including preparatory works, shall commence until details of 

measures indicating how additional surface water run-off from the site will be 

avoided during the construction works have been submitted to and approved 

in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The applicant may be required to 

provide collection, balancing and/or settlement systems for these flows. This 

should include the maintenance proposals during construction. The approved 

measures and systems shall be brought into operation before any works to 

create buildings or hard surfaces commence.  

Reason: To ensure that the proposed development can be adequately 

drained during the construction phase and to ensure that there is no 

increased flood risk on or off site resulting from the construction 

Foul drainage 

48. No development above ground level shall commence until a scheme for the 

provision and implementation of foul water drainage has been submitted to 

and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall 

subsequently be implemented in accordance with the approved details prior to 

the occupation of any part of the development or in accordance with an 

implementation programme agreed in writing with the Local Planning 

Authority. 

 

Reason: To reduce the risk of pollution to the water environment and to 

ensure a satisfactory method of foul water drainage (Cambridge Local Plan 

2018, policies 32 and 33). 

Surface Water Drainage Verification  

49. Upon completion of the surface water drainage system, including any 

attenuation ponds and swales, and prior to their adoption by a statutory 
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undertaker or management company; a survey and report from an 

independent surveyor shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the 

Local Planning Authority.  

The survey and report shall be carried out by an appropriately qualified 

Chartered Surveyor or Chartered Engineer and demonstrate that the surface 

water drainage system has been constructed in accordance with the details 

approved under planning permission. Where necessary, details of corrective 

works to be carried out along with a timetable for their completion, shall be 

included for approval in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Any corrective 

works required shall be carried out in accordance with the approved timetable 

and subsequently re-surveyed by an independent surveyor, with their findings 

submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.  

Reason: To ensure the effective operation of the surface water drainage scheme 

following construction of the development. 

Waste  

50. No development, except demolition or site clearance, shall commence until a 

scheme for the on-site storage facilities for waste and recycling has been 

submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The scheme 

shall identify: 

 

a) the specific position where wheeled bins, or any other means of storage, will 

be stationed for resident access and emptying by vehicles. 

b) That the collection point should be within 10m of the kerbside of the adopted 

highway/ refuse collection vehicle access point. 

c) The quantity of bins on-site and their capacity for waste, recycling and garden 

and food waste  

d) Any additional storage area for high density accommodation blocks for bulky 

waste items. 

e) Details of any management arrangements if bins are to be moved to collection 

point for emptying. 

f) Details of the storage facilities for the separation of waste for recycling and 

composting within the individual apartments  

 

No residential unit shall be occupied until the approved arrangements for that 

particular unit have been provided and shall be retained as such unless alternative 

arrangements are agreed in writing by the local planning authority. 
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Reason: To ensure that the need for refuse and recycling is successfully integrated 

into the development. (Cambridge Local Plan 2018 policy 57).Trees  

51. Prior to the commencement of development, a Tree Removal and Protection 
Plan confirming those trees which require removal and transplanted should be 
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and to be 
in accordance with Option X (INSET FOLLOWING COMMITTEE). The 
development shall be carried out in accordance with the agreed details. 

Reason: To limit the number of trees that need to be removed and transplanted on 

the site and to satisfy the Local Planning Authority that trees to be retained will not 

be damaged during any construction activity, including demolition, in order to 

preserve arboricultural amenity in accordance with Cambridge Local Plan 2018 

Policy 71: Trees 

Service and Delivery  

52. Prior to the first use of the Apart hotel, a Service, Refuse and Delivery Plan 

shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. 

The details shall include the movement and control of delivers to the site, 

including all loading and unloading areas. The development shall be carried 

out in accordance with the approved details. (In the interest of highways 

safety and residential amenity in accordance with Policy 80 and Policy 55 of 

the Cambridge Local Plan 2018). 

Ground Water and Hydrology 

53. Prior to the commencement of the development a detailed 

hydrological/hydrogeological report shall be submitted to and approved in 

writing by the Local Planning Authority. The report shall provide advice as to 

whether the development of the site will have any impact upon the ground 

water based on long term ground water monitoring and site-specific 

groundwater modelling. Should the report demonstrate any impact on 

groundwater, it shall also propose mitigation to be carried out in accordance 

with a proposed phased programme of implementation. Any mitigation shall 

be carried out in accordance with approved report and details of timing. 

(Reason: To ensure that the proposed development can be adequately 

drained and to ensure that there is no increased groundwater flood risk on or 

off site resulting from the proposed development) 

Dry Riser 

No development above ground level, other than demolition should take place on the 

Apart Hotel until details of the fire dry riser has been submitted to and approved in 

writing 
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Informatives  

1. In accordance with S106 dated xxx 

2. Highways informative for Traffic Management Plan 
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The Cambridgeshire Quality Charter for Growth sets out the core 

principles for the level of quality to be expected in new development 

across Cambridgeshire.  The Cambridgeshire Quality Panel provides 

independent, expert advice to developers and local planning authorities 

against the four core principles of the Charter: connectivity, character, 

climate, and community. 
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Scheme Description  

Architect/Designer: JTP Architects 

Applicant: Vertex Living 

Planning status: Pre planning application stage 

Issue date: 4th November 2020  

 

Declarations of Interest 

Panel members are required to declare any interests they may have in relation to the 

development before the Panel and any such interests are recorded here. 

None. 

 

Previous Panel Reviews 

None 

Development Overview 

The current proposal is for: 

 Residential conversion of frontage Building of Local Interest (BLI) under prior 

approval (68 flats). 

 Demolition of 1960s extension and other buildings at rear. 

 Mixed use development of apart-hotel (194 units) and build to rent residential 

dwellings (290 units including affordable housing provision), a microbrewery 

(190 sqm), health & fitness suite (400 sqm), gym (130 sqm), cycle workshop 

café (120 sqm), co-working space (325 sqm) and resident event space (115 

sqm). 

 Basement car parking, cycle parking, servicing, open space and landscaping. 
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Cambridgeshire Quality Panel views 

The Panel had been issued with background reference information from the applicant 

and local planning authority ahead of the review session. This information is listed at 

Appendix A.   

Proposals will be submitted as a full planning application although the presentation 

showed the masterplan as illustrative, which should be amended.  

The advice and recommendations of the Panel reflect the issues associated with each 

of the four ‘C’s’ in the Cambridgeshire Quality Charter and the main comments below 

include both those raised in the open session of the meeting and those from the closed 

session discussions. 

Community – “places where people live out of choice and not necessity, 

creating healthy communities with a good quality of life 

The Panel raised questions on affordable housing, discounted rent and how service 

charges will affect the affordability of the scheme, to ensure the development will meet 

the needs of the Cambridge population.  

In discussing the relationship between the proposed development, neighbouring and 

planned communities, the Panel asked how the main arrival point will be integrated 

with the surrounding context, and how the development will become a stepping stone 

between Darwin Green and Eddington. Questions were raised about the mixed-use 

centre being hidden behind the NIAB building and it was recommended the applicant 

explore how people are welcomed into the scheme and engage with the east-west 

route. While it is important to ensure residents feel secure, especially with the 

interaction between children playing outside and people passing through, the public 

realm feels private.  

Different modes of arrival were discussed by the Panel and how that pattern will 

change over time; will the site be car oriented, or will most residents be likely to walk, 

cycle or use public transport.  The Panel were keen to understand how the service 

yard will work for deliveries. Based on previous experience, the applicant advised that 

deliveries will be dealt with quickly as it is very much part of their thinking around 

delivering a successful community; this approach would be extended to community 

related transport measures, such as a car club/pool.   
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The aim is for high quality provision for this site to be successful and it should be 

exemplary so that residents want to stay long term. The Panel questioned apartment 

ceiling heights as a good sense of space is important in this type of development. 

The Panel explored the different use types and where they are located both within the 

development and in relation to Huntingdon Road. Where is the ‘front door’ and are the 

public services in the east–west route enough to generate the footfall expected.  Would 

the NIAB building have been a better option as the public facing use. The applicant 

responded that several options had been explored, but the NIAB building has many 

constraints, such us small windows and hedges that don’t provide inward views. The 

mixed uses are currently located is the next best place and they expect to see enough 

passing through trade along with demand from the build to rent market for the 

microbrewery and café to be viable.  

Character – “Places with distinctive neighbourhoods and where people create 

‘pride of place’ 

The Panel noted there will be contrasting elevations between the “urban” Lawrence 

Weaver Road frontage and the “arcadian” frontage to Howes Place and asked if this 

contrast has been considered sufficiently.  

In the absence of a history of the scheme’s development, the Panel suggested an 

alternative strategy for the build to rent buildings with two U-shape courts instead of 

four bars? This arrangement could provide an over-all better sense of place. Currently, 

the spaces between the four bar blocks feel more like ‘gaps’ rather than places. Later 

they suggested a colonnade could link the bars along the urban side and if covered 

would provide protection in adverse weather, in a Cambridge way.   

The Panel recognised the cost of providing an underground car park but felt the car 

park with its ramps didn’t feel welcoming. Questions were raised about what other 

uses the underground car park could have in the future if car usage is reduced.  

The relationship between outdoor and indoor spaces needs to be interrogated further. 

For example, consideration should be given to the quality of internal corridors and 

staircases where people meet. Features, such as balconies, would provide personal, 

outdoor space and integrated planters can green and soften them. 
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The Panel suggested that the 5 metre drop across the site was an opportunity to 

celebrate the passage of rainwater; for example water trickling through the scheme 

could develop character and distinctiveness.  

The mews is very tight but appears to work well, although the Panel wondered if a 

visitor would read the reflected square across Howes Place due of the rows of 

pleached trees.  

The Panel noted the high density of the development and the resulting pressure this 

will place on the open space which was felt to be below local authority requirements 

so will need to be of exceptional quality. The Panel suggested using the flat roofs so 

the residents could enjoy vistas right over Cambridge; cover and shelter could be 

provided by designing a conservatory recalling NIAB’s research greenhouses. 

The Panel questioned the appropriateness of the landscape as portrayed. The 

landscape is a fabric and the planting needs to respond to climate change bringing 

drier summer soil conditions, wetter winter soils, dry winds and a changing 

microclimate. Some of the drawings show informal meadow landscapes but, given the 

intensity of use, the landscape needs to be robust. 

The Panel would have liked to see more reference to the importance of NIAB’s history 

with food production research over many years. There is an opportunity to provide a 

continuous productive landscape which could help establish relationships across the 

community and encourage residents to talk to each other.  

Vegetation has an important role in cooling spaces, especially high-density spaces but 

at the moment the buildings look architecturally dominant and rather hard and stark. 

This could be softened through planting.  The quality of place is centred on the box-

head lime trees along Howes Place and opportunities to take some of that language 

through the site should be explored. 

In terms of biodiversity connectivity, the Panel would have liked more information on 

what is being targeted for habitats and the linkages between them and their different 

layers. Landscape is three-demensional but this hasn’t been yet been fully developed.  

The Panel was not clear how the SuDS will work across the site, as the swale at the 

top of the site doesn’t seem to connect with any other areas. There appears to be an 
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assumption that the courtyards will hold some water, but the Panel queried what 

happens with intense rain and whether rain garden could help.  

The Panel were concerned about health and wellbeing with single aspect flats facing 

north looking onto external spaces with perhaps only 1 hour of sunlight; this would not 

create places where people want to be and could be a depressing environment to be 

in. 

The Panel queried the embodied carbon and offered ideas on carbon sequestration 

particularity through mineralisation with crushed concrete which is easy to do.  

Connectivity – “places that are well-connected enable easy access for all to jobs 

and services using sustainable modes” 

The use of the underground car park for health & fitness, storage and other uses in 

the future if the car ownership reduces drastically in the future were supported. The 

layout of the car park and in particular the ramps were questioned to see if this impact 

could be reduced.  Similar developments across Europe often have tighter, steeper 

ramps that work well. Some of the car park spaces seemed quite a distance away 

from the exits.  

The Panel asked how visitor parking will work if there are any. Suggestions about 

operating a car-pool/club were raised, which the applicant confirmed is part of their 

plans.  

The Panel were concerned about the provision of cycle parking in the car park as 

underground parking can be perceived as unsafe. Is there a danger of residents 

bringing their bikes into their apartments causing conflict with other residents? Bike 

ramps don’t work well if they have steep gradients.   

The Panel suggested car lifts would remove the need for ramps and be designed to 

be attractive features, albeit they can be expensive and require on-going servicing. 

The Panel questioned if the in and out loop for servicing was necessary as the 

expected volume of traffic on the site is low. How will grocery vehicles access the site? 

How will mews access be managed with the bollards on a practical level? It is 

important to consider day to day functionality of these movements.  
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The Panel suggested a one-way loop so the refuse trucks do not have to reverse back 

in the same direction.  

Assuming Lawrence Weaver Road has buses where would be the best place for a bus 

stop?  

Climate – “Places that anticipate climate change in ways that enhance the 

desirability of development and minimise environmental impact” 

The Panel questioned the comfort, climate and energy strategy and suggested that 

the energy scheme did not look as advanced as the architecture, which will need to 

change. 

It was noted that the air circulation modelling report is still at an early stage but some 

of the assumptions about the amount of free air and natural ventilation indicate that 

there may not be enough opening window. The design of the ground floor windows 

should not compromise any safety or security concerns.  

The Panel noted that only two apartments had been studied for overheating and a 

larger sample should be assessed. Concerns were voiced about overheating of the 

single aspect flats with limited possibility of cross ventilation and the floor to ceiling 

windows, which do not help with daylight distribution. This review will need to be 

carried out before the submission of the planning application. The Panel referred to 

the 17th century Dutch painter Vermeer’s placing of windows next to the cross wall to 

increase the light distribution. 

In relation to the energy strategy, it would be useful to have a review of all the electric 

heating pump options including ground source heat pumps, consideration given to the 

location of heat-exchange units and whether these are going to be on the roof.  Noise 

and vibration need be assessed prior to the submission of any planning application. 

Location of all of the equipment is crucial as there is going to be a lot of competition 

on the roof for solar PVs, planting, social activities and building services equipment.  

The Panel supported that the all- electric energy system and a fabric first approach 

but the airtightness target could be improved from 3m³/m²/pa to 2 or even 1 which 

would result in a reduction in energy bills and better quality of build.  
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The Panel stressed the importance of the procurement method to ensure the right 

performance. The applicant explained that this is a project that will be built, operated 

and managed by Vertex.  

 

Panel Conclusions and Recommendations 

The Panel considered this is a thought-provoking scheme and were generally 

supportive of the emerging designs. The quality of the presentation was good, but 

further work is necessary, especially in relation to the environmental aspects of the 

scheme and the consequential impact this will have on the elevations. 

In summary, the main recommendations of the Panel were: 

1) More detail needed on the affordable element and service charges.  

2) Where is the heart of scheme? Does the east-west route work as a space for 

the community and will residents feel secure? 

3) There is a need for sheltered outdoor places.  

4) NIAB building could be more public facing, but the scheme needs to explore 

the arrival routes at different times of the day and year and the working of the 

central space with the gym and microbrewery. 

5) The underground car park, nature of the ramp and possible lifts need further 

consideration. Post meeting, the Panel wondered about the impact of the 

underground car park ventilation. 

6) Visitor parking is always an issue in terms of availability and location.  

7) Consider the challenges around underground cycle parking.  

8) Review the “In and out” loop.  

9)  Does the architecture articulate the difference between the urban and the 

arcadian frontages? 

10)  Possibility of open C or U shapes instead of bars. Trying to emulate the quality 

of Eddington with its courts is a big challenge. 

11)  The idea of a colonnade could be considered. 

12)  Design of staircases to enhance social interactions should be explored.  

13)  Potential of balconies for personalisation and possible planting scheme. 

14)  Given the low level of outdoor space, this should be of high quality and 

maximise the use of the roof by considering a conservatory.  
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15)  What is the fabric and capacity of the landscape?  

16)  Consider food and productive landscapes.  

17)  Wind effect needs to be considered and how this influences the design for 

doors and entrances.  

18)  Develop a plan to catch and retain water where it lands. 

19)  Biodiversity connectivity and targets, carbon sequestration through 

mineralisation and testing of the environmental design particularly in relation to 

mitigating the risk of overheating and daylighting could be developed.   

20) Consider the importance of security at the ground floor windows. 

21) Consider location of heat pumps to avoid noise. 

 

References 

n/a 

 

Next Steps 

The Panel would welcome the opportunity for ongoing engagement with the 

developer and design team as proposals for this site progress. 

 

Attendees 

 

Chair:  Robin Nicholson  

Panel Members: Amy Burbidge 

Ashley Bateson 

Luke Engleback 

David Prichard 

Phil Jones 

Panel Support: Judit Carballo and Stuart Clarke 
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Local Authority: Charlotte Burton, Greater Cambridge Shared Planning 

   Jonathan Hurst, Greater Cambridge Shared Planning 

   Emma Davies, Greater Cambridge Shared Planning 

   Bana Elzein, Greater Cambridge Shared Planning 

Applicant Team:  Eric Holding – JTP architects  

Emmet O'Sullivan- JTP architects 

Alec Borrill- JTP architects 

Paul Harney – Paul Harney Associates 

Zac Bishop-Peck – Vertex Living 

Alex Duchesne – Vertex Living 

Colin Brown – Carter Jonas 

Hannah Murton- Landscape, planitIE 

Judith Sykes – Expedition UK  

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A – Background Information List and Plan 

 

 Main presentation 

 Local authority background note 

 Applicant background note 

Documents may be available on request, subject to restrictions/confidentiality. 
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Masterplan 
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Cambridgeshire Quality Panel 

 

Former NIAB headquarters building 
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Microsoft Teams Meeting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Cambridgeshire Quality Charter for Growth sets out the core 

principles for the level of quality to be expected in new development 

across Cambridgeshire.  The Cambridgeshire Quality Panel provides 

independent, expert advice to developers and local planning authorities 

against the four core principles of the Charter: connectivity, character, 

climate, and community. 
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Scheme Description  

Architect/Designer: JTP Architects 

Applicant: Vertex Living 

Planning status: Pre planning application stage 

Issue date: 6th January 2021  

 

Declarations of Interest 

David Prichard declared that has worked with Hannah Murton  

 

Previous Panel Reviews 

The Panel previously reviewed the scheme on 29th October 2020.  

 

Development Overview 

The current proposal is for: 

 Residential conversion of frontage Building of Local Interest (BLI) under prior 

approval (68 units). 

 Demolition of 1960s extension and other buildings at rear. 

 Mixed use development of apart-hotel (194 units) and build to rent residential 

dwellings (290 units including affordable housing provision), a microbrewery 

(190 sqm), health & fitness suite (400 sqm), gym (130 sqm), cycle workshop 

café (120 sqm), co-working space (325 sqm) and resident event space (115 

sqm). 

 Basement car parking, cycle parking, servicing provision, open space and 

landscaping. 
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Cambridgeshire Quality Panel views 

The Panel had been issued with background reference information from the applicant 

and local planning authority ahead of the review session. This information is listed at 

Appendix A.   

The advice and recommendations of the Panel reflect the issues associated with each 

of the four ‘C’s’ in the Cambridgeshire Quality Charter and the main comments below 

include both those raised in the open session of the meeting and those from the closed 

session discussions. 

Community – “places where people live out of choice and not necessity, 

creating healthy communities with a good quality of life 

The Panel welcomed the progress made since they had last reviewed the scheme two 

months before and in particular noted the attention given to building community 

capacity. The level of detail was noted. The Panel welcomed the provision of outdoor 

furniture including picnic tables and benches and the roof garden designs, which will 

be ideal for encouraging residents to mix and establish new relationships. The idea of 

potting tables was praised too.  

As this will be a high density scheme, it is important to maintain focus on the quality of 

the public spaces. Additionally, consideration should be given to how the design of 

space influences people’s behaviour amongst the different users such as residents or 

visitors and other heavy management required. The Panel questioned how this will be 

managed when, for example, delivery vans park outside someone’s window and cause 

potential nuisance. Also, how is the arrival experience into and through the site 

managed, especially when it is people’s first visit and they are not sure where to go? 

How obvious is way-finding on the site?  

The applicant responded that this will be the first larger scale Build To Rent (BTR) 

project in Cambridge and acknowledged that good management is key to its success. 

There will be a significant number of staff employed on site who will manage these 

issues. 

The Panel noted that many of the planned growing areas are relatively small and will 

therefore not yield much produce, so asked how these will work. The applicant 

explained that they plan to form a garden club as part of the community development 
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programme.  The residents could manage these areas in the overall context of the site 

management plan. There will be a promotion event for BTR residents, the aparthotel 

and local people to enable them to participate.  

The Panel considered this could be a fun place to live and liked the innovative design 

approach of the wetlands.  

It was suggested further thinking on some of the movements around the site is needed, 

given the wide range of users. For example, pushing a double buggy may be 

challenging in some places, especially at some entrances as they appeared rather 

tight. They noted that the unprotected slatted bridge should be moved to the edge of 

the pond. 

Overall, the level of detail on functionality needs to be finalised but the scheme was 

progressing well.  

Connectivity – “places that are well-connected enable easy access for all to jobs 

and services using sustainable modes” 

The Panel questioned whether parking controls form part of the proposals especially 

on Lawrence Weaver Road or any of the other surrounding areas. The applicant 

explained that BTR residents are not allowed to park outside the basement car park 

but the Panel queried how this will be enforced and whether controls should be 

considered. The Panel highlighted that if there is no direct vehicular access to homes, 

how will people get heavy or bulky goods to their houses or even regular items like 

shopping. In some cases they might have to carry items a long way. The applicant 

explained that any planned or heavy deliveries would be managed by arrangement 

with the concierge as would nuisance parking.  

In relation to the rear blocks, the Panel questioned if people can walk through the 

communal gardens or are these exclusively for residents? The applicant explained 

that there is no decision yet and they need to explore this level of detail and access.  

Accessibility at the northern section of the site was questioned by the Panel.  Could 

traffic flow work differently and make better use of the available space.  The applicant 

stated they had looked at other options and noted the comments, but existing cycle 

routes on Lawrence Weaver Road were the constraining factor. 
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The one way street as currently planned looks tight, albeit with low traffic levels. It was 

suggested a loop around could be considered with perhaps a rising bollard system 

that allowed exit only to the north? Alternatively with entry from the north? 

The applicant responded that the traffic and parking suggestions made by the Panel 

had been tested and that there is a highway visibility issue associated with the 

adoption of an exit road which would be restricted by a building as well as a land 

ownership issue. 

Questions about a travel plan and buddy scheme were raised. The travel plan should 

encourage behavioural change and would need to be documented and carefully 

implemented.  

The Panel welcomed the additional northwest-southeast pedestrian route. 

The Panel noted that the car park layout was diagrammatic and did not reflect the 

structure of the buildings above; they cautioned about the impact that would have and 

whether the car park would be economical.  The Panel questioned whether the size of 

the aparthotel cycling parking was too large as users of the aparthotel may only be 

resident for short periods of time and may not buy in to the local cycling culture.   

The applicant explained that car-club spaces will be provided as part of the 

development and there will be electric charging points in the basement for bikes and 

cars. The café may offer rental bikes, which may appeal to aparthotel residents.  

Visitor car parking spaces are quite a long way from northern blocks. 

Climate – “Places that anticipate climate change in ways that enhance the 

desirability of development and minimise environmental impact” 

The Panel noted that the energy strategy will be based on heatpumps but details of 

whether it is a communal heat pump or individual heat pumps are still unresolved. The 

Panel urged the applicant to agree the energy strategy as soon as possible. If a heat 

network is used, lack of space could be an issue and if a large communal system is 

used, consideration should be given to a roof location, ideally as close as possible to 

the plant room. It was queried if the system would connect all the buildings or if the 

aparthotel would be separate. If buildings are treated differently, how will the aparthotel 

be cooled, would a reversible or traditional air conditioning system be used?  
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If there isn’t a communal system in place and electric heat pumps are used, where are 

the heat pumps going to be situated and how will this affect the elevations? 

The amount of PVs shown do not appear to achieve 2030 zero carbon policy 

standards. Consider using local battery storage with the PVs to optimise its use rather 

than spillage to the grid.  

The Panel welcomed the inclusion of a ventilation and heat recovery strategy but 

questioned if the overheating analysis had demonstrated that there isn’t a need to cool 

any of the units.  

The Panel does not support the use of single aspect units so they would need to be 

carefully designed, especially those at ground floor level, overlooking the internal 

courtyards. These units may not be achieving sufficient sunlight levels.  

The Panel were pleased with the inclusion of overhangs at top floor level, although 

some of the fascias were deep.  

The significant improvement on the handling of rainwater from the previous review 

especially with attenuation on site was commended.  

The Panel had previously noted that the architecture had got ahead of the engineering  

and noted that this was being addressed. 

On reflection during the closed session, the Panel commented on the affordability to 

residents of the energy strategy for heating and hot water. The proposed strategy is 

predicated on achieving the u-values (as proposed in the October presentation) and 

these must not be compromised during tender and construction.  

 

Character – “Places with distinctive neighbourhoods and where people create 

‘pride of place’ 

The plans for raingardens and rooftop gardens was welcomed and new elevational 

changes have improved the scheme. The Panel liked the stepped forms around 

Lawrence Weaver Road entrances.  
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The Panel considered the C shape courtyards could have been oriented differently so 

that the communal gardens were more contained and the overshadowing reduced. As 

presented, there is not enough contrast between the public and private courtyards. 

The Panel noted the high density of the scheme and highlighted the importance of its 

management and affordability. Additionally, questions about children were raised, for 

example could the 4-person 3-bedroom homes be located at ground floor level and 

benefit from direct access to the outdoor space.  

The Panel expressed some concern about the back-of-house feel of the main delivery 

and entry court on the main public road, which still looks unappetising and hard.  The 

retention of the existing ‘in-out-access’ should be reconsidered and other options 

explored, as it appears to be the ‘tail wagging the dog’. The level of surveillance in this 

area by the concierge is not likely to be good and should be reviewed. 

Questions about how future changes of use for the aparthotel with its long corridors 

were raised. How might these changes be anticipated without having to make serious 

upgrades to the building and future adaptions.  

The Panel appreciated the progress made on corner treatment of buildings with the 

provision of recessed balconies being a more solid design approach rather than often 

awkward or uncared for spaces.  

The richness of the glazed brickwork and other materials was enjoyed by the Panel.  

This is a very ambitious scheme, so it is very important it stays on budget and does 

not lose its quality when built. The Panel recommended the retention of the design 

team throughout. 

The Panel welcomed that the landscape has been better integrated into the scheme. 

However, some questions were raised as a result of the presentation on health, 

resilience and climate change. Persistent noise is more than an irritation and can affect 

people’s health. Consideration should be given to noise coming from plant and hard 

surfaces, especially in a high-density scheme like this with hard surfaces; vertical 

vegetation could help mitigate noise and vibrations while helping with heat gain and 

climate change.  
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The play areas in residential courtyards may be too close to residents’ windows, so 

there needs to be a careful balance between close provision to homes and managing 

the potential nuisance.   

The Panel considered that more information about tree species would have been 

useful and should be given further thought.  

Concerns about the mechanical ventilation of the underground car park were raised 

as the Panel were unsure if it was emitting at street level which could lead to localised 

poor air quality. 

The Panel were supportive of the sophisticated water management approach. They 

suggested there could be more surface rills, some of which could incorporate deeper 

channels to deal with increasing heavy rainfall events. Rainwater can be recirculated. 

The water features and their wetland ecology won’t work well in shade and need some 

sunlight and perhaps a more considered edge treatment to work better. There is a 

need for a bigger body of water to keep it cool.  The raingarden planters need to be 

deeper. 

Consider different types of substrate in the living green roofs which would benefit from 

greater biodiversity and hold more water.   

 

Panel Conclusions and Recommendations 

Generally, the Panel was impressed with the ambition of the scheme and the quality 

of the applicant team, while noting that its density means the quality must be 

retained when built and requires heavy management. There had been real progress 

since the last review in October.   

The Panel made the following recommendations, further details can be found above: 

1. Great sense of community but consideration should be given to people’s 

behaviour and how this would be managed, particularly for first time visitors 

and residents that don’t know their way around the site.  

2. Consider the spaces around ground floor balconies out into the landscape.  

3. Evolve the travel plan and recognise behaviour is changing and that will need 

to be documented and implemented.  
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4. Design of the car park. Some anxiety about the lack of structure as planned in 

relation to the layout and cost and the impact of mechanical ventilation  

5. Concerns about distances for grocery and goods deliveries and how that 

would be managed.  

6. Suggestions about a loop road instead of the turning head for vans and the 

possibility of access from the north.  

7. Keep working on the vehicle access court design.  

8. Develop the basement carpark layout with the building structure 

9. Is there too much cycle parking provided for the aparthotel? 

10. Concerns about the location of heat pumps whether individual or shared. 

11. Need to address longer term climate ambition and how to make best use of 

PV-generated energy. 

12. Concerns about the number of north facing flats and the need to measure 

daylight.  

13. Consider reversing the courtyards and linking blocks to reduce 

overshadowing. Roof gardens and colonnade should work well.   

14. Consider the impact of noise from heat pumps. 

15. More details on tree species would need to be provided.  

16. Keep the design team in place through construction. 

 

References 

n/a 

 

Next Steps 

The Panel would welcome the opportunity for ongoing engagement with the 

developer and design team as proposals for this site progress. 
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Appendix A – Background Information List and Plan 

 Main presentation 

 Local authority background note 

Documents may be available on request, subject to restrictions/confidentiality. 

 

Masterplan 
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JOINT DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE - DEVELOPMENT 
CONTROL FORUM 4 November 2021 
 1.00  - 3.00 pm 
 
Present 
 
Planning Committee Members: D. Baigent, Page-Croft, Porrer, Smart, 
Thornburrow, Bradnam, Daunton, Hawkins and Hunt 
 
Ward Councillors: 
Sarah Baigent 
Simon Smith 
  
Officers: 
Assistant Director Delivery, Cambridge City and South Cambridgeshire District 
Councils: Sharon Brown 
Principal Planner: Rebecca Ward 
Committee Manager: Sarah Steed  
 
For Applicant: 
Colin Brown (Carter Jonas) 
Eric Holding (JTP Architects) 
Laurie Handcock (Iceni Projects) 
 
For Petitioners: 
Resident of Howes Place 
 

FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE COUNCIL 

21/1/JDCCDCF Introduction by Chair to the Forum 
 
The Chair outlined the role and purpose of the Development Control Forum.  
They stated no decisions would be taken at the meeting.  

21/2/JDCCDCF Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from SCDC Councillors Chamberlain and Cone and 
City Ward Councillor Payne. 

21/3/JDCCDCF Declarations of Interest 
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Member Item Interest 

Councillor Baigent 21/4/JDCCDCF Personal: Member 
of Cambridge 
Cycling Campaign. 

Councillor Hunt 21/4/JDCCDCF Personal: Member 
of CAMRA but not 
an active member. 

Councillor S.Smith 21/4/JDCCDCF Personal: Would 
speak as a Ward 
Councillor and 
would not speak / 
take part as a 
member of the 
JDCC. 

21/4/JDCCDCF Application and Petition Details 
 
Application ref: 21/03609/FUL 
Site Address:   National Institute Of Agricultural Botany Huntingdon Road 

Cambridge Cambridgeshire CB3 0LE 

Description: Retention of the former NIAB Headquarters building, the 
demolition of all other buildings and structures, and the 
erection of buildings with basements for 291 Build to Rent 
units (Use Class C3) including affordable housing and a 202 
bed Apart-Hotel (Sui Generis) and associated facilities along 
with access, car and cycle parking, landscaping and 
infrastructure works. 

Agent: Peter Mckeown 
Address: One Station Square Cambridge CB1 2GA 
Lead Petitioner: Resident of Howes Place 
Case Officer:   Rebecca Ward 
 
Text of Petition: 
 
The grounds for asking for a Forum on this application are as follows: 
 
• HARM to the context of the local heritage asset of Howes Place and the 

amenity of existing residents through the overbearing massing and 
height of the proposed development and location of a micro-brewery and 
bar alongside local the heritage asset. 

• HARM to specific elements of the built and landscape heritage assets. 
This harm would arise from proposals for the selective demolition of two 
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houses at Nos. 14 and 15 Howes Place and felling of at least ten (10) 
pleached limes trees which are protected under TPO 10/1991. These 
houses and trees are essential parts of the built environment and the 
landscape setting of the local heritage asset. 

• HARM to the setting of the local heritage asset by making Howes Place 
the back yard of the proposed development for commercial vehicles, 
drops-offs and pick-ups and cut through for pedestrians and cyclists, 
including electric cycle and scooter traffic, transitioning to and from the 
development and parts of Darwin Green to the city centre. Noting that 
Howes Place is a private, unadopted, unlit and narrow access. This 
imposes unnecessary harm to the setting as the development site is 
already served by purpose-built footpaths and cycle lanes on Lawrence 
Weaver Road and a traffic light controlled junction with Huntingdon 
Road. 

• HARM to the health and well-being of existing neighbouring residents 
and future residents of the proposed development through the under 
provision and inappropriate provision of amenity space within the 
proposed development. 

• Proposed under provision of 'Affordable Private Rent' dwellings. 
• Proposed under provision of parking spaces for residents, visitors to the 

Apart-Hotel and employees of the Apart-Hotel, retail units, cafe, micro-
brewery and bar and building maintenance contractors. 

 
Do you think there are changes that could be made to overcome your 
concerns?  
Yes 
 
• Significant reduction in the massing and height of the proposed 

development and removal of the micro-brewery and bar from the 
proposed development. 

• Retention of Nos.14 and 15 Howes Place and all of the pleached limes 
trees which are protected under TPO 10/1991 with sympathetic 
integration of these built and landscape heritage assets into the 
proposed development. 

• Removal of any points of access from Howes Place to the proposed 
development to ensure that all vehicle, pedestrian and cycle access to 
the proposed development is from the purpose-built roadways, footpaths 
and cycle lanes on Lawrence Weaver Road and the traffic light controlled 
junction between Lawrence Weaver Road and Huntingdon Road. 

• Provision of appropriate amenity space within the proposed development 
in terms of scale, location and accessibility. 
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• Provision of the minimum of 20% 'Affordable Private Rent' dwellings in 
the proposed Build to Rent development. 

• Provision of sufficient parking spaces for residents, visitors to the Apart-
Hotel and employees of the Apart-Hotel, retail units, cafe, micro-brewery 
and bar and building maintenance contractors. 

 
Case by Applicant 

1) A mixed use development was proposed including 291 build to rent 

homes as well as a range of residents’ amenities and a 202 room 

aparthotel. 

2) Application was lodged in July 2021 and registered in August 2021. 

3) Consultation responses from statutory consultees were positive. Some 

minor issues had been raised and the Applicant was due to submit some 

amendments to pick up on some of the matters.  

4) Had had meetings with the Planning Design Team and amendments 

were shortly to be submitted. 

5) The principle of development and uses proposed were in accordance 

with the Local Plan 2018. 

6) Research carried out by the Council demonstrated there was a lack of 

stock and affordability in the private sale market and the consequence 

was that the private rented sector was now the largest tenure in 

Cambridge. 20% of this stock did not meet basis health and safety 

standards. 

7) The aparthotel was supported by policy 77 of the Local Plan. 

8) The development was meant to be exemplar in terms of sustainability. 

The applicants had engaged closely with the Council’s Sustainability 

Officer. 

9) Biodiversity net gain was 92% and the low carbon design had meant a 

significant reduction in carbon emissions. 

10) There had been 2 years of engagement with officers, residents and 

interested stakeholders before the application was submitted.  

11) Looking at the issue raised by the Petitioners of harm to the setting; the 

applicants had used an urban design approach to relate the buildings 

together and had looked at the symmetry of the existing layout and 

breaking buildings into smaller blocks, use of materials which reflects the 

existing roof pitches and use of gable ends. 

12) Looking at the issue of separation distances (overlooking distances) 

usually these are between 18-20m and were usually back to back and 
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not front to front. The application proposes separation distances of at 

least 26.9m. The neighbouring development, Darwin Green had 

separation distances ranging from 8.6m to 18.8m. 

13) Proposed to reduce the building height next to the NIAB building. 

14) The relationship between the aparthotel and NIAB had been carefully 

considered. 

15) The applicants did not believe the proposed development would cause 

any harm to the existing setting. 

16) The microbrewery was seen as a community facility and would be 

managed as part of the whole development. No concerns had been 

raised by the Environmental Health Officer.  Noise and opening hours 

would be managed through the application process.  

17) The proposals sought to build the social and economical history of NIAB 

into the development. Areas for gardening would build on the agricultural 

history of the site.  

18) The Conservation Officer provided a positive response to the proposed 

development. 

19) There was a group Tree Preservation Order (TPO) on the site. Six trees 

were proposed to be removed, five of these were due to the 

development and one was due to the condition of the tree. Forty-two new 

pleached lime trees were proposed to be planted, as well as 113 new 

trees.  

20) Had been encouraged to use Howes Place for pedestrian and cycle 

access to and from the site to improve the permeability of the site. Most 

of the vehicle access points were from Lawrence Weaver Road.  

21) The first 70m of Howes Place would have a vehicle access point for the 

aparthotel. It was proposed that this would be used for a refuse collection 

once a week and for two laundry collections per week. A turning head 

was proposed here which had been requested by the Refuse 

Department. They had agreed with the Transport Officer that the use of 

Howes Place would be monitored as the whole site was owned by the 

Applicant.   

22) High quality amenity space would be provided. The development would 

provide 130% of the open space standards (taking into account semi-

private courtyards), if the communal areas were excluded then the 

development would provide 87% of the open space standards. Generous 

open space provision was being proposed.  
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23) Noted a comment about the under provision of private rent dwellings. 

The applicant did not accept this and felt they met with national advice, 

the new local plan did not provide much policy context for build to rent. 

The adopted Housing Strategy mirrored national advice that 20% of the 

units should be designated as affordable and should be offered at a 

maximum market discount of 80%.  

24) The application was in accordance with car parking standards 

(expressed in Cambridge as maximum standards). A wide range of 

sustainable transport measures were due to be adopted. Travel plan 

would be secured through the s106 agreement.  

 
Case by Petitioners  

1) Were not against development per se but wanted to minimise any harm 

which would be caused by the proposed development.  

2) Concerns were detailed on the planning file and in the attached 

document to the agenda.  They had also been raised in pre-application 

discussions with the developer.  

3) The proposed area for development was less than 2 times the size of 

Howes Place but the proposal was for 25 times more dwellings on the 

site compared to the number of dwellings at Howes Place. 

4) The context of Howes Place was that it was a notable development of its 

time and contained two storey residential properties running the length of 

Howes Place (Nos 1 to 15) which were identified as local heritage assets 

and are designated as Buildings of Local Interest within Appendix G of 

the Local Plan due to: 

a. The architectural interest of the buildings; 

b. The grouping and street scene value of the buildings set within the 

formal landscaping of Howes Place; and  

c. The importance of NIAB and the residential properties in Howes 

Place in the social and economic history of Cambridge. 

5) Howes Place was exemplar of place making and was unique in 

Cambridge. The proposed massing (scale and height of the 

development) amounted to gross over development of the site and would 

harm the amenity of existing and neighbouring properties and future 

residents of the proposed development. The setting of the Local Heritage 

Asset was further harmed but the microbrewery and bar alongside an 

existing residential area. On every boundary of the site the proposed 
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building heights were 1-2 storeys higher than the existing residential 

properties. 

6) The development would be overbearing and would cause harm to the 

amenity of residents. 

7) Residents of Plymouth Close and Falmouth Close were advised when 

they bought their properties that the former NIAB site would be open 

parkland.  

8) The proposed development would cause harm to the setting and 

landscape of the local heritage asset.  

9) Believed the development proposed to fell 10 pleached lime trees and 

not 6 as the applicant’s representative had referred to create new access 

points from and to Howes Place.  

10) It was proposed to demolish 14 and 15 Howes Place, but these 

properties mirrored 3 and 4 Howes Place. The archaeological report 

describes 14 and 15 Howes Place as a pair of unremarkable mid-war 

houses but fails to recognise the significance in the context and setting of 

the heritage asset.  

11) Proposed access points to and from Howes Place created a short cut 

(primary desire line), which would divert pedestrians, cyclists and e-

scooters away from existing fit for purpose dedicated footpaths and cycle 

lanes on Lawrence Weaver Road to Howes Place which was a narrow, 

unadopted, unlit private road with direct uncontrolled access on to 

Huntingdon Road.  

12) The proposed development introduces a commercial service yard with 

access from and to Howes Place, requiring HGV turning manoeuvres to 

be undertaken on Howes Place. This would create conflict between 

pedestrians and cyclists from over 500 dwellings large commercial 

vehicles to serve the aparthotel and microbrewery and bar, non-

residential traffic linked to drop-offs to and pick-ups from the aparthotel, 

microbrewery, bar and internet shopping deliveries to the build to rent 

properties.  

13) The proposed development failed to provide the required amount of fully 

accessible and immediately convenient amenity space, which would 

prejudice the health and well being of future residents. The amenity 

space included the area surrounding the former NIAB headquarters and 

the internal courtyard of the aparthotel. 
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14) The Transport Statement sought to demonstrate that sufficient parking 

would be provided within the proposed development, the reduction of the 

proposed parking spaces for the build to rent units from 144 to 110 was 

overly optimistic and relied on a behavioural shift towards use of a car 

club scheme. The provision of 28 spaces for the aparthotel 

underestimated the parking spaces which would be needed. There was 

no assessment relating to the number of parking spaces required for the 

proposed 45 staff members for the aparthotel. The Local Plan stated that 

there should be 1 space per 2 staff members.  

15) Considered the proposed development failed to provide sufficient parking 

and therefore residents of, and visitors to the proposed development 

would seek alternative parking provision beyond the proposed 

development site for example within Darwin Green or on Howes Place.   

16) There would be inadequate provision of affordable private rented 

dwellings. The caselaw Council officers had relied on did not address the 

circumstances of the application. The caselaw did not justify a reduction 

in the provision of affordable private rent dwellings from 20% to 12.7%. 

 

Case Officer’s Comments: 
  

1) Key Dates relating to the application include:   
 The pre-application was first submitted to the Council in 2019. Two 

Quality Panels have considered the application and the applicants have 
also attended various forums including: Access Forum, North-East 
Forum, JDCC presentation and various technical officer workshops in 
relation to the proposals.  

 
2) The key constraints on the site include:  
 The site lies wholly within the Cambridge City boundary.   
 The site is on the Council’s Brownfield land register.   
 The NIAB Headquarters building and houses along Howes Place are 

identified in the City Local Plan as ‘Buildings of Local Interest’ (BLI).  
 There is a group tree preservation order (TPO) on the site.   
 Part of the site (rear undeveloped part) sits within the Darwin Green Area 

of Major Change allocation (policy 20).   
 The existing buildings on the site were   granted prior-approval consent 

in 2020 to be converted from offices to residential units. 68 are currently 
being built within the 1920s building to the front of Huntingdon Road. The 
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prior approval for the remaining 102 units will fall away if this application 
get permission.      

3) The application was validated on 2nd August 2021 and the neighbour 
consultation and local press advertisement expired on the 
9th September 2021. The site notice expired on the 
20th September 2021.  

4) Third Party comments included:  

 42 letters of objection - (directly adjacent to the development site)  
o Howes Place  
o Falmouth Avenue   
o Lawrence Weaver Road  

 2 letters of support.  
5) Consultation Responses:  

 There were a number of holding objections which had been raised by the 
following consultees. None of the objections appear to be major in-
principal issues and officers feel they can be addressed by a series of 
amendments. These amendments might also help address some of the 
concerns that have been submitted by third parties partially around:  

o the impact to the non-designated heritage assets  
o impact on existing residential amenity   
o highway safety   

6) There has been ongoing dialog with the agent/applicant to shape the 
amendment package and officers would continue these discussions after 
the Development Control Forum (DCF) taking on board comments raised 
during the DCF.   

7) Awaiting a response from 3C Shared Waste and still need to agree 
details on Open Space provision and S106 contributions.  

8) Application initially due to be determined on the 1 November 2021, 
however an extension of time has been agreed with the agent until 31 
January 2022 to address the outstanding concerns through the 
submission of an amendment package. The application will be 
subsequently determined by the Joint Development Control 
Committee in subsequent months.   

 
Case by Ward Councillors  
Councillor S.Baigent: 

1) Howes Place is a local heritage asset and comprised a row of Edwardian 
houses set back in a picturesque lime tree setting which stood alone as a 
particular example of architectural genius and historical interest. Nature 
compliments the architecture and use of space. 

2) Each house in Howes place is beautifully crafted and together form the 
community and guardians of the historical treasure   
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3) Supported the concerns raised by residents. 
4) Objected to the scale and massing of the proposed development and 

especially in terms of building heights. This would affect the original 
architectural design of Howes Place. 

5) The proposed microbrewery, facing residential housing would offend the 
tranquillity which frames the community space. 

6) Asked for consideration to be given to the impact on Darwin Green, 
Falmouth Road and Plymouth Road of the development proposals.  

 
Written Statement from Councillor Payne read out by the Committee Manager: 
Expressed concerns relating to this development are as follows: 

1) From all boundaries of the site, the proposed buildings are at least one, 
and in general, two storeys higher than the adjoining existing properties.  
This will significantly overshadow Howes Place.  I am particularly 
concerned to see the ApartHotel standing at 16 metres, making it one of 
the taller buildings on the site.  For a commercial venture, this seems to 
me to be unnecessary.  While I am in favour of providing new housing, 
building to one or two storeys higher than neighbouring properties is 
over-development, which will be to the detriment of the neighbouring 
residents, and indeed the new residents of the proposed development. 

2) The plans propose felling at least 10 pleached limes, all of which are 
currently under a Tree Protection Order.  The trees are integral to the 
unique streetscape of Howes Place, and the committee will be aware of 
the great environmental benefit of rows of trees: we should always be 
seeking to add more trees, not remove them.  I am concerned that 
permitting the felling of these trees would set the precedent for future 
development, that a Tree Protection Order can be overturned. 

3) Access to the proposed development from Howes Place is an issue the 
petitioners will discuss, but I am particularly concerned to see a 
proposed service access route to the ApartHotel from Howes Place.  The 
entrance to Howes Place is very narrow, and cannot accommodate 
additional large vehicles, risking dangerous conflict with other road 
users.  Bin lorries already need to reverse along Howes Place, so adding 
further large vehicles to this is a recipe for disaster which could be easily 
avoided by moving this service access to Lawrence Weaver Road. 

4) The use of e-scooters as a form of transport is increasing, so I would like 
to see some consideration given to the movement of this form of 
transport.  Given the speed at which these vehicles can travel, I would 
like to see safeguards to ensure they have no access to or from Howes 
Place, for the reasons given above. 

5) Lawrence Weaver Road is not yet adopted by the County Council, but 
given the increase in traffic which will occur once the former NIAB site is 
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developed, I hope the committee and the developers will encourage the 
County Council to adopt the road as quickly as possible so traffic on here 
can be properly directed and the road be properly maintained.  This 
should include adding double yellow lines along the cycle lanes on 
Lawrence Weaver road so cyclists from the proposed development are 
not discouraged from using these cycle lanes, as they are currently used 
for parking cars in.   

6) Publicly available green space is at a premium in Cambridge, so I would 
like to see the green space in the ApartHotel being made available to all 
residents, otherwise there is potentially a large area of green space only 
open to be used by a small number of people, and not benefitting the 
wider area. 

7) The assessment of parking needs for staff at the ApartHotel sets a 
requirement of 4 parking spaces for up to 45 members of staff.  While of 
course I hope all members of staff will be able to travel to work by public 
transport or active travel, at present this seems unrealistic.  This 
assessment also fails to comply with Appendix L of the Local Plan, which 
sets the requirement at 1 space for every 2 members of staff.  A lack of 
parking will lead to overflow parking on the surrounding streets such as 
Howes Place, Whitehouse Lane and Lawrence Weaver Road.  In order 
to prevent this problem, I would recommend that this requirement is re-
evaluated to be more realistic. 

 
Councillor S.Smith: 

1) Noted the proposed development had been prepared without a 
parameter plan. Noted that the Darwin Green development had prepared 
a parameter plan so queried why this proposed development had not 
prepared one. 

2) Felt insufficient weight and due regard had been given to Howes Place 
as a local heritage asset. The current planning process would allow a 
place like Howes Place to be created.  

3) Howes Place was an exemplar example of place making and should be 
enhanced and protected. 

4) The lack of a parameter plan has led to an overwhelming massing of 
development in both scale and height and as a result of this key 
concerns arise.  

5) Access was a key concern. Understood that connectivity was a good 
planning principle and policy however consideration needed to be given 
as to the harm as well as the benefits of the application and how this 
would be applied. A balanced application of the policy was needed. 

6) It was clear the development would create a desire line through Howes 
Place and this was undesirable both because of the inappropriate use of 
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Howes Place and the appropriate use of Lawrence Weaver Road which 
had purpose built infrastructure.  

7) The amenity space proposed was inadequate and inappropriate. 
8) Expressed concerns regarding the use of Sustainable Drainage System 

(SUDS) as part of a usable recreation amenity space.  
9) A parameter plan was required and would result in the reduction in scale 

and massing of the height of the development. 
10) Access points to the development needed to be addressed. There 

should be no access points from Howes Place.  
11) Current planning tools could not create a place like Howes Place, but 

they can protect and enhance Howes Place. 
 
Members’ Questions and Comments: 
The Principal Planner and Assistant Director Delivery answered as follows in 
response to Members’ questions: 

1) The current holding objections to the application included: 

a. Heritage Officer - They were generally comfortable with the siting 

and location of the aparthotel but had concerns regarding the 

proposed height of the building and this encroaching above the 

existing NIAB headquarter building. Applicant had shown a 

willingness to reduce the height of the aparthotel. A lack of 

information about the finish of the NIAB building, hoped further 

information would be provided.  

b. Urban Design and Landscape - Had also expressed concerns 

about view points from the build to rent units from Plymouth Close 

and Beagle Way, had tried to break up roof lines so that the 

development looked less bulky. There were concerns about the 

entrance point from Lawrence Weaver Road, in the plans 

submitted it looked like a hard landscaped entrance, and they 

wanted to add a bit more surveillance to the area so had looked at 

moving the building around and adding some soft landscaping.  

c. Highways – Had expressed concerns about the in and out access 

points on Lawrence Weaver Road and the impact on highway 

safety and cyclist safety and wanted one of the access points 

removed. The applicant had agreed to this and was looking at re-

designing the access so that it was improved for cyclists. 

d. Disability and Access Officer – The way the bathrooms had been 

designed needed to be looked at. The agent was going to be 

asked to make amendments. 
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e. More information needed to be submitted regarding accident data, 

trip generation and mitigation measures in the transport 

assessment. 

f. Drainage Officer – The preferred solution was for water to flow into 

the surface water drainage on Lawrence Weaver Road. Hoped that 

the drain on Lawrence Weaver Road would be adopted. A back up 

plan was required in case the drain was not adopted. 

g. S106 contributions needed to be agreed and what open space was 

included in calculations and what wasn’t.    

h. A public art strategy was required. 

2) The height of the aparthotel shown by the applicant’s representative 

during their presentation showed the proposed reduction (1m) in building 

heights. 

3) The application had been seen by the Quality Panel a couple of times so 

they were aware of the current layout proposed. Would ensure that 

members were able to see comments made by the Quality Panel before 

the application came to committee. 

4) Officers would take advice on the proposed reduction of the affordable 

housing. 

5) Noted the reference to Darwin Green’s parameter plan and would work 

with the applicant regarding this request although felt the Design and 

Access Statement dealt with some of the issues which would be 

contained in a parameter plan. 

6) The aparthotel fell within the sui generis use class so there was no 

requirement to provide open space so there were different 

considerations compared to a residential use but open space would be 

provided as part of the development.  

7) Noted discussions about SUDS and the suitability of using this space as 

part of open space for play areas. A trim trail was proposed on the site 

and it was proposed to keep this away from the water SUDS features. 

The introduction of water to the open spaces was considered an 

important feature 

8) The main vehicular access to the site would be from Lawrence Weaver 

Road and parking would be contained in the basement, there would be a 

few disabled parking spaces at ground level but no general parking 

provision. The Howes Place access would only service the aparthotel. 

Highways expected the rest of the access points onto Howes Place to be 
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pedestrian and cycling access points. No objections on highways safety 

grounds had been raised so far.   

9) It was felt that 14 and 15 Howes Place made less of a contribution to the 

wider group of buildings and the opening up of the rear part of the 

headquarters would make a positive benefit to the buildings of local 

interest as a group. It was a balanced judgement, 

10) The proposed development would be covered by the North West and 

West Community Forum. 

11) The site fell within the City Council administrative boundary but also 

within the sites allocated for determination by the Joint Development 

Control Committee.   

12) The mixed use of the site included the aparthotel and the build to rent 

properties but also within those buildings there would be facilities on the 

ground floor which could be used by the community including a gym, 

swimming pool, brewery, cafe and co-working space. 

 

The Applicant’s Representative answered as follows in response to Members’ 
questions: 

1) The difference between residential private properties in the private 
rented sector could include individual landlords or landlords with small 
portfolios. Their properties could be dotted around the city or there could 
be small numbers together. This development was different in that the 
overall development was designed around the rental offer, it included a 
high level of shared amenities for those residents. The buy to rent facility 
would be managed 24/7 and there would be concierge staff on site who 
could deal with all issues at all times. The build to rent model relied on 
having high occupancy levels and few ‘voids’ and to achieve this the 
applicant would need to ensure that the site was well maintained and 
managed.  

2) Noted the comments made by members regarding the provision of 
affordable housing. The applicant had taken QC’s advice and was 
confident they would comply with housing policies, the National Planning 
Policy Framework (NPPF) and the Housing Strategy. 

3) The applicants were able to reduce the level of affordable housing 
provided in the application as they were able to claim credit on the units 
which had been granted consent under the prior notification procedure.  
These units would not be brought forward if the aparthotel development 
was brought forward.   

 
Summing up by the Applicant’s Agent 
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1) Felt this was an exciting development for the area. 

2) Believed the development would meet known needs for a high-quality 

rented housing scheme and would offer security of tenure for those who 

were unable to buy on the open market or for those who chose not to do 

so.  

3) The proposal included 291 buy to rent units and an aparthotel with 202 

rooms. 

4) The applicant had been through a lengthy consultation process before 

the submission of the application. 

5) The application had been considered by the Quality Panel twice and had 

been well received by the Panel and changes to the application had 

been informed by comments made by the Quality Panel.  

6) It was an exemplar scheme in terms of sustainability.  

7) It was a policy compliant scheme. 

8) Felt that the proposal was respectful to Darwin Green and Howes Place 

and how the proposed scheme would sit next to those neighbouring 

properties.   

9) The vehicle access into / from Howes Place was only for servicing the 

aparthotel and for nothing else. It was only expected to have 3 

movements a week. 

10) Noted that 6 pleached lime trees would be lost however 42 new trees 

would be planted.  

11) Some limited design changes would be coming and had been discussed 

with officers.  

 
Summing up by the Petitioners 

1) There was no clear justification for the harm which would be caused by 
the development to both the local heritage asset and amenity of existing 
residents in neighbouring properties and future residents of the proposed 
development which would be outweighed by a public benefit. 

2) The proposal failed to satisfy: 
a. NPPF paragraph 130 – that the development would function well 

and add to the overall quality of the area; 
b. policy 55 in terms of responding to context; 
c. policy 57 in providing a positive impact on the setting (height, 

scale, form). 
d. Policy 61 in terms of conservation and enhancement of a 

Cambridge historic environment.  
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3) Felt that members should undertake a site visit.  
4) Proposed the following changes: 

a. That access points on to Howes Place should be removed and all 
access points should be on to Lawrence Weaver Road. 

b. Wanted the unique place of Howes Place to be respected.  
c. Wanted the parameter rules from the Darwin Green development 

to be applied to this development which would result in significant 
reduction in massing (scale and height) to protect the amenity of 
existing residents in neighbouring properties and future residents 
of the proposed development and contribute fully to the protection 
and enhancement of Howes Place. The significant reduction in 
massing would resolve the issues with under provision of amenity 
space and parking spaces.  

5) There should be a minimum of 20% affordable private rented housing 
provided.  

 
Final Comments of the Chair 

25) The Chair observed the following: 

 Notes of the Development Control Forum would be made available to 

relevant parties, published on the council’s website and appended to 

the Planning Officers report. 

 The case officer should contact the applicants/agent after the meeting 

to discuss whether a meeting would be helpful to discuss the issues 

raised at the Forum and to discuss any changes that may be 

necessary to the application. The applicant will be encouraged to 

keep in direct contact with the petitioners and to seek their views on 

any amendment/s. 

 The case officer will inform the petitioners’ representatives of any 

amendments to the application. Normally, no further Development 

Control Forum will be held if the planning application is amended. 

 The petitioners’ representatives will be informed of the date of the 

meeting at which the application is to be considered by the committee 

and will be sent copies of the committee report. The petitioners and 

applicants will be asked to send any further comments they may have 

on the report to the planning case officer as soon as possible, so that 

they can be circulated in good time to members of the committee. 
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The meeting ended at 3.00 pm 
 
 
 
 

CHAIR 
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Appendix 1  

 

Draft Affordable Housing monitoring table to be kept by applicant (red italics are examples) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 
No. 

Unit 
Type 

Monthly 
Rent 

Status (Single, 
Couple, 
Sharers) 

Qualifying Criteria Age Salary Employment Type Tenancy 
Length 

Duration of 
Stay 

TBC Studio £800 Single Works within 3 miles 
of the site and earns 
<£40k. 

24 £30,451 Full Time – Public Realm 
Enforcement Officer, 
Cambridge City Council  

3 Years Moved in …… 

TBC 2B3P £1,040 Couple Person 1 – Works 
within 3 miles of the 
site 
 
Person 2 – Has a 
family connection 
within 2 miles of the 
site 

30 
 
 
30 

£20,600 
 
 
£18,525 

Full Time – Horticultural 
Assistant Cambridge 
University 
 
Full Time – Minimum Wage 

3 Years Moved in …… 

TBC 2B3P £1,040 2 Sharers Person 1 – Has a 
family connection 
within 2 miles of the 
site.  
Person 2 – Works 
within 3 miles of the 
site.  
Joint Income <£60k 

27 
  
  
29 

£25,655 
  
  
£23,487 

Full Time – Nurse (Band 5) 
  
  
Full Time – PA Cambridge 
University 

2 Years Moved in …… 
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21/03609/FUL
Retention of the former NIAB Headquarters building, the demolition of all 

other buildings and structures, and the erection of buildings with basements 
for 291 Build to Rent units (Use Class C3) including affordable housing and a 
202 bed Apart-Hotel (Sui Generis) and associated facilities along with access, 

car and cycle parking, landscaping and infrastructure works.
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Site Location Plan
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Site Plan
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Elevation of Apart Hotel (North and South)
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Elevation of Apart Hotel (East facing Howes 
Place)
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Elevation Apart Hotel (West facing Lawrence 
Weaver Road)
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Elevations BtR (example Building B facing 
Lawrence Weaver Road)
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Elevations BtR (example Mews ‘Building C’ 
facing Plymouth Close)
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Elevations BtR (example Mews ‘Building E’ 
facing Plymouth Close)
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Elevations BtR (example ‘Building F’ facing 
Howes Place)
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